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FOREWORD

/n the summer of 1974, the National.Asiociatidn for Retarded Citizens was

awarded a-special project grant from the Division of Personnel Preparation,

BUreau of Education for the 119dicappedttiveondup4 a'thational-trailiing meeting.

The purpose-of this Meeting was to provl4e a wide range of information concerning
. . ,

progamming for severely,haildicapped persons.and to equip the participants to

better cope,with the tasks of preparling personnel and providing educational

services to the severely and profoundly retarded.

The training meeting was held in New Orleans, Louisiana, from March 31 through
ti

APril 2, 1975, with4ver 700 Persons fri attendance. Participants came from 46

states and one fordign country. Twenty resource personsere utilized during the

meeting." Majorsreas covered at the conference included the philosophical basis

for public school services _for severely and profoundly retarded shits, curriculum

devetopment, administrative issues and personnel preparation.

The papers contained in thiil'publication focus upon these issues,*and served

as the basis for the presentations in New Orleans.
4 A'

- -*WARC'wishes to express its ,persollal thanks, not only to all the contributors

and speakersi. but albo to all who attended and' participated in the conference.

Through continuingAooperation between professiohals, parents, anf others interested

,in thg welfare of. mentally retarded persons; we will.be able to realize our mutual
o

goal of assuring quality public school services for all persons, including severely

and profoundly retarded students.

Marion P. Smith, President NARC



Project Director: Brian M. McCann,'Ph.D.

Project Coordinator: Catherine. Payne Moore
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77
The/year 1975 commemorates the National Association fbr Retarded Citizens'

Silver Anniversary. For 25 years our organization has played a major adirbeacy

role on behalf of America's more than six million mentally retarded citizens.

4

Since its conception, the National Association for Retarded Citizens has been

concerned with the marked inequities whibh exist within the public school Systems

of this nation with respect to mentally retarded children, particularly severely.

AS
and profoundly retarded chilnen.

As early as 1953, the National Aglociation for Retarded Citizens' Board of

Directors adapted/an Education Bill of Rights for retarded children. This Bill '

of Rights was followed in 964 by a set of guidelines in the form of policy

statements intended to assist state and local Associations for Retarded Citizens/

in.obtaining`adequate educational services.
_

.

Although considerable progressh4 be-en made in the last.25 years concerning
4

the provisilbn'of educational services for mentally-retarded persons, a subst4tial
/ c=1>

portion of school-age mentally reta ded persons is still being denied a pubic

school. education. Even today, publ school programs are primarily design 4 for

Mildly and moderately retarded students.

The problem is further compounded, as indicated in the President's Committee

on Mental Retardatip report, The Six Hour Retarded Child, 'in that existing spe-

cial classroom space is'often filled by children who have been mis-classified as

mentally retarded because of problems which are essentially `cultural, behavioral,

-or bilingual in nature. 4

In a 1970 position paper entitled, Classification and Placement in Special

Education Classes, The National Assbciation for Retarded Citizens concurred with

*Le President's Committee on Mental RetardatiOn that there were a number of mis-
,

diagnosed children in special classes particularly for the mildly and moderately

retarded. At the same time,.however, the National Association for Retarded Citi-

-
, A'

zens pointed out that there was a significant segment of the school age population

of mentally retarded children thatshouldihave,the beneL of special education

services. This mis-allocation of limited Special classroom space-and services

was particularly Wrenalizing to those children who were functioning at the severe

and profound levels of mental retardation% Faced with liMited space and money, with

a limited number of specially trained teachers, with large numbers of mildly and
f

moderately and mis= diagnosed children to provide services for, many ad6inistrators
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simply turned away countless thousands of chi dren of school age who were severely

and profoundly retarded.

In some school districts where adequate funding, facilities and faculties

were.Present, severely and profoundly retarde children were still denied s6rvices.

Thete children were'denied public educational opportunities by definition. Admin-

istrators'would say that since thisthild cou d not possibly return anything tangi-.

ble to our society that he was net entitled tO a.public school education.
4 .

Obviously, these individuals had not read the Constitution of'the United

'States or the Constitution of any -of our fifty states. As many of you know, the

-e5

problem was so acute that the PennsylvanisiAssociat'on for Retarded Citizells

brought legal action against the gommonwealth Of P nnsylvania'in 1970-71 to pqpide

.equaliducational opportunity for all men/tally retarded peraons. This suit estab-

,

lished the "Riglt to Education" for all entally retarded periOns including the

severely and profoundly retarded.

In 1971, lso, the National Asso iation for Retarded Citizens issued a Policy'

Statement on the. Education of Mental Retarded Children: The following quote

highlights the National Association for Retarded Citizens' position on the education

.of severely and profoundly retarded persons:

"Public school education must be provided for all mental* retarded
persons, including the severely and profoundly retarded. There
should pe no dividing line, which excludes children from public
educational services. If current educative technologies and facil-
ities are inappropriate for the education of some retarded persons,
then these existing educational regimes should be modified."

As you know, we are here this evening` and for the. next two days to focus our

attention on the education of the 24-hour retarded child - the severely and pro-

foundly retarded child.

This conference would not have, been possible if it were not for the Bureau of

the Education for the Handicapped who provided the necessary funds which allowed

the National AsSociation forRetarded Citizens to adequately prepare for such a

necessary nationalworking conference.

In. 1971, the then U.'S. Commissioner cif Education made education of handi-
.

capped children one of the major objectives of his'office an called for the.devel-

opment of a national goal of full educational opportunities for all handicapped
. .

Children by 1980.

More recently, the U. S. 'Office of Education has gone on record as being

'.committed to assuring equal educational-opportunities for all handicapped children.
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The efforts of,the Office of Education in meeting this commitment are being coordi-

nated through the Bureau of the Education for the Handicapped and we are pleased to

have the Director of the Bureau of the EducatiSn for the Handicapped, Dr. Edwin

Martin with us this evening as one of our, featured speakers..

We are particularly pleased that th BEH's Division of Personnel Preparation

has identified as one of its priorities the training of personnel to serve the s

verely and multiply hathdfcapped.

In closing, I would like to point out that many necessary changes must be

made on the part-of educational service agen es in order to meet th it new respon-

sibilities of educating all children.

It is the National Association for Retarded! Citizens' belief that his con-

ference will aid educators in gearing up for the task that lies ahead. We fully

realize that the "zero-reject" movement in the public' schools has subjected the

educational community to the brunt of new parental, legal, and legislative pres-
.

sures.

Educational administrators and professionals are increasingly faced with the

problems of reconciling numerous programmatic, economic4, architectural and legal

,factors which are how begiffil impadt on the public schools.

In many instances, both educators and parents, alike, have been unprepared.

to altpe with this audden shift in responsibility. It isethe National Association

for.Retarded Citizens' hope that this conference, "Educating the 24-Hour Retarded

Child", which brings together nationally for the first time the persons responsible

for monitoring and delivering services to the severely and profoundly mentally.re-

tarded, will be a major step in assuring appropriate public school educational

services for severely and profoundly mentally retarded children.

3
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THE SEVERELY AND PROFOUNDLY RETARDED

PAST AND FUTURE*

by

Philip Roos, Ph.D., Executive Director
National Association for Retarded Citizens

Arlington, Texas

March 31, 1975

* Dr. Roos' remarks were accompanied by a three-screen video presentation.
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We are plunging into the final quarter of the 20th Century. ,A centurrof

scientific enlightenment - a century of humanitarian values. Never before has

mankind possessed such rich resources, or knOwn so much, or.had such great poten-

*tial for fulfilling its highest aspirations.

We liye in a great land - the land of the free, the home of. the brave. A

laid based on a religion of mutual love. We are about to celebrate our nation's

Bicentennial... We can be justly proud of the ideals upon which our, country is

founded, liberty and justice for all, individual inalienable rights. Yet, the

basid human and legal rights, of countless thousands hale been violated dUring the-

past two centuries. Citizens have been denied access to desperately needed re-
o A

sources and subjected to dehumanizing conditions.. These discriminatory practices
%

have been sanctioned on the assumption that there are degrees of humanness, and

that only the "fully human" are entitled to participate in sciciety.- that devia-

tions from cultural norms are valid grounds for rejection and" isolation.'

At birth all humans are helpless, 'Fiarasitic; totally unable to cope with their

environment or to survive unaided. Unlike other aniMals2, humans ave almost no
.

instinctual behava-Tes. Each individual's future, indeed his ver survival, is

predicated on learning. He must acquire a staggeringamount.of information and

develop an amazing repertoire of skills.

Although individuals differ markedly in learning rate and complexity of skilla.
r

7 -
_-_-...

ultimately mastered, all can learn ik provided with opportunities best suited to

meet their individual needs. Yet, we have'a long-standing tradition of systemati-

cally excluding from the edu ational process*those individuals in greatest need

of learning experience s - those who have the greatest difficulty in learning.

Indeed, our terminology has reflected.hopelessness and even derogation. We have

generateelelf-fulfilling and self-limiting prophecies.

Until very recently these individuals typically had but two options: They

o

could remain with their parents indefinitel '- while excluded from community set-

vices essential to their de(relopment: or, they Could be placed in institutions).

for. life -long "custodial care." Lack of essential learning opportunities, combined

with social iddalion,'regimentation and dehumanization has greatly curtailed the

development of these persons. Much of the maladaptive behavior found in the se-

verely handicapped is attributable to their environment rather than to their bio-
-

logiCal limitations.

1a2
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Recent.legiSlation, federal-cogulations and court decisio0s have reaffirmed '

the basic premises of our nation, mandatinItequal.ri4hts for all persons,.assurihg

thptall share-in society's resources and gudrdhteeing Mdkimim 'Possible i'ndividual,.,

freedom. Ldndmarkvlsass action suits on behalf of haitaleapped,Persons in such

,,looile$ as Pennsylvaniaand the Distript of Columbia have established their "rights.

to eduOatiorf. Other suits have dealtwith.the.right to treatment, and freedmu

fompedliage.

,We dlt on the verge Of a.new,,era for the*,everely handicapped. At long last
, .

.. ,

we Stand read to 'shed the-hopelessness of the past and to begin serving thousands

o
of out felldw citiz'ehs.-4Yet, we should nbt delude ourselves into the belief that

these `'persons''` biological limitations are inconsequential.} We cahilot comfort burr

selves, with the naive, assumption that .all. people can develop into so-called °normal's.-

human-beings'if only presented with the proper environment.

wie
"

. ,

are now concerned with the-ost severely handicapped -Members of the human

race individuals whose n'erlious system has been seriously damaged or never devel-

oped properly, or, whose behavior is grosslydeviant from developmentalnormeo

The severely and profoundly mentally retarded inclupeapproximately the lowest

functioning 5% of the retarded population or those persons with Ws falling

approximately below 35. In statistical terms, this means that they-are functibning

at least four .standard deviatidns below the mean; or that more than 99% of persons

learn more easily than they do. As a matter of fact, many of these individuals

maybe unable to complete fty items on Standard intelligence tests, so that their

IQ's dray be reported as "unmeasurable". O.

Severely and profoundly retarded,ehildren,entering school may'manifest many of

the following: Lack of toilet training;. hyperactivity and short attention span;

lack of,skill in eatinq,'dressingand grooming; little or no language, and epilep-
,

tic.Seizures'of all types. ,:In addition, many'of these children maihave developed
"1' 4, 4

irritating habits such as drooling, screaming',, destructive and se,if-destructive

behavior, and .stereotyped acts or other mannerisms.. Severely_and profOUndly retarded.

Persons May also suffer frOM or more other major handicaps, including blindhess,

deaffiess, cerebral palsy d'In spite .of their serious problems, all these children
40"

are*hUMan beings; All/ aVe a right to learn, to develop, to be treated as individ-
z

.Udlei to'actUalixe themselves.

Ctirient "teohnologv can helP these individuals. Impressive programs are now
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. ,underway. Research has,documented the value, of new procedures. Techniques are

4oW avai:eble which have demotistrated effectiv ness...Bat, we are still in the dark

iiages when it comes to understanding the 'emu.' ix& 'Today's technology is'Primi=
,

..

tive, :We have taken but the';first few steps in.wi,t promises7-to be a long and le-

a

warding johrney. .

tdUoafors now face major challenges which, require imm6diate"4action. Theses

.lnolude,development oi clarricula suitable for the severely handicapped, educational

')programs, nor- school settings, PSredtal involvement,' services to minority groups,
-

architectural donsiderations,.traihing of persopel; administrative issues and

`others. We must,also recognize that we are living in an age of-technological ex-
,

plosion, an age of telescoping time.' WeMust leary to use advances in other fields

to improva our own' effortson'behalf of the severely handicapped.

We must cot become prisoners of our past - enamored with.our traditions
. . ,

.,
. .

. . .

limited by our biases -or restricted by today's technology. We mustzappiy the
N . ;.b

best we have today, and we do have.-the capacity to help thousands t we must

also grasp 'for the future - impatient for hat lies ahead s
4-
o that bur piiizens

. ,

),1,[

Opn truly participate in the human adventure.
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THE FEASIBXLfTa OF PROVIDING EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS'

O
A

FOR THE SEVERELY. AND pROFOUNDLY.RETARDED..
.

by

Sidney W. Bijbu and Barbara Wilpox-Cole
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois

Presented by
.

rt

Sidney Bijou, Ph.D.
P'rofessor of PsyChology,_ University of Illinois

Member NARC Research CoMmittee

Mach 31; 1975'
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Certainly one_of the most promising approaches to providing an educat onal
O

A

prbgram'for the severely and profoundly retarded individual is through applied

behavior analysis we did not believe that, NARC would not have organized

this meeting and we would not have been invited to participate in it. It is /in-
, a

tereSting tc note that the

applied to the teaching of

years and at present it is

behavioralapproach, as' we know.it today,.has been 4

Ab retarded at all levels for just -a little over 15

considered by many ranking educators (Kirk 1971) to be

I

the approach with'the greatest potential. 'Some have C aimedpthat it has already '

had a significant impact, pointing 60 terms such as prescriptive teaching, pre-
.

cision teaching, data-based teachings,plassroom management, and on and on.

' Current interest in the%applicatiop of ;behavior principles to the teaching

and training of he retarded undoubtedly.stems from a-variety of causes,.the three

mOst-obvious_being the ineffectiveness of .teaching and training methods used in

the past (Johnson, 1962); the popularity:01 tie behavior approach in other areas,

especially in clinical treatment .(Drash &

1974); a- nd the renewed public interest-in-
'

individual through right-to-education aricL

Freel n, 1973; and Hoon & Lindsley,

the-teaching- anLraining_of_the_retarded___

right-to-treatment established through

legislation and court'action. BUt.so much for etiological speculation. Our task

today is to'point out some problems,, characteristics: and promises of this approach

fdr the training of the extremely retarded individual in terms of 1) the pro-
,.

blems associated with. public education, (2). the essence of the applidation of

behavioral analysis to teaching and training the severely and profoundly retarded,

and (3) the probleMs of implementation,

.

Problems of Public Education
ti

-male it is true that the- approach has ekcellent 'potential and

accepted, we nevertheless must recognize that its-progress hap. been.

Many problems have resulted from Misunderstandings about the nature,

and from abuse's brought-about by the overzealousi the well meaning.
-

trained practitioner..

Misunderstandingt
1

There has peen confusion about the meaningof behavior modification behavior-

ism, and behaviOr. theory. Sometimes behavior modifiCation is considered a.theory

is being rapidly

far-fror smooth.-

of thiA approach

but inadegUately

of psychology rather than the applicatiOn.of-a theory. Sometimes, behaviorisw

considered a theory-of behavior, .sometimes an applied endeavor, and sometimes,

I
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,philosophy of tcience, 'When it is correctly identified assa philosophy ofzacience

it is most often mistaken for ,1920 Watsonian behaviorism with its physicalistic and

mechanistic concepts and its denial of internal procetses. Modern variations.of
0

behaviorism deal with complex interactions among functionally defined stimuli, set-.
ting conditions, and behavior gild deal-with internal interactions as in its concepts '

of.self management, PrObleM-:tolving, and creative behavior (Skinner, 1974).. .*

There has alto-been confusion between the two kinds of conditioning: respondent
-

(classical or Pavlovian) and operant (instrumental). To most people,-Conditiohing

is conditiohing. To explain that operant conditioning is'thestrengthening of

"purposive" behavior and is more like trial-and-error exploratory learning' than-It

is like Pavlovian reflex conditioning is to make a distinction- that falls on deaf

ears. Operant. conditioning is vastly different from-the- Pavlovian:c6nditioning
.

paradigms which have shocked the public in Brave,New'World, 1984, The Manchurian
4 ' , ,

. candidate, and .A Clockwork Orange., P .

w

Those who fail to differentiate operant and respondent'Oonditioning' hold that

'behaviOri'smJs evil and.nothinhood pan ever come of it. tven wheat the applied -.

*No

III
4igi

.
, ,

.

,...q .--. aspect of behakriorisM:Can be. demonstrated to be he-io 1pful in the educational and men- ,,
N%t

,
.

. .
. '.tal health areas, they maintain that even in the long run, the ends fail jco justify'

the means.,

Misapplications
.

.

Another obstacle tb steady prOgress has been generated by those.who hold that

\
. the approach is so simple that anyone can use it ("It's sort of common ense."J

With little or no training and the best of intentions, -they apply their conception

of the behavioral approach. Consequently, their practices of time-out from posi-

tive reinforcement, deprivation, aversive contingencies, and token economy do not

bearthe slightest resemblance to thp technical .meaning of these terms and are not'

applied unddr propert4rcumstances and with proper safeguards: As one might expect,

the results they obtain are not comparable to those reportdd'in the jOurnals and

they conclude, therefore, that they have= tried behavior modification and fbund that

it does not work. These practitioners perform a disservice to the individuals whom

they have treated and to future generations for such misinterpretations and mis-
.

representations arouse negative public attitudes toward support for further re-
.

search' and development.

.The Need for Public Education

Applied behavior analysis sorely needs.a public-education program which des-
,

J
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tribes (1) -.its origin, philosophy of science, and theory, human behavior, and

(2) its implications fdr education and training.

.It i4,essential that the public knows that behavior )1alysis, as an approach
Na. . ' :

to,the understanding of huMhn'behayi0f,.didjiot spring forth filll.blaWn put_evaved,$
. - .. ,- 4 t a .. ,..- , S ..,.) ...
instead frdma long higiory lailichdatesback lristotle, and, in more repent times

, . w ,.,,

. .

to'Pecarted,,arid that pits philosophy of science is.basicallyiconsistent with that
.

!I

the iatura] sciences, such as physECA, chemisth,land bidlogy. The public should

Also know that beha4ior analysis* or behavic4 theoryo asit is 'often referred to,

exists'in several mOdelS, some with a combination of observable and hypothetical

mental terms such,aa "drive", and some with only observable terms (what can be seen

and measured). ,Furthermore, the publicshould.,be informed that most of the varia-
,

_. ....

'Cons on behavior analysis fOcus_uot on group behavior and its, correlations with
. ,

oup conditions Iclut on the behavior of a single unique individual in relation to
.. 1

. .

specific and concrete occurrences that constitute his environment.

That part of the public-education program which describes the implications of

. t applied behavioryanalysis for education and training should first and foremost

clearly explain how the terms, principles, and assumptions of thesyStem differ

from the popularomeaning$ of the same concepts. An example is the way in which

failure to barn i$ viewed: Traditionally an individual who does not learn whht

\is presented is considered.to be incapabl, indifferent, unmotivated, or lacking

in someway. The behavioral view on the Other hand, is that if the student does

not learn, somethih4 is wrong pr lacking in the teaching situation. This giziding

principle is,based on the assumptiorvehat changes in behavior result from changes ,

in,circhmstances and that mostaircumstances are observablb and modifiable. Another

example. Popularly, the teacher, her general demeanor, the appearance-of the class-

room, etc., in other watds,,the physical and social aspects of the educaiional en-

'vir'onment, are evaluated-in terms of social and physical dimensions, "She's well,

dressed and pleasant," - "She's grouchy'," - "The classroom is artfully decorated," -

"The classroom is' drab and uninspiring,"-etc. In a. behavibral approach, on the

other hand, these educational environmentsre analyzed in terms of their meaning to

the individual, that is, their functional. properties to him and him alone. Hence,.

instruction of all sortsmust be individualized. The only, and by no means simple,'

question is how to engineer teaching situations so that individualization of instruc-

tion can be,achieved as much and as often as posaible 18



BehaviOr An ysis. Applied to the Teaching and Training of the

S verely and Profoundly Retarded Individual

It is interesting to'note in passing that one of the first operant conditiop-
/

ing studies wit* humans was giOne with a profoundly.retarded child (Fuller, 1949)/.

Other operant studies had in fact been conducted with infants in the 1920's but/

investigators in those studies (Jones, 1924; Watson.& Rayner, 1920) thought they
c;:a'

were employing classical condi tioning techniques. -In Fuller's study, an 18-year-

*

old institutionalized subject whose repertory consisted of lying on his back, open-
.

ing and closing Jis mouth; blinking, and slightly moving his arms, head and Shbul-

ders was conditioned in four sessions to raise his right arm for liquid food. The

attending physicians at the institution claimed, that until that time the boy had

not learned anything in his entire life.

We have come along way from the Fuller study... We speak not about operant con -

ditioning alone but about behavior analysis. And we now postulAe that both°notmal

and retarded development generate grad interactions between behavioz and environ-

mental events.' The only difference between normal and retarded development is the III

conditions under which stimulus and response functions are acquired. When the

organism. (physiological), social and physical conditions of development are extreme

or deficiefit, development will be deviant and almost always retarded (Bijou, 1966).

From this point of view, training or retraining of any kind requires_ the pre-

paration of an educational environment that encourages learning and development.

Such an environment is not static; it consists, rather, of orderly changes designed

to alter behavibr ip,the direction of pre-established goals.

Since teachers and trainers can do little about the state of affair's inside the ,

skin of their students but can do much to create and modify envirOhmentto facilitate
.

.
.

acquisition of functional interactions patterns, behavior modification becomes y

environmental Modification in the. truest sense of the word.

The Teaching &, Training Format

Over th

education, t aining, or behavior 'change has stabilized. Most of the step in the

format have been called by various names, some quite exotic, but all refer in one

way or ano her to these basic ingredients: ;(1) setting goals in behavioral terms,

(g) asses ing current functiorNing with respect to these goals, (3) applying learning

and motivational principles, (4) monitoring the effectiveness of teaching, and

past 15 years, the format for carrying out an effective program of

1
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(5) arranging conditions to maintaip.an generalize the gains achieved. Each com-

ponent in this teaching format is essen ial.- If any is omitted or is non-functional,

one cannot claim to,be employing a beha for analysis approach. WS shall comment
a

briefly on each step as it_applies to the education an0 training of the severely and

profoundly retarded individual.

1. Setting, goals in behavioral terms. Much has been written about the reasons

ipr
setting the teaching goals in clearly- stated behavioral terms. Nothing more

need be said here except to reiterate that any teaching procedure will be more ef-

fective if it ia oriented toward achievi ng unambiguously stated objectives. There

remains the two- fold .problem, however, (:\)i what goals should be selected for any par-

ticular child and who is-responsible for selecting them.

Traditionally, education has focused upon the question, "What shall be taught?"
Ia

to the relative neglect of the equally important questions, of,,"-How can it best be

taught (the technology of teaching)?" and, "Has it .been learned (evaluation)?" It

comes as no surprise, then, that .67f the.program components identified above, deci-
,

sione about what should be taught in an instru6tional sequence-are perhaps the most

easily made.

In a general sense, normalization is the goal of the inclusive curriculum fOr

the severely retarded. Teacher should train the studelt in as many skills as are

necessary for adequate functioning in .the community ors in the least 'restrictive-

environment. Though the task of delineating the behavioral repertoiie necessary

for "adequate functioning" is complex and admittedly somewhat\arbitrary, there have

been several projects which have made impressive efforts at cataloguing behavioral

objectives for the severelythandicapped over a variety of performance areas (per-
.

ceptual-motor, social, cognitive, prevocational, and vocdtional).. Some of the pro-

gram goal behaviors are the familiar ones that fit neatly under the rubric-of the

intellectual and academic skills. Other objectives include the development of

emotional or affective reactions such as liking for school, teacher, and school

subjects. Still others pertain to the development of new motivations in the fon of

newinterests and attitudes that extend beyond, the confines of the classroom, and

still others refer to the acquisition of personality traits, such as concentration,

persistence, curiosity, and independence, All are treated as goals to be achieved

and all cabe treated by*the applied behavior analysis format.

To' say that it is relatively easy to specify behavioral objectives.for the

20
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r%.,,r, severely and profoundly retarded is not to, imply that there are no ethical issue

in such goal setting. Clearly, controversy exists, and revolves most often.aro d

* the question of how much should be taught. Given the necessary technology,is

worth the effort and expense to teach the severely handicapped to read? Should'

their reading be limited to functional and safety words (Exit, POISON, Stop, Men/

Women) or should;it include the teaching of words commonly taught to=beginninqa

/readers (primer andpreprimer vocabulary)? And given the optimism of behavior

analysis - the belief that almost anything can be taught if it is 'tdequately task

analyzed and programmed in an appropriate environment 7 the problem boils down to

agreement as to where to'stop teaching. Final decisions ab9ut what to teach will

depend in large part on the power of our instructional technology. The question

of Wat to teach is ultimately' subordinate to the question of how to teach it.

Confounded with decisions about what should be taught the severely retarded

is the questioh of who is the decision-making agent. For the normal child, goals

are set both by parents and by other adults in the'guise of school board members, ".

Curriculum specialists, and university teacher educators. e suspect that for the

severely retarded a similar constellation of concerned ad is will be involved in

the specification of training objectives, but parents or/caretakers may have more

lnpUt than usual, arid, as we have indicated, the client himself becomes an important

aspect of the curriculum development process.

2. .Assessing current functioning with respect to the goal selected. Until

recently, the tetras assessment and measurement were most closely associated with

1he administration of standardized, norM-referenced'tests. The student beingeval-

uated was asked to respond to a standard sample of items in an artificial (testing)

environment. Performance on this sample of items, assumed to be representative of,
the student's larger repertoire was compared with the performance of others of

similar chronological age. Labels anc educational placements were then assigned on

the basis of these comparisons.

Recently, critics of standardized testing have increased both in number and in

volume, and the use 'of such narm-referenced Measures has been attacked from a vari-
\

'ety of positions. There is general agreement (among critics at least) that norm

referenced measurement is an inappropriate strategy for evaluating the,effects of

instruction and similar agreement'that many published norm-referenced instruments

are technically inadequate.

2i
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pf view of:a behavior analysis, however, perhaps the most

are that norm-referenced measurement generates a detrimIntal

to generate a specific, educationally relevant diagnosis.

f initial assessment in the behavior analysis approach should

competencies of 'a child so a to' be able to establish a work-
k7

for an educational and training program. Inilight of this

ed measurement is simply nonfunctional: To know that:John'is
0

tells you nothing about what John might be trained to do. To

ed "significantly lower than klary" ptovides no instructionally

relevant informatiOn about either child's level of functioning.`

Not only is n +rm- referenced assessment not functional, But there is increasin

evidence that it c n be detrimental to the development and happiness of A child.

Recently Hobbs (19 it) published a report of a comprehensive study by a- distinguished

group of investigators of the effect of labels. Their summarizing statement was,

in a nutshell, that-diagnostid labels do more harm than good for children and that

diagnOstic categories should.be replaced with descriptions of specific classesclf

behavior.

A welcome and necessary complement to norm-referenced measurement is,criterion-

referenced measurement. A criterion-referenced'iest'is one that yields scores that

are directly interpretable in terms of specific performange.standards, .A chiles
.

k performance is .compared not with the performance of others, but with a predeter-

mined behavioral perform ce criterion. Specific information about performance
a

competencies (objectives mastered) is retained rather than lostA.n a translation to

standard scores. With criterion-referenced measurement there is no automatic

definition of half the population, as "below average."

over time,is compared with hp.own previous behavioral

performance of others who may be acquiring skills at a

is' on continued mastery rather than relative standing.

The translation of criterion-referenced measurement performance into educe-
,

tional programs is direct: What is to be taught is that which has not yet been-

An individual's performance

domain rather than with the

faster rate. The emphasis.

mastered. Assignment of labela can be avoided' altogether.

If the tasks one is teaching are cumulative'- and this is usual y the case

with deVelopmental skills - then mastery of each subcomponent is necessary for.

continued instructional success. That John is i

is irrelevant if he has in fact mastered the s
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prOgramMing. triterionrreferenced assessment, rather than emphasiZing behavioral

Or dexeloPmental deficits, stresses the identification of existing competencies;

Thosip cotpetenciee form a base which is then expanded ,and differentiated into a

repertoire that more closely approximates normal performance.

While the use of'criterion-referencell.tests to evaluate entry -level function-

ing in various develbpmental areas and the use of observational recording techniques

to determine base rates of responding both pkovide considerably more instructionally

relevant information than do norm-referenced techniques, still more information is

neelled for an .adequate functionalassessment. idditien to describing the child's

repertoire - what he can'do is equally'impor'tant to determine fundtional con-

sequences and fupctional discriminative stimuli: under what conditions (e.g., var.:

bal tructiOns, moqellingr.orphysicel guidance) and_for what consequences (e.g.,

srailes praiiev or bits of breakfast cereal) Will he actually perform? Assessment'

is appropriate not only or behavior but for every `aspect the training contin."

gency.

rurthermore, there is a'need to evaluate both the target and training envirOn-

ments to determine what consequences are naturally available and to identify the ,

specific perfcrMances on which'the consequences are contingent. The.child should be
/

. ,

taught behaviors, that are appropriate to, and which:will be, maintained by, the ,

target environment. To gather this kind of information we must dOelop the tech-

niques-to assess environmentS.

3. implementing the educational program: 'applying principles of learning And

motivation The third step in the applied behavior analysi*s teaching fOrMat Is the

utilization Of learning and motivation principles to manage the interactions between

a child, who is treated as a. unique personality, and the edUcational environment.

There are-many:programs-for the retarded child in which careful attention is given
.

to setting goa/s in behavioral terms and'to assessing the child's specific compe-

tencies,in the curriculum areas: unfortunately, the behavioral approach often ends

-there. Theteacher is told to select the teaching method that best suits the child

and that anything she decides on will be acceptable; This conception of teaching is

in sharp contrast to the behaieoral notion that teaching is the arrangement of con-

ditions that faCilitate learnini and that the good teacher is expert in presenting

tasks and materials, prompting or priming responses, and arranging contingencies and

setting factors. .
Zne'Afective management of antecedent, consequent, and setting

2
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factors in ways that move the particular ind ividual toward educational goals defines

the art of teaching.

Many futurists and critics of education like to say that we use only a small
. .

fractionof our brain:power and that when we know more about the structure and. func-

tioningof the .brain we shall be Able to greatly,expand our mental Abilities. They

may have a point. -But -anOther.way. of viewing the limited use of,our potential is in

terMs bf the limited application ot what we know about learning and motivation.. Our
4

guess is that a behavior analysis of the' activities of an average teacher' will show

tha she utilizesa very small fractionof our current knowledge. As more teachers..

and teacherscin-training are taught the principles of learning and motivation, and

.

how to apply thew the effect.on the child's potential for school learning will-be

tremendouSly enhanced. Moreover, the principles themselves will be. further refined

and extended thr ugh baSic and applied research. In addition, wider and more effec-

tive,classssistance, e.g., teacher aides, proven teachin evices and programs,

etc. will enablefthe teacher to devote more of her time to actual 'teaching.. A survey

by Conont (1973) showed that teachers currently spend only 30 percent of their time

in activities that are even remotely related to abademic instruction and learning:

.4. MonitOrtng the,effectiveness of teaching. Keeping records of a child's

performange7in class has always been a part of standard eduCationa;1 practice. The

behavio tal apptoach ties into this tradition but moves in several neW directiong. .

It'suggeSts that the main purpose of .record keepihg should not be to grade.a ch3ld's

`performance but,to provide information on his progress in the program and his mastery

of the tasks ssigned. In order to be maximally effective, programs must be tailored

to individual needs and must .be conttpously Adapted as appropriate,new skills are

acquired and inappropriate behaviors eliminated. The need for continuous monitoring
A

of student.progress,ishighlighted in a criterion- referenced system where prOgress

through.the instructional sequence is based not on length of time in the program but

upon mastery of:prerequisite

Behavior analysis is a responsive and self-correbting system: if a child is -.3>

.presented with'a particular,teaching sequence and.does not learn, the failure is

411 .
attributed to an inadequately conceived or executed program and not to some short-

coming of the child, an all too prevalent practice. It is the program that is modi-

fied, riot the child who is rlamed.

The child is undOubtedly the best'indicator of the appropriateness of an assign-:

meat. Tt follows that;the sooner program failures can b _identified, the sooner the
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programcan be modified,, and the more rapidly can lehrning take place. A system,

0
of,direct and daily measurement of student' progresS guarantees teacher accounta-

"bility' : data demonstrate Competent programming and effective teaching.
(I

5. Generaliz tion and maintenance of learning: The fifth step in the applied

behavior format i that,of programming for the generalization and Mainieriance of

behavior acquire . The generalization of learned behavior to environments other

than the one in which the training, takes place does not just happen simu]taneously

W.& the achievement'of the training objectives. Generalization is, instead, an
0

active and, essential part of training. Conditions must be thoughtfully and plan-

fully arranged so that relevant aspects of the environment outside the training

sitdationcome to control the newly acquired behavior. Maintenance,, lik'b general-
/r

ization, is also an active process and requires the arrangement and, presence%of.

env ronmental conditions that will support the responses acquired.

,Generalization and maintenance procedures have been the last Ttep to be in-

corporated intccthe behavior analysis format becau e it has been dif icult to con.:

wince workers in the field that traits are behavior under the control/of the en-
..

vironmentrather than entities' existing within the i div4dual. According td our

.

behavioral formulation, Stable environments produce stable traits' while changing

`,environments result in changing traits (progressions or regressions).., Educators

and psychologists are still insisting that a treatment or educational program can.

adequately be evaluated in terms of performance six months;Rr more after termina-

. tiowbf,the treatment program. The question of the adequaqy-of the post-

treatment environment is not yet given the serious attention iedeserves.

.1he amount. of planning and effort required to generalize and-maintain an ac-

quired response class varies with the nature of the response.class. Some responses

t

like walking require very. little additional programming to ach0.eve generalization

because walking 'per se makes it possible for a child to receive, almost automati- .

;

cally, large founts of

Generalizaticin of other

reinforcement from the physical and social environment.

responses, however, especially those dependent on social
t

reinforcement (such as tal)ing'in.complete senterices), require a great effort on the 411

part of the teacher. One fOorable'conseguence of-this; requirement 'is that it pre-

sents an opportunity for eie Ipecfier.toainfluence pSrehts to become involved in
s-

training and thereby to reflect upon t4eir child-rearing practices.

One'final comment abouC'pe applied behavior analysib forMat. To claim that

"

2
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411 it has stabilized, does not mean that it is a closed systeM. tinthecontrary; it

is an open system. .Although the outline of its comnenta-and their relationships

are clear, thadetails will;'c'ontinuQJto be modified as findings from both basic'

and applied research warrant. Since the system is based on entirely empirical

relationships, the changes /411 be revisions,and extensions rather than turnabouts;
/

and complete abandonments

others that have beenoffe

qie.approach't0 COrreial,

iafprmatx0Als

//the oth r, hence both are esbential.

. In thietw4, this approach is Very different from most

red to the-educational community.. For/the behavior analy-

0 grow and flourish, there is need for a dteady flow of

arch'laboratory4.basic and applied. One-is dependent uponapplied.

. Implementation

The applied behdviOr andlysiskorMat for teaching the severely and profoundly e

retarded child'hasOen implemented in two kinds of settings: the classroom-like

setting in a communityor residential school, with a teacher and an aide or aide's;

'0,

and the home setting, ,TATith a teacher-teaching a child, or teaching a parent to

teach her child. The first situation is analogous to applying the methods of the

clinic to the cla'ssroOm with the teacher functioning ,in the role of a clinician.

The-latter is comparable to bringing the techniques of the\classioom into the home

with the teacher functioning like a parent, or a neighbor advising a parent on

child-rearing practices. The classroom-lbased and home-based mOdelsican of course

operate together, beginning with training in the home at an early age. When a
- .

child attends school, thehome training he receiveb-ti-Om his parents and the'schoof
..-

. , .
1.

training by the teacher' may be coordinated through conferences and coordination of

_.
0 .. pro.gresagrecOrdS, a: format followed in several of thp replications of the Portage a

A , . °

.
. . ,Z

ol.. '7.. A&Joct (q11qarpr & Shearer, 1972) .
.

.

. .

,..,

No matte r #hattheteaching setting, implementation .of the applied behavior
s'

. .
; n a Ait7 ? . %

+ , ,
.

4

'' analysis formal recfuires teacher training and dommitmdnti, administrative,supPor ',:t
.. . , o g

..
t , '

,

and active parent participation.
.

Teacher Tra;Iiing,dndvCOMmitment' % ,-
te

.
4.A ,k-.; , 7 '

..

Evon tgoughrapplOdbehaVior analysis may seem like organized common'senlei .,'
. f

. ,. .

,
. ', '

.,
.

t

something llid4"wnat any°goo d'te"acher does 'eveIy aay.of,the'week", or a:simple
,.. e 0 ,

, . 1 ,i , <D.

recipe" that any intelLigftt person can follow; there is.needfor teacher training
N

and for teaching rib el,with a commitment (motivation) td enhance the development

of the retarded: child: -,4 t°
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A first, step, in the' preparation. ofiteachers for the severely and profoundly

retarded might be .to modify the 'behavior of teacher trainers izt colleges and uni-
,..

x

versities: cldssrOimi teachers and teacher trainers alike must abandon-their tradi-

tional.COncepts of cUrricurum if they are to be. SuCcessful teachers of the severely

'retarde4 Teachers must in factbe trained to deal with a whole range of behaviors

that haVe.rarely.been thecOncern of the public schools. They must be 'prepared with

programs for,toilet training, for eliminating self-destructive and self-stiihulatory

behaviors, for teaching.dye'contact and imitative responding, for teaching ;community

-skills, And so on. These very special teachers cannot be content nor limit

themselves to giVingtraining in-verbal behaviors - the traditional reading,.writing,

add arithmetic - that may guarantee success in the later school environment. Clearly,*
..

4hetraditiOnal'three are'not enough. The curriculum must be inclusive: teaoher

must be prepay d with the skills to teach students to survive in'the world from the

Moment-they wake up in, the morning until they go to bed at night. When we deal%dth

lthefieVerely retarded, the behavioral deficits and developmental needs of each person

,ratherithan the dictateS of the school board, become the curriculum.

In:addition to acquiring expertise in goal selection or curriculum, a well-

. trainedeffedtive teacher must be taught the other critical components of the behalp,

^ioral teaching format:. assessing behavior, XeePing records, altering programs

response to student perforMince, and programitsingsfor the generalization and.mainten-
,*

ance of the learning acquired. Training of this kind is'not readily acquired through

one-dayidstitutes, short workshops, or presentations brexperts on inderstanding the

nature -of retardation. It is hest a6ieved through clinical procedures, i.e., ,

through demonstrations and practice under supervisici: with ample guidance and f

back. "Skill to do comes of doing" (Emerson).

As for teacher coMmitment, it:has to begin with-the selection of candidates

Wtio have, an interest in teaching'the severely and. profoundly retarded and who'see

this area as-a -challehge) and then arrange training and,working conditions to main-

taro, and hei en this.itterest and commitment. This requirement brings us to the

next pOint in the implementation: the need for adminiStrative support.

*
FldmidistratiVe Suppgrt

Administrators principalS, supi=arintendentgo supervisors and the like - play a

critical role in the success or failure of thisitind of program.:` Not only are they

the ones who select the teachers with the proper training, experience andnotivation,
tot



bud, they are alsq.the Ones:who must -see. to itthat the teacher's efforts9are.

adequately supported, The special teacher will have to,make unusual request's

(withih the context ,Of the 'operation of. the typical school) in terms of assistance,

special' training deviceS, procedurps,ind funds for special materials. These

requests will have ;to be :met if {the teacher is' to do a creditablejt, For ex-

ample, an! addition4aSsiStant 'lay not be attainable becahse'df a llimited budget
,,;

.

but mighe recruited; from" of We* qualified senior citizens.,Simila crlY'!.tth.
.

.
.

alterations-of the phySiCal-plan (taPravide a time -out room or additional toilet
,

, . ,

.

, '..1

_

facilities) may be-somewhat irregular
.e

.

.

but absolutely necessary if the teacher, z to
.

. , ..

. ?;.d.
x..

, ,,

c
expect optimal learning by severely'retarded'students.

Administrative support also,cons2sts.of showing the-..teaCher in no uncertain

giving,terms that her efforts are prWell appreciated by giving her ppsitive reinforcement.
- -,.

for her achievements (even the little ane.). and understanding sympathy for her "'re-

actions to frUstrations, disappointthents, and hurtsthat "come withthe territori
. ..

(negative reinforcement)..

Administrative support has still other facets. OpetOnsistS.of:Seeing to it

thatthe teacher has opportunities td improve her techniques by making it possible

for her ta be in contact periodically with those on the frontiers of revisions

and ne ,developments. NThis, of course, is the business of maintainingquaiity

coptr lof teaching through updating practices on the baSis of findings frOm ap-
,

behavior research and from selected demonstration projects. The fihal point

regard to administrative support pertains to perpetuating the prograM. Many

es effective behavior programs are established and then disaear because qual-

ty control is not maintained (backsliding) or because of personnel,turnover.

because extra time and effort are required to rind interested teachers who are

Willing to learn and put into effect new tedching rocedures, it is .relatively easy

to allow the program to drift back to non-functional practices. There is no ques-

tion but that behavioral program is beneficial to the retarded individual and his
I

parents; whatever extra effort, time, and funding are necessary to establish and

maintain such a Program are well repaid the results.

Active Parent Participation

We turn ndwto the last aspect of implementation: active parent participation.

40tive.parept participation. (with the accent on the "active") is more than an ingre-
,

client in this approach to teaching the severely and profoundly retarded individual;

28



it is a.must..;;;It is imperative because if the arents not actively. participate.

in the program there is little hope that the behaviorl.acquired in the classroom

(walking is an excleptiOnl,will generalize and be maintained:, This inference fol-
,

,
V, V,

lows from,the factthatxn0st: of the behaviors a severely and profOnndly retarded

child learns in the classroom are related directly to his,here-and -now natural

environment Which consiSts of interactions with the functional properties of physi-

cal objects and the members, his family: On' the` Other hand, most of the behav-
,

iors a normal child learns in the classroom are generalized and maintained both in

hone an in the coturiunity. The latter rivcomes progressively 'tore .influential1,1
lirfor the normal child as he, grows older.

:

As We ,noted in the/discussion of the.basic applied behavior analysis format,

the active participation of parents,. also proVides an opportfinity for the teacher

to influence the parents' Chi:11-71- arinyt actices first with respect to tasks

taught. the,special Claas and then to tasks, not taught in school. It is hoped

that what they learn will also generalize to 'their practiCe$ with the other chiliren

in .the family:

v.

Summary

.:The application of behavioral prind'iples hagreai"potential as a basic for
4

the teaching and training of the, severely and profOundly retarded individua] because

f its focus on the interactions between a unique individual and functionally de-

fined, observable, environmental events and becaime 4i.td concepts and principlea'are

experimentally based. To keep this approach muving ahead, there is need for a

sound educational program directed toward both the public at large and the educa-

tional community to abate the unfavorable press which is based on misunderstandings.

Effective public education should include the kind of information that will, dis-

courage people from using the technique withOut adequate training and supervision,
A

and encourage those that are trained to follow the basic format, and keep up to

date On extensions, refinements, and innovations.

Finally, the behavior analysis approach needs support in implementing the for-

mat thrOugh adequate and appropriate teacher training and veigorous backing by admin-

istrators and parents.

The applicatiOn of.:behavior principles to the teaching of retarded children is

not 'anOther,eduCational fad and those who. tand around patiently waiting for it to
a

pass will be-disappointed. Since it fs the 'end-product of 50 years of experimental
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research and theory bonstruction, it is likely that with continued support of

basic and appliadiresearch, it will become even more effective. The only justifi-
.

dation for developing a cogent edlicational technology is the enhancement of the

libel of children; all :children, and 'hence of all mankind.

ON.
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Some of the more recent developments in the area of, the severely/profoundly

handicapped are a direct result of the goals of the Bureau of Education for the

Handicapped 011310 of the U. S. Office of Education, BEH is the principal agency

within the U. S. Office of Education for developing, adminiatering and carrying'

Out ilikograms and projects relating to the education and training of the handi-

capped. Included in these duties are; (1) The preparation of professional and

paraprofessional personnel, (2) research into needs and processes of learning for

the handicapped and (3) the development of educational technology for this poplalk on.

The primary goal of the BEH is to encourage the prOvision-of quality in-

struction for all,handicapped children. Tv serve this 'end, rho Bureau has out

lined a statement of six goals toward which its efforts are being directed, These

six goals include;
A

'I. National Commitment - to assure that every' handicapped child is receiving

an apprdOriapely designed education by 1980:

II. Increased Services - to assist states in providing apprcpriateducational

service to at least 75%' of the handicapped by 1977.

III. Early. Childhood Education - to secure the enrollmen't of at least 750,000

(75%) pre-schoollage handicapped children in federal, state and local e4ucational

and day care proprams.

Iv. Career Education - to assure that by the year 1977, every handicapped

child who leaves school has had career and vocational education training that is

relevant to the job market, meaningful to his career aspirations and.realistic'to

his fullest potential.

V. Severely Handicapped,- to provide quality educational services fOr even

the most severely handicapped child.

VI. Personnel Development - to assure that by 1980, all handicapped.childrem

served in the schools have a trained teacher who is competent in the skills re-
'

quired to aid the' child in reaching his/6er full'potential.

1
'What it will take and what we will have to do to provide quality educational

services for even the most severely handicapiped child\and, specifically what is

happening irithe area of personnel.Preparation for the severely handicapped, are

t6ev,'principal thrusts of this article.

About-2 years ago, Phil Burke, Branch chief, Division of Personnel Preparation,

DEB and Bob York, Assistant Professor, University of Vermont and this writer,

.11 3 3
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published a'paper entitled "Considerations for Serving the Severely Handicapped

in the Public Schools."* This article emphasized that-when large numbers of

severely handicapped youngsters enroll in the school over a brief period of time

the special education community Will be confronted With problems and oh lenges

never before anticipated. These problems and challenges will be (at lea t in

degree, if not in cost) something which schools have never before confrOn ed

sueh a large scale. After having the'fropportunity to review what has happ ned

Pennsylvania! the District pf Columbia, and new in Maryland, this writer has the

unfortunate duty to report that our concerns were far too simplistic and naive.

,However, before continuing to indicate some of the goals to whiCh we must

attendo'let me shate with you several personal assumptions, upon which Yam basing
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my remarks:

1, The severely/profoundly handl apped child can`-and should be served,in

the public school sector.

2. ents can and should be partners in both.educational decision'making

and programming. To this end, special educate s and other professionals should

forever stop using the phrase "parent training".

3. Severely/profoundly handicapped children a e capable of learning beyond

our current expectations..

4. Severely and profoundly haw:tit:lapped children c be integrated into many

regular public school activities.
ri

5. Our mental set about the delivery of serVices'for s- erely/profoundly'
e .

handiOapped children =ay no longer be viable. Such servico delivery models as

the'continuum, the cascade, etc., .are essentially operating from a premise that

may not be beneficial to the severely handicapped'ohild.,

This Writer's propositions for the future probably hold a certain umber of

uncomfortable and antagonizing thoughts for many. ,-However, as Ed Martin, 'eputy

CommiSsioner, U. S. Office of 'Education, remarked recently regarding early c ld-

hood programs, "The needs for coherent public policy must outweigh the provinci
. ,

Ooncerns of special interest groups.ft We, in the Special Education community, hav

be n among the first. .to request input from parents.lut in,all honesty, have we

eve asked for program outputs, or for participation that could be described as

progr oriented? We, in the professional community, must extend to parents a

* SorrPag# Et*/ Mirka, P.,,&"Vork, R. Considerations for serving the severely handi-
.

capped .in t e public schools. Edu tion and. Training of the Mentally Retarded, 1973,

812); 2026.
n.
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sincere and fuhct nal partnership in both decision makingoand programming. When'

we do 'net eXtend it, parents must demand such a role. Only when this partners ip

is functional are we g ng.to-be ultimately successful. Parents are the key to

expanding successful inte vention strategies for severely involved children.

Another oonceptto be nsidered is the need for research specific to the

needs of the SeVerely/p ofoun handicapped. Presented below is a practioneer's

shopping list of research needs:

1. Research into the chemical control,of seizu es.

2., Relevant information on appro riate'visual an audiological screening

techniques. We have to find ways to det

severely/profoundly handicapped child can h r and pee. :

ine how much the non-communicative

3. Significant inforMation'concerning th utilization oft prosthetic devices

for the severely/profoundly handicapped, such as typewriters and telecommunications'

apparatus for multiply- involved handicapped, electronic stimulators for limbs, etc,

This is just a sample of the practioneer's needs. Research is tremendoualY

important, and inir efiortS must be coordinated. In view of the magnitude of the

problem we-face there can be little time for duplication of effort. The information

that we have now on how to teach these children is getting better;,but is minimally

adequate.

Also-, instituf4-,ns of highe education (m) must redoncePtualize t eir role .

f M that of a predominantly pre-service delivery system to one that puts e

emph upon in-service, staff development and pre-servide training.' This re- ,

definit n of roles needed if IHE's are going to provide adequate assistance,

to effOrts Or the"Pro sion of quality instruction for all handicapped children.

Personl prep ration isite major component in the provision of services. Since

this is a common eSponsibility, ii,easonable to expect that representatives

in the various train

plani g activiti4s

g sectors develop and coordinate cooperatiVe manpower

coordination-can be developed through cooperative:

efforts which include a didation to effectivercommunidation, by, all participants.

The Div ision of Personnel Preparation has convened meetings this past year, and

is currently in the process of convening meetings,this jail: We are strongly

Urgin 111E.s to meet with the State Education Agencies and develop coOperative

.manpower, plans for their respective states. It is also evident that BEH, in

cooperation with'INE's, needs'to develop better responsiveness to specific
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geographic Catchment and low incidence areas; IHE's must begin to deVelop better

in-service training delivery systems. They must accept responsibility fortre-

training of the professional' already employed, This training should take place as

close to the professional's place of employment as possible.' IHE's should attempt

td Move pre - training into the schools,. This is particularly true in the area of

the severely/profeundlypandicapped:, We also have to begin to base training

delivery systedd on the aatiumptionS that training is not the sole prerogative of

the IHE and that local and state education agencies have and will continue to have

major responsibilities in both pre-service and in-service training. Increasingly

we find that service agencies are developing not only extensive in-service *training

programs but are actively develoPing pre service programs. In geographic areas

,'wber(;%\great preftservice training needs still exist, service programs are developing

Pre-service training programs When THE's have failed to meet those training-heeds.'

As the Division of Personnel preparation undertakes the initiative in convening

cooperative planning4meetings within states, it is hoped that one result will be

a stronger to meet the training needs in all areas of the states.
o

Hesearch'has extended the age for intervention doWnWard so that mandatory

procedures should be established for hssessment of the possibly handicapped child

at birth or very soon thereafter. These procedures should include an interdisci-
*PI

plinary assessment in aocommunity-baied center. As a follow.up to the assessment

and identification of the severely/profoundly handicapped child, mandatory infant

learning_programs, based on current demonstration center programs, should be av

able to begin developmental intervention for the 9

One of the greatest difficulties that parenteo handicapped children enr-
ti

coUnter is the location of appropriate services. In the past; BEH, as well as

':other agencied'and organizations, received hundreds of inquiries a week from parents

Who were trying to 'locate services. Several years ago, under a small grant from

' the federal goVdrnment, a computerized listing ofall service programs in the

country was made. The project became known as ."Closer Looks,' Under a continuing

advertising campaign using newspapers, radio, television, magazines, and other

4
communication media, parents are being urged to write to "Project Closer Look"

\.

. in Washington, D.c., if they think their child maY need specialized services.

Parents are then sent a list of services available.in their geographic area and

suggested procedures for contacting the appropriate agency(s). However, making



Parente aware of available prOgrams is bUt the Eirat step.

Mandatorily established infant learning programs base on current demonstra.-

tionprOjeeti shOuldllwavailable to begin-developmental intervention for the

severely handicapped child. ResponsibleserVice tO the handicapped demands the

extension of theintervention age upward for continuous programs at each develop-

mental stage. The individual cannot be 4bandoned at age 21 or 25. The coordination

of all interdisciplinary Serviceqmust continue as we deal With the realities of
ipp

today's world (i.e., the employment rate,-the rising ;cost of living, the Unavail-
a

ability of housing, the fuel shortage), and with the implicatiOns of such realities

for working with the,Severely and profoundly handicaPPed. There must be a process

for systematid follow-up so that no individual getsflost at any point during his

. or her lifetime-
w

Severely handicappeO children can and should be served in integrated Settings
/

from birth. At thd;very least, we can request that
'

'self-contained classes for the

severely handicapped child be located in regular
/
public school buildings. In

adOitiori, X think we-can also expect integration of these children into some school

activities. Several year ago, we were faced with a similar situation concerning ..

the integration of moderately retarded children into a regular school building.

Integration typically began in association with,lunohroOm programs. We next ex-

panded
i

.

the integration into physical education, recreation, recess and; ultimately

into academic groups in the kindergarten, first and second grades. The major

problem we continue to f ce regarding integratibn of the severely handicapped child

into publip School_prog ams Involves our:co.:in attitudes and those attitudes we convey

to the rdgular educator. Children should not, be segregated from society by, using
,

..

% such criteria is number'of fingers or limbs or '4) score. We should expect integratiOn

of severely involved children into regular public schools. Weshould expect irate-

,1 gration into such activities as art, music, phythical education, swimming, lunch,..

playgrounO,dtc: The benefits to all of us.are immeasurable. Through such inte-
r

gration all childrerLbecome more tolerant of individual differences and'are better

prepared for the,realities of a hetrogeneous world.

We must. conceptualize programming fOr the severely and pr

child from ages .0 to 21 and beyond. Obvibusly, th..s is not going to be the sole

ly handicapped

tespensibilithe special ed0eator,: Many services and diciplines, which have'.

fidthaO.a.functional.dialogne in the pasto must get together and communicate.
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Other important considerations for the future Directions of comprehensive

demonstration programs, include;
'

1. DeinstitutiOnalization and its ever-widening effe, upon parents,

communities and personnel preparatioriprograms.
e

2. Economic considerations r'the need for a strong i Dvocate for

funding of education prOgrams for the severely/profoundly handicapped

during this time of economic cutrbacks ihfederal and statelfunding.

Implitations resulting from the definition of specific needs for

administrative organization of special education progranm forkie 0

severely/profoundly hapfttaPpea\in such areas as the inner city, the

suburbs and rural arbau.

Idhintification of national Itaderswho have demonstrated their

expertise by association with competent demonstration programs

and who will be available to new and emerging Programs as con-

sultants to help facilitate the "replicatiaah successful programs.

5. Establishment of a central facility that will be responsible for

expedient dissemination of information.

ti

There is an amusing Russian ble about a comic troika which consists of

a swan, a crab and a fish. These ree were designated to pull a cart. Of cod, se,

each pulled\.in a different direction; e., the swan to the'air, the fish to th
A

sea, and the crah-:backwards. The final line of the fable concludes:

"Now which of them is right,
Which wrong concerns us not,
The cart is Still upon, the self same spot."

We cannot afford to-sit upon the self same spot. We must work together to

deVelop and to provide quality educational services for even the most severely

handicapped child. If this goal is to be accomplished, professionals, parehts and

legislators mustiminimize differences and maximize agreements and similar objectives:
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As debate increases about what to teaefitseverely handicapped,pupils, and as

the demand increases for materials to use in teaching this pOpulation, teachers and

4.3

administrators will become inVolved in many small, separate, local community efforts

throughouythe states for the purpose of developing curricula., If tradition is

followed, tgire will be a large number of curricuXa developed. All will be different

to some extent, based oh.differing/sets of assumptions, and offering a variety of

tasks and sequences.

If a 1 of these efforts could be coordinated and a comprehensive plan estab-

lished, it would be possible to write a developmental curriculum, one that could

have a.00una theoretical rationale,and a common content base throughout.theimany

levels of development. Such a curriculum.coula, for some extended time, be in a

state of continuous development, being modified and refined by information from care-

fully maintained records of the performance of many severely handicapped children.

Eventually, a well refined and reasonably complete curriculum could evolve. It

could include the following skill areas: pre-dcademic and academic, leisure time,

social interaction, self-help, communication, motor, and pre-vocational and voca-

tional. It could Arrange sequenced behaviors and tasks in very small increments of .

difficulty so the pupil can progress to more complex tasks or skills that ark devel-

opmentally more advanced.
,

The curriculum should not be considered completed, fixed, or finished and

bound. Rather, it should be open-ended, always being developed further and refined;

always modified on the basis of performance data. Through this process we should

have responsible, dynamic guidelines for teaching.
f

A valuable by-product of slch a curriculum might be
1a

direct performance meas-e

urems.nt scale. Since each behavior and task is observable, a "go-no-W check for

each could accompany the curriculum. This check would give regular evalua iengeof

the child's progress in the teaching program. While there is general acce tancp of

specified behavioral criteria and of formal intervention programs designed to'teach

a child to proceed through d sequence of behaviors, there is no such 'general agree-

ment about selecting the content of curricula and the sequence to use in arranging

instructional programs.

Back to the ideal curriculum. If anyone should pursue this idea seriously; it,

would be necessary to arrive at a sound 'theoretical basis for-selecting what to teach

the severely handicapped and in what sequence. A basis common.to many teachers of

4



^ the severely and profoundly handiCapped as they plan:]curricula

I

.developmental basis, The developmentai'approach to curricular
o

advantages, a.few of which ake,the following:
'

1.' .The developmental approach serves as a unifori' basis for arranging experi-7

ences at'least for the first 72 monthiof development. We believe that once a child

has reached a developmental age of672 months, he can no longer be considered severely

handinaPP'ed. That is, a person with the level of skills develop:tent eStpedted of the

normal Six year old - the mobilit

is RE infant and Child"

e4erience has several

Yr cognitive, social, self- help,. and .communication

skills - has a fairly wide range of capabilities and many other options for curriculum
4

expefiences are available to him.
_,....

2. The developmental approach is anobserved record of many children

from many cUlturee'developing fromi birth to early childhood; therefore, arranged ex-
.

periences and interventions on the baSis of:the sequence typically ,followed by,devslOp"

ingchildren have a certain logic.

3. The devsloPmental aPProach serves as the basis for treatment by severalOilier

management disciplines, such aechild development,specialists, communication.disorders

specialists,. nurses occupational theraPiStsr physical therapists, aid oediatriciaqs.

,This, Of course 'increases communication among the disciplines and provides a common

base among disciplines fcer measuring the child's progr ss.

A Content "Survey of Selected Curri6ula

°In order to, provide. a very brief a but general look at behaviors included in cur-.'

ricUla for severely haficapped children that are in" se throughout the nation, we

have. --Eielected a few very',Ygood ciirricula to review. We will Anclude the age range of

the child for whom the curriculum is provided and the cdnient by areas wherever these

have befk en offered by the authors. We have also inclu44 the first and last item in

each skill are,. This will give an idea of the nature of the items and the range of

tasks airailable, in each 'area.

The Portage.Guide to Early Education (Shearer, 1972). mas developed primarily tb

Use as a guide in teaching handicapped children in early childhood education programs

and designed for-those children,whose mental, ages are birth to five`. years. kIt has

been fairly widely replicated, throughout one-half of the United States. The Portage

Guide to Early -Education contains 1).a check, list of behaviors and 2);a card file

COAtainin9 curriculuM ideas. These materials were developed by personnel in the

Portage PiOject WhichwaS.funded by the Bureau 'of Education for the Handicapped and



was one of the seventy First Chance 14ojects for Preschool Handicapped Children.eb it

consists of five developmental arell, each area color cpdeds 1) Cognitive, Motor,
0

3) Language, 4) Self-help, and 5)-Socialization. Each of the 420 cards in the card

file provides,information about the activity suggested: appiopriate age of the user,

behavioral title, behavioral descr tion, and the suggested activities and-materills.

For example, in the Cogn0a a secti n, Card No. ljthe behavioral title is "Visually

follows object past midline," and the behavioral description is "The child will follow

a brightly-colored object with his eyes from the side oftheface past the center of-

the face." The end of the sequence in the Cognitive area is Card No. 86, which in-

cludes,the'title, "place object on direction" and the behavioral description, "Child

will place objects - up; down, in, on, under, over, beside (next to), pn direction."
61/

In;,the Motor area, the first card's title is "Sucks and swallows liquid foods" with

the same behavioral description.LThe_lakt cardo.--37, involves the task, "Copies

diamond shapeS," and the behavioral description is "The child will copy a diamonds.
shape made by an adulton paper:" In the Language area the first task is "Undif-

,

ferentiated dry," and the behavioral description,-"The child will cry as a reflex

action (i.e.) birth cry, startle reflex, sudden,chan4e in position)." The Language

sequence ends with- "Speech is understandabls;"" and, the behaviOral.description is

'"The child's speech will be understood clearly by anyone, with minor.mis-articula:-

tions that do not interfeke with being'understood 'yethe' fok 'yest)." In.,.

the Self -help area the first task is "Open Mouth for bottle or breast"'end:the

behavioral,description is "The child will open mouth to receive nipple." The last

task -(Card-No 80) in Self-help is ."Goes about neighborhood without constant super-

\
NrisioW' and the behavioral description is"The child will go about hiS immediate

4
neighborhoodsunsupervised. May be restricted as -to areas and boundaries and time

he is allowed to be gone." In the SocializItion.area, the first task is "Responds
-

to another perSon" and the behavioral description is "The child will follow a mov-
\

ing person th his eyes, increase bodi, activity or turn his head in response to

voices or to movement of people around him." The final task in Socialization is

"Responds to music" and the behavioral description is "The child will demonstrate a
1.

social sharing of music.." The 'directions of The Portage Guide to. Early Education

do not specify the basis for Selecting the specific content or the sequences of a
--

task; however, it seems obvious from looking at the tasks that the content is quite
.

compatible with typical child development.

.4
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The Right-to-*Education Child (A Curriculum for the Severely and Profoundly
,

Mentally Retarded) (Myers, Sinco & Stalma, 1973). This curriculum for the severely/

profoundly mentally retarded is found in a book pUblfshed by ,Charles C. Thomas; it

is fundamentally based on behavioral objectivesand is competency based, with a corn-
.

petencY,Checklist included in each instructiona ,unit.- It is divided into four cur-

riculum units; Sensory Development, Motor D elopment, Self -;ca e Development (wiith

tsub-units on self-feeding,and drinking, ihg and bat i'g nasal ,hygiene, oral

hygiene, toilet training, and dressing) , nd. Language Re' ire's DevelopMent. Each

unit includes an instructional objective; information abOut readiness forinstruction,

procedures,; task evaluation; andinateria s and equipment lista. In the first-Unit,

Sensory rieveloPient, the first instructional objeCtiveiis "To' direct'the chiles

body in a variety of positions; in ord to stiMUiateihscles'And circulatory pro-

,cesses" and'the la:St objective in that unit is "Tip stimulate the taste sense of

the child." In the next unit, Motor, evlOpment, the fikst instructional objective-. --

0

is "To have the'child move his head i the direction of sound stimulation" and the

last instructional objective. is "To eve child begin to move up steps with *assist-

"anCe." Third is a sub-unit., Specifi Motor Activities.for the Spastic and Athetoid
e.

Child. The fii4t instructional obj ctive here is "TO hring the athetoid cerebral.

palsied child, too - ore stabilized osture" and the lastinstructional Objective.
. -

i8 "To develop head control in the paatic and athetoid child." an the third unit,

Self-care Development, there are s x sub-units - the first objectfye of the Self-

Feeding and Drinking initiuctional sub-units is "To teaCh the%child to take nouilsh=.

ment thtough a dropper feeding d the :last; pPj'ective in this sub-unit is"TO have
-

'child successfully cut fOOd using 'aknife." In the next instructional sub-Unit,'

Washing and Bathing, the first in tructional objective is "To,have child relax in

bathtub ofyster" and the last is "To have the child wash and dry entire body inde-

pendently. " -The third ihstructi al sub-unit s Nasal Hygiene--the tirst,instrucr
,

tional objective is "To hive chi d becom4 aware of the proper-use of tissues by

playing such.gimes as 'this.is e way we blow our nose',".'and the,Iast-objective

4.s "To have child care for nose ndependently." Under the fourth sub-unit,-Oral
,

Hygiene, the first instructional objective'is "TO have child become less fearful of

toothbrush by playing gameS With it," And the Vast objective is "To have 'child brush

hie teeth: ihdependentlyt"- the itStinitrUctional ohjoctios under TOilet Training

is "Child is drY for C.:11a.to tWoltaisVermittingoA toilet traininq'schedule to be
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lementea,"'and the last objective is '".71c) have child use toilet appropriately,0 .., imp . (
:
*indel5endently." Under Massing, the first objective is "To have child successfully

pull' sock, off whert.if is'just over his toes," and the last. is "To have child button
1,

shirt independently.". In the last unit, Unit IV, LanguageReadindas Development, the

\firg;t Objective ig.."To ha4 child attend to adult when being, spoken to" and the last
. . ,

47

is.7T0 have.child responcrtb simple'verbal commands."

As in the review of the previous Cltricaum, it is difficult to determine the

basis for the content or sequences.: One can assume that it has been deveioped.empir-

ically. The only clue to the approaCh is included in the Introduction, which provides

this rationale for using an adaptive approach: ". . . any classification system tends

to lead.to an overtimplification of problems that are complex'and perplexing. Within

each level there are wide,differences'of abilitypotentiality. For these reasons it

..-
is preferable to Zocus on the dimension of adaptive behavior which refers primarily

°to the effectiveness with which an individual copes with the natural and social de-

mands of his environment._" (p.1)

iiheMid-Nebraska Mental Retardation Services .4ve produced an excellent cur-
.

riculum which includes the Basic Skills Screening Test and the Basic Skills Remedia -.

tion Manual fachalock, Ross & Ross, 1914). The manual and the screening test provide:

1)- an objective screening test to evaluate each target behallior; 2)-a develOpmentallr
)

sequenced list of target behaviors which, when remediatd or present, 'combine to

Q1'

ptoduce functional behavior; 3) specific teachingMbjectives, remediating techniques,

and materials for'each fart/et behaViim; and 4) a suggested movement cycle for each,

teaching objectiv . Both the screening test and the remediation manual include seven
"

-. .

areas: SenSory-MotOr Functioning, Visual Processing, Auditory Processing, Language-,--4..
.

Symbolic Operations, SocialeEMotional Development, and Work Skills. Each of the

-areas in the remediation manual included the targetibehavior,,teaching objective,
le

:remediation activities, materials, anamovement cycles fpr the teaching objective.

In qensory-Motor Eunctioning, the.first.target behavior is "Visual Fixation,"

and the teachifig objective is eye steady while loOking at a stable object

for 15 seconds." The'last target beh&Qior is "Distinguish right from lefe,'"and
0'- ,

the teaching_objectivegis,"Differentiates right from left hand and sides of-body
. 0

.

'
.

,

(and fee4." Under 'Visual Processing, the first targetbehavior is. "Orientation

toward thb visual stimulus," and the teaching objective is "Orients eye toward a

,
%visual stimulus.' The last-target behavior in Visual Processing is "Visual asso-

4 41
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ciation of pictures" with the same teaching objective. In Auditory Processing the

first target objective is "Sound localization,"an, the teaching objectiv is

"Locates direction of sound heard." The last taig4i behavior is "Audits' .aSto-,

ciation - relating spoken word8 " and the teaching objective is "Re ords tO

meaningful verbal concepte."'

In Language, the first target behavior is "Understanding' nouns," and the

teaching Pbjective is "Matches an object with a common noun heard." The last target

behavior in Language is "Combining words to make phrases," and the teaching objec-

_give is- "Uses verbal phras

Tho. next ;area, Symb

first, includes'a range

as in meaningfursituations spontaneously.",

3.4o ic Operations, contains five sub-areas. Reading, the

of behaviors from "Visual discrimination" (the target behaVior)

accompanied by "Visually distinguishes likenesses and differences in letters" (the

teabhing.objective)/to the lait in this area of reading, "Comprehension" (target

behaviOr and teaching objective) . Printing or Writing (Sub-Area B) ranges .from thd

target behavior, "Left to'right progression" and the teaching 'objective,-"Moves

eyes and hands in

to the last targe

a smooth left to right progression on pencil and paper tasks,"

t behavior and teaching objective, "Writing letters without s

model. Sub-Area C, Arithffietic, begins with "Visual discrimination" (target behav-
-

ior) and "Viso

(teaching obj

vnderstandi

ranges from "Visually discriminates likehesses_and differences in color, size, Shape,

etc." (t

ally distinguishes likenesses and 'differences in shape, size, numbers"

ective), and concludes with "Money concepts- preregul.site counting and

ng the number symbol-object relationship." Concept Formation- (Sub-Area D),

behavior

bleM"

blems to the child." The last. target behavior and teaching objective in this area

rget. behavior and teaching objective) to "Concrete association" (target

) and "Classifies objects' (teaching objective).

Under Problem Solving, the first target behavior is " Understanding the Pro-

and the accompanying teaching'objective is "Teacher presents different pro-
0

4

is, "Choosing One Way to solve a problem."

In Social-Smotional Developments, the first target behaviorjs "Body image"

and the teaching objective is "Points to and/or names body parts." The last target

behavior is "Leisure time," and the teaching objective is,.!!pxperienoes free time and

free time activities during.theinstrudtional day, does solitary free time activities,

and utilizes community resources* fOt entertainment" The last category is Work
. - 4

Skills ""' the first target behavior and teaching cbjetive is "SfAys 'at work isolated
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station." The llast target behavior is "Tool recognition and use" and the teaching

Objective is "Labels correctly and uses the followitg tools: Hammer, screw driver,

pliers, saw, wrench, paint brush." 4o.hgain, this curriculum does not specify the

theoretical base for the content or the target behaviors and sequences. Each objec-

tive-is behavioral and observable..,, Since each behavior is described by a movement

ycle, and is accurately recorded and measured, measurement ofprogress throughout- .

. , .

e curriduluM is facilitated. .

.

The Porceptual_Motor Development Curriculum Guide (Ronayne, Wilkinson, Bogota?,

Manculich, Sieber,"&14cOowell, 1974) is a highly cognitive approach which is not (,

',_totally consistent with the'developinental approach ih that it places heavy emphasi!s
,

-

on motor learning;%perhaps even to the point 'of iiitts. One of the advantages of this

.curriculum, as specified in the beginning narrative,.is that it will Continue to be
a

revised on the basis of experimentation. This curriculum includes eight skill areas:
q

. 0 ,

.Body image, gross movement-7xperiences, specific coordination skills/visual-motor

perceptual training, auditory perceptual training, haptic perception,'olfactory-

gustatory perceptions, and perdeptual integration-conceptualization. ,T4e curriculum

includes specific objectiv6s, experiences and activities, and resources. Remaining

y

1

ofisistent with the other curricula reviewed, in the body image area the first objec-
\ - ../ V'

tive*is "To respond to self in mirror,'" and the -final objective is "Writes, colors,

paints, etc., using dominant hand." Undhr gross movement experiences, the first
-

objective is "Rolls head to right and left," and the last objective is "Engages in

.rhythdic exerdises fdlloying his own inner rhythm.'!" The objectives under specific

Coordination skili6-rangle from "roars on stationary objects' to "Coordinates eye

and hand movements efficiently for copying, writing and drawing," Visual-Motor Per

ceptual training begins with the.objective "Matches an object to an identical- object
- v. .

and ends with.dTo identify an object When variations in color are present." Follow-
.

ing is the auditory perceptual training section'which begins with "Responds to loud

sotfnds: gives startle response - increases or decreases activity" and ends with the
6,

. ,d
final'obdectiVe, "Mistinguighes foreground from background sounds. Undethaptic

r

411
-percep.qion the first objective is "Shows, awareness of stimulation" and the last is

t ,

typ- ' "Recalls haptic experience for self-protection." The olfactory-gustatory perception
a .

f '
I

araa.follows with-the first objective,'"Experiments with =numerous sensations of flavor"

and the final objective "Recalls specific tastes and smells." In the final area, perr.,
ceptuaintegrdtion-conceptaaliiatiOiG. the formai- for achieving -the Objectives is

4G



changed a bit and the teaching involves awareness, imitation, matchi

tion, identification, organization (perception), integration (concep

interpreteti.ton (reorganization), and

Development Curriculum, as indicated

really based on research and sensory

g, discriminar

alization),

transfer (generalization). The Percegtual Motor

in the narrative parts of the curriculum, is

stimulation and training by noted psycho-physi-

plogists such as Hebb, Montessori, Seguin, Piaget, and others. The.curriculum gives,

credit-to Dr. Bryant Cratty's 1967 statement that, "The motor and intellectual abil-

ities of more severely retarded children are more closely related than are various

motor and intellectual,dmeasures of children with lass severe mental impairment."

The'Zero Reject Project Curriculum (Brown, Scheuerman, Cartwright & York, 1973)

is directed by Louid Brown, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. This cur-
,

riculum, interrelated with behavioral procedures, is entitled, "Design and implementa-

tion of an empirically based instructionarprogram for young'severcly_handicapped

students: Toward the rejection of the exclusion principle." It was developed by

several researchers observing and recording deVeIopmental Sequences of handicapped

children, using their behaviors as the basis for organizing the content and sequenc-

ing of the instructional tasks for these children. This is a curriculum designed

more for children from five to ten years of age. It is an instructional program which

embraces curriculum content and skills within the program, but follows the straight-
.-

forward format of the other curricula reviewed. The programs include: 1) Basic

Language Skills (direction following program, location-concept,,receptive language,
a

'and expressive language); 2) Reading Skills (initial sight word reading, color pro-

gram, basic alphabet skills, and chart story program);p) Math Skills (number dis-
,

crimination and labeling, basic counting and ydantity concept, and rudimentary math

concepts including quantity and size); and, 4) Adjunctive Programs (pre-writing,
,

shape discrimination and labeling, behavior management p'roblems). We;have reviewed
. , . ,

this program and its curriculum because it shows with realistic optimism 'that severely
, .

handicapped pupils can respond to an academic curriculum- It'has built in" a number of

instructional programs which have been developed empirically:and used with a papule-
,

tion of severely handicapped. children.. The data included provide the evidence to

demonstrate that with precise intervention, severely. handicapped children of school 0
age can learn the rudiments of Word recognitipn, concepts of quantity, and writing,

SyStematic'Instruction for Retarded Children: The, Illinois Program (Chalfant

4 t
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and Silikovitz, 1972) is di died into four parts: 1) Teaches
.

tematic language liotruction;\3.) Self-help instruction; an

and recreation instruction. Thid is the most comprehensive:

rent guide; 2) Sys-

) Motor performance

curriculum program that

we have reviewed. Obviously three Major areas of instruction - ,language, self -help,

motor performance and recreation are condensed from the other curricula involving

a greater number ot'areas. The language section'is developed in ten stages consisting

of a) good sitting; b) quiet sitting, c) good hands, d) good _,legs,a) good sitting

with good hands and good legs, f) good looking, g) good listening, h) introductiOn of

another child to the teaching situation., i)-introduction of three cther children to

the teaching situation, and Deintroduction of potentially distracting materials.'

This curriculum is'organized into lesson plans which include teaching procedures, re-

inforcement procedures, and correction procedures; Atypical Objective in tbe lan-

guage area is "To"teach subject, on hearing his own name', to'respond by looking at
00

the Speaker," 'Another plan *leer the end of the language instruction area is

-,teach-SUbjedt-te_perfekMLtwo acts in4equencewhen. Oven multiple Commands-joined .by

'and'." The Self-help curtimilUm,,consists of four programs; dressing, dining, toilet

training. and_groominq.AtlipicarobjectiVe In' the beginning seqUence of'the dressing_-

program is: "Subject takes off sock upon request."Y At-the end-of:the" program, cbjec-

tives progress to."Subject ties his shoelace on request." In the dining program the

, objectives include teaching-good eating behaviors and proper use of utensils. In the
.

grooming program the teaching objectives are tooth brushing,/hand Washing,,.:hair brush -

ing andnose blowing. For example, with tooth brushing, the subject is requested to

first touch hie teeth and then graduates to "brushing teeth on reqUeet." the toilet

training program is organized around three areas:, pre-training observation and record

keeping, deVeloping and implementing.a toilet training sObedule, and develoOing the.-'

Chlidos Self-control. Included in the last sedtion of the curriculum, Motor perform-

ance and recreation instruciion, a'typical,beginning objective is "Child walks Oh

verbal command in. two situationeand:, at the end of the section, atypical objec-

tiVe "ihe child outs paper of average resistance on a straight line," on command,

"Out the paper on the line." This instructional program was selected for review be

cause it includes a teachep-parent!guide, which is very interesting and helpful for

the teacher. However, the curriculum within this program, like the others reviewed,

does not hint at the basis..from which the Content was drawn or ,the Way in which the

tasks were sequenced.-



The Washitatet Cooperative urrichium 12re`eatIWSCC, Edgar, Shlzbacher

Owil't,.Warper, Alexander McCormick, 19751 is A computerized tracking system of ' °'

skills with criterion teats, The WSCC is. designed to be teacher admin.,-

istered and can by used both to assess handicapped childien*andprovide ongoing

evaluation data...The assessment data can be used to deterMine initial program place,

Merit for handicapped children as well as to establish specific individual objecties,

The ongoing data provide the teacher with. information which can be used to make pro-'

grad modificatiOns. SchOol administrators can use the data:to monitor individualas

well as total class progress, The. language of the WSCC faCilitatescommunication

:between teachdrsandechoel districts. Additionally, the data frod-the-compAter can

be used toscale-the curricular:objectiVes in empirical learning sequences.

The curriculum items consist of two parts: Objective Statements and Criteria

Tests. The Objective Statements (OS) are a catalog of student performances in six-

teen instructional areas. These OS's provide an evaluation of the stUdent's reper-

oire of skills and behaviors and are joresented in a fordat that (a) facilitates

communication to all those concerned with the student and (b) provides a framework

Tor, the teacher's sequencing of instruction. Criteria Tests (CT) are the second part

of the Curriculum, providihg (a) the operational d6Titions of the behaviors listed

in the Objective Statements (OS) and (b) specifying the standards for assessment.

Currently, there are over 1500 Criteria Tests which have been field-tested

(with a reliability of over 85%) with an additional 1000 Criteria. Tests in develop-

ment.

' 1
This curricular system was designed to present anorderly sequence of preciselyi

'defined skills which would not only provide a.means for individual student program-
.

ming but also allow pupil progress ditato'be easily communica0d among teachers and

administrat6is. Of primary significance is the fact that the project should provide
a. . . . '

a model for teachdr'training and accountability,-rapid curriculum modification. and
f,

improvement through feedback from pupil progress data, and ongoing analysis of teach-

ing elements. It is expected that this system will provide a data basefor eoopera-

-aye programming as an individual student moves through state institutions, group

homes, and public schools-

Overview. The point in creating an Curriculum is to enable children to develop

as fully as they can. The,issue we think worth raising is, that if there is no dis-

cernible basis for selecting the content of any given curriculum, one must assume that

49
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anything might serve as a resource for such content. It is our belief that one must

select those materials that lead to crucial responses and skills. Until there is a

justification for selecting content that is more compelling than that, we believe

that the appropriate, course to take is to find out where a child. is performing in

relation to typical developmental sequences insofar as those crucial skills are con-

cerned; and to begin programming from there. We believe, to6 that using normal

developmental patterns as the basis for assessment and programming yields a.basis

for delieloping a very wide variety of curricula that can be used with severely and

profoundly handicapped children. In the search for uniform procedures to use with

this population, such a basis - applicable to potentially any.curriculum would do

a great deal to improve instruction of severely handicapped children.

Although our review is by no means complete, it has included a fairly repre-

sentative sampleof the,behaviors included in curricula available for guiding thy''

teaching of severely andprofoundly handicapped children, While the content of these
,

curricula was drawn from functional sources of information representing practical

skills and facts for children to acquire, the bases for these curricula, whether

theoretical or empirical, were not included inAhe material we reviewed. All curricula

seemed to_include essential behaviors which had either a developmental pattern or

sequences based on task analyses. All but one curriculum reviewed used'behavioral

approaches implementing the curriculum. Essentially, specific ob.jectiveprocedures

were employed to implement theAobjectives and there was some, way of realizing When

the child had reached criterion 'throughout.

The Need for Uniform Guidelines

It was difficult to discern from the selected curricula' any comMon base or ,

rationale for the skills and facts.we expect.severely handicapped children to have.
6-A5

Yet thd severely handicapped do represent a group of children with extreme respqnse

deficits in almost all areas of performance. It is obvioui that we do need guide-

lines for selecting the content we should teach. Certainly we cannot afford to teach

irrelevant behaviors. Using typical infant'and Child development as a guide for

selecting target behaviors and sequences offers the advantages mentioned earlier. It

is crucial that the teacher of severely handicapped childen have an excellent know -.,

ledge of normal developmental patterns. Without suCh knowledge, it is extremely

difficult to determine where a given child is functioning. While the severely handi-,

Capped child may be expected to'have many

0
deficit through knowledge of normal

5
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development the teacher will be able.to identify those behaviorp in whichtthe child

°may demonstrate some approximation toward normal growth patterns. It is not uncom-

mon to find extremely uneven developmehtacross areas in the severely handicapped

youngster. Therefore, identifying areas of potential strength as well as those in

which performance isextremely deficient has.' tremendous implications for all pro-
,

gramming efforts/ For those areas't Which the Ohild.is found to be extremely

deficient, knowledge of, normal development is even more critical; without suchknoW-

ledge, it is extremely difficult to identify the behaviors which shailuld become the

focus for'educafional objec4ives,and programming.

problems and Needs

There is fairly universal agreement about the sequence in which various skills

appear in the developing child; a review of the developmental checklists and sequen-
,

tial. inventories that are currentlY.aVailable shoWs that oftentimes the identical

skills listed as apPearing'in achild'srepertoire. at a given age are-included in the

majority of comparable scales. However, skills or abilities are often described in , III

ambiguous terms which -offer teachers little help when they are confronted with a need

to evaluate a given child's performance. pince the sequences:available are. the re-
,

sult
".

of fairly comprehensive cross-sectional studies'of large populaVohs, and since
1

so manY of these scales exist and are in agreement about developmental sequences,

there seemed little need tg,,sequence, once againi developmental "milestones." How-

ever, there did seem to be some need to translate the descriptors offered in avail-

.able scales into unambiguous., neasurable terms that could be of,practical classroom

value to teachers.

There also exists a need to offer a sequence which follows a single skill as

it develops in a child's performance repertoire over time; whilea developmental

Toychologist; for example, might be interested in a list of all the Skills a child

possesses at one month or one year of age, a teacher working on developing one skill

at a time in a classroom setting would find a different sort of format more useful.

In order to find the next step in the sequence of development for each particular

behavior in available lists, one must scan other 'long lists of behavior for each of 411

the many age groups considered. For example, a teacher who wished to set up a pro:-

gram for a child deficient in communication skills, using -currently available scales,

would haveo extract the particular,communication'skill of interest as it appeared

at each age from a list of many other skills.



DeveIopmeh61 Pinpoi

ss

have ireen compiled in an eff rt to provide infor-

coati concerning major development yeas, as well as the pattern a development

of Ocrete skills within each area. The complete seauezice may be found'in,aforth-

com ng book, Teaching Severely /Profoundly. Handicapped Individuals, published bys,

G ne and Stratton: -A description of the way-in which the sequence is organized is

offered bellw.

Guidelines in the Organization of the Developmental Pinpoints
_

.
a

The term "pinpoint" is one that has been: taken from. a _set_of procedures called

precision teaching (Haring, 19704' Lindaley, 1971). In precision teachingrIthe pre-
.

cise specification of behavior in measurable terms, or pinpointing, is an essential
-

first step inprogram development. The use: of the term is: quite appropriate. here,

for the authors have made every, effort, whenever possible, to clearly specify in

measurable' terms the behaViOr of interest. Oiin'princiiial effort in this project,

therefore, was to adapt the developmental skills listed in existing scales by making

them specific enough to be useful' in the classroom and by arranging them in a format

which trackeach skill over time rather tharifdllowing thechronOlogical appearance

of skill clusters.

A the tem/ pinpoint" refers to;a measurable behavior, it follows.then,that

ph sis throughout the listing would be upon that which is observable. It

a peered hi hlyjneempatible, therefore, to include one area which appears in zany

evelopmental checklists consulted, the area of cognition.: Our belief that descrip-

ion of observable behavior results in more useful programming for. children led us

o include various skills often placed in the "cognition" category under fine motor

or\groes motor skills. Previous scales have provided some precedent for this deci-
,

sioni since often a skill reported by one 'sequenc6 under the heading of cognition

occurred under'fine motor skills or gross motor skills in other researchers' lists.

. J

Format of the Developmental Pinpoints

ThrOughout the listings' in each major deveIopmental'area, "large N" studies,.

screening batteries, and developmental checklists are cited. Generally, the pin-

points have been compiled froma standard group of sources. For-some pinpoints,

rather general agreement has been noted concerning the age o occurrence, while for

others there may be several months' discrepancy between sources.- For those few areas'

in which the standard poll of sources offered few pinpoint?, other "large N" studies

were consulted for additional information.
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Before each.Of the major. pinpoint 'listings, the authors have'provided.an intro-

ductory section. These discUssions are designed to provide'a btief background re-"

qarding a few of the major concerns donfronting.,,an educator, attempting to program in

that particular area.

Suggestions for Classroom Implementation

These,pinpoints provide an essential first step in program development. As, the

-teacher views the large set of piripoints,provided within the sequence, it is important

to be aware th4t the authors-are not implying that the severely handicePPO Youngster

develops in this way. Obviously, there have been many deviation1 from the normal
.. ,

course of development for these youngeters. 'While there remain many unanswered Ties-
,/

tiOns about the particular course of development for each individual included in this

population, 'there are considerableodata upon which guidelines'for normal development

have been based. This information haffimportent implications for prograis for se-

verely haildicapped children and cplAot be ignored.

The total Developmental sequence may provide information useful in forming a

"quickie" overview of deVelopmehtal sequences in*general. Rather than devoting hours

to seeking out information concerning ispeoific skill,sequences, this listing can pro-,

vide ready reference material to guide the classroom teacher.

For those teachers seeking to provide youngsters with a well-rounded*curriculum,

the Developmental Pinpoints maybe of special interest. Comparing his or herown

classroom objectives to ali'developmental areas presented, the teacher may note his or

her heavy emphasis upon the fine. motor and self-help skills, for example, but insuf-,

ficient emphasis in the area of communication. Through a more careful scrutiny of the

communication pinpoints, -;new program objectives may be specified.

It must be emphasiied*ce again that pinpointing is a first step in the devel-

opment of programs._ Through careful pinpointing, the teacher may begin to formulate

both short and ldng terAi objectives. When establishing meaningful objectives, the

tea her will want to utilize the pinpoints listed in assessing the child's behavior.
o

Care ul examination of the pinpoint sequences shown will suggest the teacher ways
, -

in whi h to,proceed in assessing behavior. For each sequence of behavior lifted, the

teacherould want to consider the terminal behavior first. lk the child were able to

perform the terminalbehavior, there would be no need to further examine this skill

sequence. If, on the other. hand, the child is unable to perform the terminal beAviok,

_.`the teacher will want to assess whether,he has the behavior listed one 'step earlier-in

0
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the sequence. If the answet is no, the teacher proceeds to assess other items listed

in the sequence to identify which of the behaviors listed the child might aiigady

have. Whenever possible, the teacher will want to start programming with;the closest

approximation to the terminal behavior. Certainly the'teacher would hesitate tp
.

begin instruction in a given area at a developmental level beyond that indicated by

ythe child's performance. Using the procedures listed,othen, the *Developmental Pin-
,

points can become the basis for an assessment sequence and the subsequent establish-
*

ment of educational objectives.

Pre-academic Area 7

Certain readers may question the inclusion,of a pre-academic section in a set
44.

of pinpoints designed primarily for use by teachers of the severely handicapped.

These readers may argue that individuals who demonstrate readiness for, the academic

areas would no longer be considered severely handicapped. It is precisely for thip

reason that a section concerning academic readiness is included in the Developmental

Pinpoints. Through giving a child the opportunity to pursue maximum growth in each

major developmental area as he becomes ready for such experiences, it may be possible

to help him to rid himself of, his previously assigned label.

For the teacher of the severely handicapped, then, kthe issue of academic readi-.'

ness assumes a special impotance. "When might I introdUce some initial instruction?"

)

"How-will,I knkow that the child is ready?" "What kinds of readiness,experiences

should I provide ?" These are bUt a few of the many questions teachers ask as they

consider some of the youngsters in their classrooms.

Pre-reading is one of the major areas considered in this section. .Pre-reading

pinpoints are grouped into the following categories:

I. Establishes book and story preferences

II.. Performs movements'in relation to books and pictUres

III. Says words in relation to books and stories

Pre-wtiting pinpoints are also offered in this section. While the teadher may

find it necessary to substitute other modes of responding for somq severely handi-
.

capped youngsters, writing, for those with certain readiness skills,-may prdvide the

basis for activity in other academic areas. Handwriting pinpoints are grouped Into

the folloWing categories:

I. Shows hand preference 5i



kkg*.w.fiting.i0plements

HOldo

MOlds

Makes. Marks-

Scribbles
.

-cMakesontrolled strOks
.

..WritesJettero

D.. Writes numbers
.

_
-Pre-oath is another of the majOr areas considered in this section;

points for #he fOlIowing categories are, considered;

Sorts objects 1i-sing form end.discriminat on vocabulan°

Here pin-

. Repeats digits, 1-10

S. Repeats digits beyond 10

Performs cardination tasks

i. Vorms 1:1 correspondence

;, B. :Couhts rationally

4E?

1. Counts flied, ordered sets of objects

2. Counts movable objects

3. Counts fixed, unordered sets ofobjects

4. Identifies, among several sets, the set which has a ita.Ld number

of objets a

-54 Counts, -out a specified subset from a largeeset of objects
1

C. Compares set size (after pairing objecte, such as chips of 2 colors)

1. Identities set with tore

2. faentifieg set wiiia.less

3. Compaes sets of same size

IV, Performs ordination tasks
0

A. . placed concrete objects in orderrodhortest to tall-est, Amallest-to

largest, :etc.

B. Oidere.semi-abstract objects.

C. Begins orderi g sets according to
7,4

Identifies numeral

A. MatOhes numerals



ZdentifieS numbers. when named

Names numerals ,

Matches numerals with sets

Seriates numerals

F. Provides missing numerals

G. Compares nUmerals Amore f less)

Writes numerals 1-$

VI. Uses numbers in, related. math areas

A. Money

R. Time

C, Calendar

D. Ruler

Thermometer

F. Geometric shapes

0, Fractions

M.- Uses numbers in number

Leisure' Time Area

The utilization of free time is a 'Major concern for all individual& in today's;

rapidly changing world; however, i..;ishould be considered an area of special concern

for the handicapped pophlation.,, While there may be some activities to occupy the"

individual' s day, there will `still 'remain many hours to be spent, outside an organized

social or work situation. The problem then becomes: does this individual have any

Way in, which to utilize his or her e4tra UnfOrtunately, for too manyr'.,the

solution to this problem will be-the onereyed monster 'known 'as the television. Fo

hours upon end many bf the children currently enrolled in our nation vs specie]. e

--tiou:programs'iday- sit staring.at this one option for leisure :time activity. To some,
. .

it has, become 'the = only option available.'

.ct This section of the Delielopmental PinpOints is offered in ihe hope of raising

some questions aboUt a crucial" area which cannot be ignored for a group who will have

a great deal of leisure- time. It IA hoped that as .curriculum guicie& and instruotionaL
materials are developed for the severely handicapped this area will:receive the atteri-

tion 'it merits.

The term leisure time does, suggeSe that' 'the A.ndividual will sPend his or her

time in a way he-or she finds enjoyable. Through observation, the teacher may



f.
.cover that certain, activities lend theisel.Ves'to thii:Utiliiation farciore

than those offered ini,thiesection. Howeverp Pe:Cause both music and arts And crafts

Are generally.cOnsidered as major, components within the category of leisure time

activities, they Were selected for presentationhere-

Music

'Uses instrOMents

B. Zayalings:rhymearaiid songs

C. Moves body-ttimUsic

..Arts and Creft0,-

strOkes

B. .VOldCpaper-

C. ,matipulAis cioyH

D. Uses scissors,

Z. Draws figures

Social Interaction.Asea

In an 'extensive review of the literature concerning thesiccesafdl integration.',.

tOrpreviously institutionaliied ihdividualS;Serbert Ooldstein1964) xeportsthe

frequeninding thAt ability' to form "adequate personal refationships" and demon-
.

4trate appropriate social behavior is:Iote,importanttOsteady-employMent'And a pOsi.4
9 . .

Lion in the community than are other variables; 'such as academic 'Potential,

The pinpoints 'offered in the social ,interaction section Orovide 'precise informa--

tion Concerningbehaviors:which Make up that complex goal kilaihkas,.."EiOCia/ adjus&ent."-
. -

The-severely handicapped child may not be able to participate in all those activitas

Which normally allowthe child to explore his immediate surroundings, ands as hegrows

Older, to engage' in more Complex interactions. . We hope, however, that many of these,,

behaVioral pinpoints will be adapted by teachersof severely handicapped children in
. -

order to provide those children with a chance tO,acquire'T first-hand, pe skills whiqh

will make pOs ihie their successfulpartidipatidn ina-world Whose rapid itechnologidale

And social chap's now demands major adjustments by everyone.

' The-car egbries into wh;ch social pinpoints are grouped

-.Dstablish4i Self-other discrimination

jki-.`'''''./dentifies self

By Identifies other

42iittablishes dependencel:independence.
. .



Matti dependent

B. Estahliphea independence

In. Establishes play activities

Establithei - manner and tYPO of activity

Nutlet of P1402.10.

°

a. .Eotentislly.popitive

b.. ;Negative behavi,Qre exhibited while playing'

(

2. -Type of play activity

11.. Establishes interaction pattObs.

14- Isolate play

2. Parallel play

3: CoopeCative play

such100,-
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Self-help Area

For:children in the severely handicapped population, self-help skills are behev-

big top clucational'priority. WithOut basic self-help skills, survival in any

ut the most sheltered environments will not* Possible.-
.

ontline-de6PKihing the major categories:into which-pinppints are grouped is

provided below:

Eating

,-Establisheb general feeding schedule

B. Makes body movements 4utiq4P4tilg feeding

Ce. Takeq(s liquids..

D. Takes solids -4. --

?

IstabliShes chewing. behavior:..

Takes fipger food:

3. setc-Amplements

Dressin

E4tabl bps generar_d4ssinq-Skiiis

'1. Dreisin0-

2.

.

Undressing

B. Puts-on clothing

L.l.^ Coat, dress.l.shirb

2. Pantd

4. Socks'



9

'Shoes.

5. Bats,,mittens

C. Manipulates-zipper4 buttons

XII. Toileting

A. Establishes -general toileting schedule, YjaT7i.ts.
,

CaxrAlea.oat toileting'6utine

personal grooming

A. Washes pelf.

B. Dries self

C.; Brushes teeth ,

Brushes hait
1 4,

-Reeping housedn'order
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_

A. ' Imitates activities,

B. 'Performs activities independently

VI,: Manipulates household fixtures

A. Turns handleS

. B. Turns knobs

Gives general'informationabott self

-Communication Area

Language iS perhaps the mosti.complex shill it the human behavioral repertoire.

It is, certainly, animportant.preraquisite-to' integration of the seveiely,handicapped

individual within his Community._ "ihe teacher attempting:to reMe iste:.he language

, .

deticisng of the severely handicapied child must, therefore, have precise knowledge
0--

of-both the bomMunicatiCh"demands made by the child's culture or community and the

ch4d's_position in relation to development of those communication skills It is

hopea,that this list will proVide a' comprehensive and accurate description of language

,,development
t

doVelopment from which the teacher can assess a child's skills and develop prOgrams to

,meet developmental deficiendieS.

The ,language pinpoints.are divided into two major categories: those r 1

recepti*or decoding skills, and those reciering eXpressiveor encgcling behaviors.

Successful performanCe in each category -depends upon.certain motor and sensory caps-

biltieb whicih,maybe substantially impaired in a severely handicappedpopulation.

Aclditional.information regarding' liesking acuity, motor capacities, and unusual senei-
,

9

tivity is, therefore, prerequisite to efficient use of the pinpoints for assessment
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And programing pUrposes..

Althoulh'receptive skills precede; expraisive ',Ocilla in this sequence-, there
.

...

is some qnnntion:as to whether reOeptiOn precedes prOductign in' actual Per4orMance.

further research is needed in this area. The behavioarsignifying= communication
: --

reception which hait beenflifited bere fall, for the most parts into fine motor carte-

goriee such as 'move eyes, turn/ head, .pOint. But Bernard Friedlander (1970),, 'in a
. 4

fatilnating review of studies- of receptive' larigUage development in infancy, suggests

some novel .ways measuring early- receptive abilities. Infant heart rate has pro-

vided-one measure of the infant's, discriiination of phonemic differences' and_sentence

complexitY« .stn a -1000nlation- such. as the severely handicapied, in which fine motor

response:it f y be very poOily.; developed?, such a measure ,could prove extremeiy valuable,

most dsscriptiohs of expressive languagedeal with verbalization, gesture

I.:has-been included in* thissiSuende-Althoush using speech as a vehicle =for comMunica,-0'

tion is a desirablegoalt:muph information is communicated in everyday conversation

by the use Of \faCiaI and ,Cther gc=tures. Gesture can be developed as an effectilie

communicative. tool and represents a mode which must be -explored when dealing with a t
.

.

population for whom intelligible verba:k behavior may ipe a lone range or impossible

objective.

Presented here is a- brief .outline of the iaj or pinpoints considered within the

Area of communication.

I. ReceitiVe Language Pinpoints
.

A. ..Responds to-sounds.4.--,

1. .stops movement in response. tO,sounde

Stops whimpering in response to sounds

-M4)ceitartlen movement in response to sounds

toward source of sound

.,RanclOrn: sound'

b) Human voice

RespoildS to verbal request (f011ows, ditectibni)

1, Makes 'ditectional body movements

2. ,GiVes objects in response to request

4 .t t/cailtd-io*.c1.4Tatts,lbody parts, pi6iures

4. Places ,objects ini response to request

Maches objects pictures, colors in response. to request.

6 13



Expressive Language -Pinpoints
_ .

A. Non-verbal

1. Makes eye contact

2. Makes'geitures*

3. Imitates motor activities

B. Verbal

, 1. Makes early,sounds'

64

a) Smite sounds with A potentialrelatiOnship to specific

situations

13). Vocalizes in relation to specific primary needs

.
2. Establishes control of potential speech sounds

4

phonological development

1. Differentiated speech sounds

2. Evanded control of intonation, pitch, stress

b)...Imitates sounds

.
c) "Masters" consonants

3. Says `mite-

a) Says words in response to enviro tal, overt

b) Says words .in imitation, spontane usly

,-C) says words- loimling7. objeois

to verbal cue)
d) Says words imitatively iri.iespons3to verbal. sue

4 uses words ,i sentences - "gramme

5f- Sayfil:thrase
`44

a) Makeststatemerita'

44:Ctnresl, 'COlors response

Motor-Skills Area

While some might argue with the conclusions of 'Gesell (1952); Gesell and

Amattuda (190) 1 and Kephart (1964); which motor activity as the "basis or

origin"- for all "Mental,life and cognitive alevelopment certainly the,importance off

b) Asks queitions

Gives descrigtions. definitions, or information about function

motor develo anent and coordinatiOn is 014nt'itrall majordeVil4mental eras. 'Ibe

severely Nandi apped child. suffers some degree fib Or grOss°motor involvement

which. is '14.kely to substantially impair his balance, posture, or movement., The
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inability to maintaih,balance or facilitate motion creates additional problems in

ether skill areas - communication, pre-academic, self-help, and social interaction -

where developmentaf lags may already exist.

The motor pinpoints offered have been divided, into polo major areas, which

include fine and gross motor skillq.*. Within the Fine Motor sequence, pinpoints are

arranged in two general categories: eye readiness, and .movements involving hands.

'1 The sources consulted often described the sequential development of,eye-harid coor-

dination. While it is not always possible to determine4Whether a child actually

a

"000rdinates" eye and hand movements, the authors of this sequence have traced the

development of numerous pinpoints pre-iequisite to tasks which might demand such coor-

dination. Gross Motor pinpoints have.been'traced within three'major m vemen types -

those involving maintenance of static balance, those required to maintai dynamic

balance within basic movement' patterns, and those involved, in maintaining general

coordinated movement patEerns.. An outline of the .sequence is provided her .

I. Fine Motor Pinpoints .

A. Eye readiness

1. Moves eyes toward stationary-objects, light source

2. Moves eyes to follow moving objects

3. Closes eyes in response to lights, objects

1. Fixes gaze on object and reaches

. B. Movements involving hands

,l. General hand and wrist movement

a) hand movement

b) Finger movement

c) Wrist movement

. General hand movements in relation to objects

a) Holds, grasps, and/or manipulates objects,

b) Releases objects

c) Picks up objects

d) Uses hands with beating motion

e) 'Uses hands with raking motion

g) Pulls objects
. (f)

g)' Transfers objects from hand to hand

h) Shakes objects

i) Pushes.objects-
,:
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ir.

J) POkes objects 14,

k) ,Dumps objects

1) Closes boxes

m) Uses implements 'Co. obtain toys

n) Retrieves objects

Gross 'motor pinpoints

A, Maintains static. balance

, 1, Supports head

-e-

S

Thrusts, waves arms

3. Thrusts legs

-4. Sits

5, Stands'

6. tends from. waist

7, 'Squats

66

Maintains dynamic balance; using basic movement patterns

1. Crawls and creeps

2. Takes steps

3. Rolls body

4, Rune

5. Climbs

6. Jumps

7, Hops

8. Skips

C. Maintains general coordinated movement patterns

1. Reaches with arm

2. Kicks

3. Bounces

4. Pushes objects; pulls objects

-$

5. Throws objects
. .

S. Rolls objects

7. Kneels

S. Carried objects

9: Pedals

10. Swirigs

is%



110 Catches objects

12. Turns

13 Moves with.Oonnding motion

61

14, Skate*

lS. Dances,

Reinforcement Activities Area

\*

While 'examining the many.so aces cited in the preceding SegnenCe$4 a f.number O.
A..eme Were discovered which Connoted'chOice, preference, Or "purpose" on the-Part of

the child. These pinpoints did not seers .specific to any of the skill areas usually

-found in developmental sequences; they did, however; seem .to suggeSt a developmental:

pattern of activity prefereMce.-
-

...l.Through-considerationof these activities, the teacher 04 tfie severely !lanai-

capped,child can More easily discover those events.which, emplOyed as positive rein

forters may serve to increase desired bettavior on the Part of each individual :within
N

the classroom,.,

WhilepimPointa arranged according to,ago of occurrenCe.0,offer some, guidelines

concerning potential pooitiVe reiMforcors, the teacher should teMeiinber that prefer-
.

, elides may differ radically from,individua0.indiOidnal., Caref09bservationOfeach
r

child's activity choicerswill provide the most accurate picture Of reinforcing events.-
A

Summary sr i

This paper has been written to discuss and build a ratipnale for using a develop-

Mental approach as the basis. for selecting instructiOnal-behaViOra and.the segtence of
%,

instruction .to us in teaching: aeyerely/prOfoundly handicapped children.. After review-

ing seven commonly u od turricula,..'We were unable ,t;fo identify a uniform basis or ra-

tionale for4noltdizig'particolarnStructional materials and sequences in the curri-

culum content.. Rach:curriculliaid:seem to follow in one,form,or :another a develop-

-.Alental approach, but to say-that.it-waq.bast4 on typical child development*uld be

inferential.

There is an tirgent need for uniform, guidelines for-arranging-the instructional',

experiences presented to severely/profosnay handicapped' children. Because of the

children's extreme deficit Fr -if is critical .tliat we do not spend their time teaching ---

them reePome4e, skills and facts that are not essential to increasing theirindepind-u

emce. We believe that using informatiOn on child development is the most practical
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basis for arriving` at uniform guideline0 for teaching the tYpical infant and child.

The develOPmental approach loin provide specific behavior pinpoints which caribecome

the basis for an assessment sequence and the Subsequent establishment of instruc-

tional objectivek or their severely handicapped pee seven. To reiterate, using

develoPments1 pinpoints, one can:establish 4 child's'exact place in the sequence of

skills olevelcpment, And Mien .provide appropriate programming interventions that

match the child's instructional needs. As we said earlier, these programs, or cur

ricula, must not be considered "fixed" nor finished.- rather',, must evolve in

response to performance data collected overAime-from a very:wide samplInof severely

handicapped children.

Yy

:
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-

The Educational. Facilities Laboratbries (EFL) is a 'n_945;fit corporation

established in 1958 by the Ford Foundation to encourage and guide constructive

Changes in education and rel#ted facilities In October, 1974c1FL published its

first booklet of,sch ol paanning for the handicapped called, "One Out of Ten".

While not specific.to the severely ad' profotindiy retarded, this publication pro-

vides dismission of a range of issues and alternatives useful to consideration of

architectural settings for education servide`delivery to that clientele.

EFL points out that*legidlation and litigatiofi\are gradually pstalishing

the right of a free public education-for all handicapperaliildren regardless of the:
4

class=or the severity, of their handicap; an education appropriate to each. child's

needs. They point out that present patterns of educational offerings include many

forms of restrictive environments wellremoved from mainsipream education, and suggest

that these alters tives should be hedged by appropriate goals and legal constraints

to aChieft thele t restrictive alternative for each child%.'7_

principle, "the least restrictive alternative means that among all alter-
s

edudational system, handicapped.children

the bekt education at the least distance away .

natives for placement within a general

should be placed where they can obtain,

from mainstream society.

"The 'Cascade' system, first introduced .962 by Mare id Reynolds- ofthe.

University of I4innesota and, recently. adopted 131;;Lthe_goundil for Exceptional Children,

is one model for special education deliVery which provides a.wide variety of ser4ces

in a numberof alternative settings. The systeM.begins by assuming that the greatest

.number of handicapped children .can be absorbed/intoordinary schools with litt

4echange.in existing programs. Gradually, with :/each modification to normal clais-

room setting, a smaller number of students' is Provide&with a greater, amount Of

resources and services...." (EFL)
/

A
.

-,

.

The cascade is a.continuous series of less restrictive alternatives which
0

provides that handicapped children cam ,be gradually transferred: -either away fr6M or

back toward the everyday classroom as their needs require and'their abilities permit.'

,How can the Severely and profoundly retarded fit into the cascade? Except,for

the few With chronic somatic problems which prevent their movement from the settin
. -

of their residential care, my hope is that.we will be able to see mostAteending,,

,special class situations in thelocal school. .I have several, reasons for this

1. -Experiences.with the cascade system and mainstreaming haye,amply demos

39 ,



strutted the potential of retarded children 'at many levels Ofretirdation

to funotion beyond, early exPeYtAiOns, There ia no reason to believe that .,.,
. ,

.a wide range.and upwaid-rOadb of particiPation-does not legually'aPpiry .to, the

severely and profoundly retarde(athin their own indivIdual,Capacities. 3t

is Only\ the ready availabilityof-Opportunities at all14Vels.ef functioning

0
n
.-* ;

that assures the timely optio of the highest choice within the,individual's

capacity.

2. An Airlie House conference on educatiOn precipi ted much discussion of

potential of the community, as an edubational

the: school into the community, but Cause one participant to observe, "...our

parents want to'keep'theif Lids in ool and they w nt the community to come

n.fid help, them there", (EFL 72) It cannot but be reassuring tcthe par-

eht of a: severely handicap d child to knowthat tpe training of that child.

is set in the context education of all,children in 'the neighborhood regard-v.
$

less of the resi ntial setting to which that child will return after Claes,.

3. Severely =nd profoundly retarded.children are being educated and trained

ource and the need to extend

to epabl them to function as adults at their highest level of ability.- Such

func Oning will necessitatefor many some type ofcontact with society at
-

rge. The awareness of society of the condition, problems-and potentials

of.Such children will not be enhanced by hiding them away. Carefully con -

trolled visability/and participation in a school setting should havi a posi-
%

tiVe effect upon future social acceptability of theSe people as children and

as adults.
,

4: The movement from Place of residence to school presents varied and poten-

tialiy enriching experiences which can contribute.to the educatiohal process

itself.

bong the alternatives reported by EFL are e-those individualizing instruction

for every child and adding specialized support facili ties to Provide for the handi-

capped.

2.1liamils Dade Countyis building special annexes'onte seven strategic elemen-:

tarylchools. All handicapped children are 8efit't0 such an elementary school with-
.

in each of the district's seven regions. The annex provides' the handicapped children

'with Special attention by a multi-disciplinary team of teachqrs, psychologists

therapists and aides,



The mutual use of space shared bi..S15ecial edUcatiOn and r,qqular.i4Aruction

influenced the origin of a new type of school specially deSigned, :U4ntegrate handi-
.

cappedand non-handicapped students.!,:Oiie.PUeh'sehoOl With Oicii,Ilam.familiar is

the 'Danbury School-in'ClareMonti California;, DeOlnetLto mainstream 90 orthopedic-

allx.handicapPed, and'six;multple,handicappedyoU'itterita,420 neighboring

elammitary_pupils, the schColql,lpyout comprise4:,tbres open plan podsfor teeigh-

borhood kids and two adjacent pods for theAiandic pped, When the school opened, the
, : 4

, '''',, .

two programs operated'
,

independently. HoweVer,e,, ey boon began to 111Prgeprincipall.y---
.

because speCial equipment for the handidapped a tracted teachers fromthe regular

program and because school. officials deiihorateii,planned.a joint teacher planning
,

office. The Danbury School featured an individualized curriculum which "did.-not

discriminate betWeen; handicapped *and ordinary papils. With barrier:-gree facilities
.

reinfoiced brePeeial. euPport equipment, each child was'able to proceed unencumbered,

at his own
. -

,

As Harold G6res, President of Erlk, put it ."Twenty years hence the,word-

School Will become redundant.. The place of education will be a center where people

t- of all ages and sizes who.. desire to learn from each other, and can;'4ather".

An indication of whit these'educationaVgatheriziO places might be can be

found in in the whitener Human Reso4rces Center in Pontiac, Michigan. The nucleus is

a series of mini-schools for elementary pupils and nursery children, 'a community

*college extension, adult education spaces, a medical and dental clinic, welfare and

emergency relief services, legal aid services, citizen a's'sistance, job training and

placement services, a library, a restaurant,, community lounges and meeting rooms,

a.gym arld dance hall and theaters. The linking pedestrian streets and ma3,3''s provide

places foistrolling, gathering, and relaxing.

In'collakiakation with the school's regular staff, the 4pecial.education depart-

ment invented the '!learning center", a resourceroom staffed by half the school's

special education personnel. The other half is integrated into the regular teaching

team in the classrooms. Thus, all handicapped children are compassionately integrated

into'a continuous learning process. Here, special education benefits from and becomes 4

a part of the, myriad of other services workig together on *hole problems instead of

picking away at unrelated pieces treated by literally dozens 9f unrelated agencies.

Accepting the desirability of the school, learning center or gathering place

as a locus for training of thoswwhO can physically access such centers, What enviroh-
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i.menfarcXrcamstanceS'Oan we expect to find compatible to the teAds of our clients.

The Airlie "House codference produced A:dpntification o'f,a few charadteristics-that
.

seem equally applicable regardless of the intellectual level of the Student. They

are:

HUMAN SCALE: -Physical settings must satisfy the 'need fdr a sense of identity.

Whether:it's a house, or afactory or a city or a school, it's got to have. human

PERSONAL TERRITORY: Students and teachers alike need a sense of their own

_turf: a personal plaoe to be alone and separate from group pressures.

SPATIAL,VARIATION:- A building should provide options 'in the size and shapes
'0.40

of-sub-spaces so people can gather in two's or four!s or larger. groups,

SPATIAL ORDER, NOT SPATIAL UNIFORMITY: Patterns of use should not be predeter-

i.mined..

MANIPULABILITY: The environment must allow itself to be manipulated by its

-1.1Sers so spaces can be changed. Functional considerations aside, a facility that

allows itself to be manipulated gives its users a sense of possession.

ENVIRONMENTAL FEEDBACK: A school facility must allow its occupants to stamp

their presence on. it. It must be ready to accept the graphic presentation of stu-

dent activities and interests so that the building reflects who they are and how

they're doing. Displays of student work help to build their sense of identity.

They also make the surroundings more lively and relevant, too.

OPTIONAL SEATING AND WORK SURFACES: The facility must acknowledge that people f

"work in a variety of natural poitures: sitting up straight, lounging, leaning,
4

perching, standing. It should offer a variety of seating (including the floor) and

work-surface heights to accommodate them.

GRACEFUL WEAR AND RENEWAL: FurnitUre should be allowed to be worn, used up,

and renewed.

WORK ESTHETIC: The ook learning in actionris a busy one, with things out

and in active u e. t thi seems to violate some cultural sense of order. Adminr-

istrators, teachers and custodians have toulderstand that a place by being useful,

interesting, and relevant, becomes attractive to its,users.

SoMe of these'characteristics, namely human scale and territoriality have been

concepts introduced into- residential settings for the retarded a decade or more ago.

Holt do we incorporate these and such. characteristics as spatial variation, spatial

72
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.- .

order.and Maniplilability into the educational environment? The Danbitiy School.
, .

. . ,

mentioned above provides some cues:, The.educational ptds, as they are called, are

larOe areas witheutetinctural interruptiOn or subdivision which serve several

classes. . Where the open school program works to the advantage of the student,.the

arrangements for class 'area, circulation space, etc., 'can be very _Tbg

floors are carpeted. 'The.eeiSingp are quite low - loppw enough to avoid a large

space feeling as furnishings' and storage units are placed to form subdivisions of

space. Small rooms, such as toilet rooms, are on the outside wall as overhead

lighting provides an even and non- distracting illumination.
.

Judicious placement-of furnishings and space diilders, as in use for office

landscaping, can create the focus upon the.interests of,the one to one, or one to

two or three, that will, for the most part, make up the activity programmed for the-
.

severely and profoundly retarded: The space dividers, often curved and carpeted,

form'an -ideal surface to which to adhere articles of student work to enhance, their

feelings of accomplishment and belonging.

Some totally subdivided small spaces would be required so that a few rooms,
a

perhaps accoustically treated at the peripftry along with, the toilets, would be

0
useful.

such a class area would lend itself to innumerable changes to accommodate the

equipment and program needs of the students. Fairly low ceilings and flexible parti-

tion placement could yield human scale. Well established areas for treatment and
P

exhibit of artifacts of each student will introduce territoriality. Spatial varia-

tion, order and manipulability would derive from equipment and partition design and

placement, Exhibit of student work in their area would yield environmental feedback.

The other desired characteristics would flow frqm an,imaginative use of this basic

design.

Such a class arrangement could meet the program needs.of severely or pro-

foundly retarded students and allow for interaction with others who return to this,;

class with its more specialized equipment from other special classes or regular

classes wherein they have been participating in mainstreaming on a part time basis.

Play is an important part of the learningprocess for children. There are

developing around the country, in conjunction with schools, training centers and

hospitals, a variety of innovative-Play structures or environments which are very

different from the traditional playground and its equipment. The Magruder environ-
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mental therapy cmplex at Forrest Park School,'Oilando, FlcTirni.', ifs such a play

environment- 44itiOnally, it and the nearby models for which it his been a proto-

type, have been Subjected to research regarding use by and response of a variety of

0144ren:inOludi4g'ttarnagle mentally reta4d0d, other handicapped children, normal

children, and co trolS-,,
2,g .

4

Significan finde haVe been reported with regard to the' ability of retarded
. ,

77

children to report visual images suggested by their participation in the complex'.
.

"The retarded ch4dren"from the. experimental group,shOwed a higher level of language 7

acceleration than their comparison group in the use of-nouns, adjectives and phrases

when describing their inner images. These results -Confirin-language"acceleration.in

an enriched environment." (Shaw)

Other obServations

"All of the TMR children 'were able to understand the model, (a scale model of
.

the Complex) although about 40% needed an explanation.",

4f
"Rutter (1966.) suggested that the etiology of infantile autism is in the in-

ability of the children to handle auditory infoimatiora, These preliminary results,

hinting at the lack of geographic coding, show severe problems in spatial cognition

as well and could lead to valuable understanding of a tistic problems."

"TMR children were recorded mst often on the overall observation charts at

level 1 (lower than normal childreh)-.: Interestingly enough, they also tended to

occupy the highest leiel, level 3 (6 ft. tp 9 ft.), more often than normal children.

In general, TMR children played, more vigorously and at more levels than was e -

'pected at the projects inception. Also, they showed no fear of small spaces r

closed, dark tunnels, as previous Literature indicated they might."

"TMR children continue to play throughout the (complex) with a high prefer-

ence for its environment over an adjacent typical,playground."

Such environmental complexes or play environments incorporate a wide variety

',of spaces, patterns, forms* textures, levels and experiences for Wchild. They may

be manipulated in that eleM4nts can be moved, restructuring the spaces and the play

opportunitied.' Some unit A of this type have been utilized within the classroom;

and when provided outdoors would. seem to be an ideal compliment for the open plan

A
class situation for the 'severely handicapped.

There are few known criteria for design of these environments. There ate,

however, enough of them in use from New Yoik'Xo California to FlOrida so that useful
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research might well establish guidelines and ;advice to further development.
p
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As reportedly Panyan and Patterson, "Ninety percent of the severely and pro-

fdundly retarded children there mastered thelskills (variety of, self care and social

skills) within a few months. As for the ten percent who 44 not, the problem was

due toteaChek'bi.program error iather.than o- student deficiencies". (Sigelman)
I

The severely and'profoundly retarded can bettaught. The courts and legislatures

are moving our society to assure that they will be taught. Cascade, mainstreaming,

and educational centers are telling us-where he-teaching should be focused. The

open school and environmental play complexes are opening a rich new world of stimu-
. a'

lation and opPortunity to support the efforts of the teacher and other training

personnel. Training can extend from th classroom to the home or the hospital as

edUcation is not just a something that takes place only in a shool.. It takes place

through all 'the dikect experiences and vicarious experiences 44-6'have.

a
The potential for the training of the severely and profoundly retarded is

considerable. Let us not needlessly limit that potential with constraints of system

or form of building.

To paraphrase what Edytlie Gaines has said, "most of the 'work of the world is/
0 /

done by people of average ability. So, let's not ask teac rs to be brilliant.

SIODesign school systems, classrooms and programs. so teache can behave.yrilliantly.

Some genius designed the telephone so I can beh- e like a genius each time I dial".

(EFL)

5

fl
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must -admit. that, Muth of what I am going to sieak about this morning was
x

rewritten in my hotel room labe,night Agter listening to the presentations of

several of the initial speakers. My first rewriting was somewhat time consuming

and difficult. The second rewriting was considerably easier since it included

basically removing seventy-five percent of the exclamation poa.nts. That just'

shows what a little cooling down period can do for everyone. My respOtaibility

"'was to talk about the finanCing of programs for.the severely and profoundly handi-

. upped. I do intend to stick to that responsibility, but I am going to alter the

directibn slightly. I'm going to direct my'remarks more specifically to the poli-
,

tics of financing programs for the severely and profoundly handicapped, and to ,

some degree deal with the financing of all'programs in the public sect/5r. I admit

that altering my remarks leaves me with mixed feelings somewhat like the father who

caught.hiateen-age daughter coming in at three o'clock in the Morning with a Gideon

Bible under her arm.:

The questions of financing seldom have their initiation in one reasonable and

logical. location. Financing is initiated' from local requirements, statutes that

are enacted by the Legislature, court cases which determine that a school district'

must do or shouldbe doing something, etc. Most of'what we learned in Education

Course 101 becomes obsolete before the course is completed because th&variables

concerning what A school district is supposed to do Are changed in that short per -

of time. Perhaps it would be helpful to look at schools in a much larger and

historical context. Perhaps the thinking that has changed most over the past sev-

eral decades is the question of the school function directed at the, benefits of

society as a whole versus the schOobfunction directed at the benefits of each in-
k

dividual who attends school. We should keep in mind that mandatory attendance in

high school is only about forty years old. Obviously some states have required

Mandatory attendance longer than that, but the universal phenomenon of mandatory

ittendance is relatively new when we look at the larger hiStorical context. When .

'formal schooling was'initiated in the public sector there was little doubt as to

40
who the beneficiary was intended to be. The beneficiary was the general society.

Kids were sent to school because it was good for them and it was good for sdciety.

The sable kids Caere sent,to churches and other institutions for the same reasons.

The fact that the, youngster didn't like what he was doing was unimportant. If

America was to have a strong, democratic society its young must be trained in the
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'basics.and be able to intelligently understand, what that society vie all about.

Operating on that thesis made running school systems a fairly easy procedure.

Significant Changes have taken plane. however, in the past several decades.

These changes can best be seen external to education in schools througb auch

things as the consumer movement and the civil rights movement. The same type of

thinking has redirected the efforts in public education as well. The primary

thesis of such movements stresses the importance of the individual (as opposed to

tYie collective'society). Whereas schooling was once seen as an opportunity to

contribute to and benefit the general society, it haS changed to an obligation of

the general society through its institution's tO see to the benefit ok the individ-

ual person. This has moved the focus from the collective groUp to that of each

individual. Whereas it was relatively easy to g t some consensus type direction

from the collective group, it is extremely difficult to determine what the needs

are of each individual within that collectiVe groUp. It is perhaps Similar to the

idea of administering to the health needs of.a general pOpulation through an all-'

inclusive public health program and then changing the means of providing for those

health needs through the use of individual physicians. Obviously the second way

is much more difficult and-much more expensive. Right in line with that analogy is

the increasing evidence of the individual demanding certain -kinds-of performances aT

.to them as individuals as reflected in the vast number of in-creases in etedic"al ma,].-

practice suits, and all the additional problems that have generated.

In addition to the.historical context which indicates a change in the concept

of what schools are supposed to do is the growing number of interest groups who

want their particular-interestt reflected in the school,cutriculum. We have recog-

nized that the school system is the "only game in town" when it.comes to training

the young and'prOmoting their particular interests. I am. not suggesting for a min- .

:ute that these interests are not good ones, nor that they are not important to

society. I am only indicating that there are a lot of them and each one wants "a

.piece of the action." Let's examine a few. The environmentalists want to be sure

that the schools train the young in the dangers of pollution. The nsumer educa7

tors want to be sure that yoUngsters know how to be wide'and prudent consumers.

Health groups stress the importance of students being advised on the evils of

disease, smoking and alcohol (I discussed this withseveral,of you in the

bar this morning). Human relations proponents want to help individuals and groups
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live with one anoth r More comfortably. Career educators, when not feuding with .

vocational educator ,are concerned with how people will'make a living when they

leave the school,environment. Special eduCators are suggesting that juvenile

delinquency may not be juvenile delinquency at all, but simply a student who is

emotionally disturbed, and the school can help correct, this through its classes.

for the-emotionally disturbed. Social studies teachers are convinced that Water-

gate is evidence that the country Is morally bankrupt, and-that we ought to get

back to values education. Early childhood educators are actually convinced 'that

it won't make any difference at all if the child doesn't get a good running start,

and the people down the block are still trying to figure out what we were'doing in

the first place, and that somehow we ought to get "back to basics."

Now if that were all I suspect we would still be on "Easy Street",in running

a schcco, but in addition to the aforementioned the school has added additional

responsibilities that have little to,do directly with the three "R'S." These

could include the following:

1. The-schools have increasingly become the entertainMent'center formbst

adolescents. Take a quick look at your newspaper and see how many.mevies a

youngster can legally attend if he is not eighteen or over: Most of us used
a'

'17

to go to the movies. Our parents thought that was reasonably safe. Now they

are scared to death if we go tothe movies.

2. Schools do an increasing amount of. medical screening, dental screening,

and in many states with'new legislation, psychiatric screening.

3. The school system has become the primary vehicle'for creating social

equity. Busing is no longer simply a means-of getting a youngster to school,
4ZPJ3

but now includes creating a balance of students with different racial and

ethnic backgrounds.
Y 1

4. Two years ago our Board of EdUcation and Superintendent adamantly said,

"There's no way that the school systemis going to get involved in feeding

the elderly." We'just started our first program in feeding the elderly last
4

week. Incidentally, they also said we certainly weren't going to get into

the day care business either. Our first three day care centers, have been

operating for about a year now.

5. The school has become the last bastion for a type of morality enforcement.

Ask yourself if you know of any place in the city that a youngster under the
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age of.SiXteen'is.not allowed to stoke. There is onl one place left and

that is the public schools. Even the barriers in m mhurehes went down
- . I

several years ago. It is always cUrious'to me that hen a. drug 'problem is

found among adoleaCents that that ,:rug problem is g ven ownership to the

schools. The papers read; "East High Has a Drug Pr bleM," or, "West High

Has a Drug ProbleW Zenever saysthat Rotarians' kids have a drug problem,
.

.

or that Prililbyterians' have a drug'problem, or than rich kids have a'drug

probleim. It is just,East High that has a drug problem. I Wonder if there

,

was a big chicken pox epidemic would the papeA-gi e ownership:to the sChool.

,SOmehow, i've never read that East 'High has ai,big hicken pox problem, etc.
0

6. Other things we've-.picked.nVb default!. The eat illustration I can

think'of here is draft information. Where .did yo and I go ,to get informa-

tion about the draft? We went to the oca draft cards That's whatit,was

:
-

,
--- for. They handedout material and tol s what we were supposed to.do. 1..1ere-

. c,

.-
dc kids get that information today? hey get it f OM the ,school counselO'r

.,

v.

since that information, has been ,move. from 'the Sele tive Service Offices into

the public schools; For an institution that people ere describing irreleilant

__Tay seven or eight years ago, it seems that an .awful\lot of thing's. are beingt,

loaded on an irrelevant institdtiOnl.

If that's all that we had to consi+r we Still might feel hat while we had

left Easy-Street" the road was still not Impassable, but in addition to the respon-

sibilities added to the school System we now see additional constraints:

l. People have 'learned that it ysfl far easier to get laws changed throdgh

the court system than throughlegislatiOn. It costs relatively little today,

to start a court suit, and even-those court suits which relate to'tying your

dog up during the summer have,'in 'the minds;of the Plaintiff,some major con-

stitutionalguestidn. The outcome Of a court suit needs only a single jildge

to make a *decision which can throw, the whole operating procedures of a school-
.

system into a shambles. Certainly such suits can be overturned or the judge,

finally determined as mentally incompetent, but nonetheless. there is'a long

intervening time in which the procedures of the schoofsystem if not changed

Pe

are in contempt of court.

2. Unions have increased their militancy and advocacy over the past decade:

In the United ,States right now thqre is .a bill which would make,

8 1
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"publiebargaining and public. Strikes legal in every state in the Union.

personally have 'no particular thoughtsion this, but _only point Out the issue
,.

a to indicate the additional kind of constraints that school systems operate

under.

3. Op Until about ten -years ago.publioinstitutions.Were. ineligible for law

suits Which.extraotedfinancial settlements.' This.Y4asA.n accordance with t

whole English common law.prepositiOn that7.!the'irig can.. do no wrong." This i

no longer true. Mot only .can public institutions le,,,sUed-;fOr

ages, but individual members in that*Imblic institution can bQ sued personally

.anddirectly,f0r.financial damages.

4. The property.tax bas come under. carefUl scrutiny and change. While the

sarrana decision did not upset the apple cart like most people thought it

Woad* the'dieta included in the opinion indicated that most states ought 7°-

reexamine the support of the.sehool systems primarily through the use'of pro N.

petty tax. Here- again, I ant not. making a value judgment on whether or:not

-this ought to be done, but simply indicating the changes and confusion that.

such actions create for operating school systems.
)

i

5. Many of the private andvparochial schools throughout the country are fold- "

......._
, .

ing. -They simply can't afford to continue the same kind of program that they
_ 0

once could. When such schools close their doors they almoit always transfer
v.

their students to the public sehobls. Perhaps it is somewhat fortunate at .....

this point in time that most school systems are experiencing a declining en-
. .

rollment and are likely to have additional room for such students. The

list of constraints could'probably go on to another half-dozen, but I think

this is adequate to give an overall picture:

Looking speci.fidally at programs for the severely, and profoundly handicapped

I am in agreement-that this is a responsibility :teat the lic.schools should ,

handle. But here again, there are problems to be examined" i- The more profoundly

handicapped the Student, the higher the cost to deal with that student. The abil.;

ity to, finance these costs varies appreciably from state to state and front district

to district within each state. In Wisconsin, we are fairly lucky inthat the state
4

,Support is, quite high (Seventy percent). This is not true throughout the entire

country. Many legislatures have within the last two to threeyears mandated that

.40h001 systems provide appropriate programs for all severely and profoundly handi-
.
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Capped. Students. But as legislatures aretsometimee prone to do', they mandated
.

the'respohsibility without providing the finariSial wherewithal tb.do it. This

_86a

simply means that most districts have to reallocate.finances that-are already

'stretched'io the limit to provide for.suCh programs. Again,\I'dt not suggesting

that they shouldn'edo this. Ivm just cuing the reality of what happens. 5inally,

with, the expansion created by legislation-and judicial deciSions in the field of
.

the handicapped during the past several years, there still remains a considerable

lag in the numbers of teachers being trained in, this area. It will take a while

and a lot of money to gear up'the,training institutions to'process the'numbers

that are being needed. It is one thing to mandatesa program that will immediately

call for a-hundred teachers, and you can only fira twenty-five on theemarket.

If i'were to stop at.this point, ,I would dimplyhave to agree with Chicken

Little that the sky indeed is falling in,:and we should all seek.shelter in one of

the basement rooms of this,hotel. While the skies certainly are cloudy, maybe

there'are some things that we can do. Fitst,of alic I think'we Can'do an-aripre-

Ciably better job of disseminating what We already know about programs for the

handicapped and the impact of those pkograms on school systems. Our marketing

ystem of Ormatib vn is very bad. It General Motors'had to rely on the marketing
-

system used in'education it would probably be Only slightly ahead of the succeas.
-

den eyed by the fi Rker automobile.. Massive federal support has gone.intogenerating

information about the prograins:concerning the handicapped, but very little into

providinf information regarding the imPact:of such pkograms on a school system, or

Koviding tech idal assistance, or how school systems can appropriately develop and
.,

support such ams.

The training institutions'for training teachers-pf the handicapped must grow

-'.dramatically in the next several years,an in addressing this problem they must
a .

seek out their allies inothe public schOois. In most circumstances, the alliance

Between the pnblic,schoois and the training institutions is.not all that.good. As

a matter Of fact, in most circumstances it is bad,. I'm pleased that. i "s" is not so

in'Madison, Wisconsin, where a very strong relationship between theiversity of
o

Wisconsin :and the'lladison INplic Schools has been nurtured over the past several
,

years.

.People'who are out in "the forefront,,of special education and training in spe-
,

:vial education need .to spend more time 'talking" directly with people who are in the
.

a
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position of Making decisions within the public schooli. I have been to several

conferences of this sort, and always note that the same people end up talking_to

the same people. Let me run a little test. Will all the superintendents of schools

in the audience please stand up. (Noone stood up.) Will all elected members of

Boards of Education inthe audience please stand up. (No one stood up.) I think

the example illustrates -what I'm talking about. I am not suggesting that these

people are smarter, wiser, or better able to deal with the problems of the handi-

capped than you are,. I am only suggesting that thtse are the, people who have their

"hand .on the throttle" when It comes to making decisions concerning the finances in

school sys Would suggest that you make a concerted gffort tp start talking

with these people directlyt their conventions such as the American Associatiqn of

, School Administrators( or the National School Boards Association, or start inviting

them tp your conventions.

Finaily,,I thinkithat we have got to get much more creative in dealing with .

the problems at hand.. Sesame Street is an illustration of how' someone got creative,
. .

and gotsomething going. Weave got to find creative ways of addressing our pro-.

bleMs, not only among'the professionals but in determining how we can better utilize

the supportive and; teaching functions of parents who have a great concern about

their handicapped youngsters. If Bonnie Pruden can entice anxious housewives each

day to go through the rigors of creating the body beautiful, I am convinc4d that we

can use the same medium to send.information into the homes of parents with handi-

capped youngsters to assist them inthelping their handicapped youngsters., We need

to learn how to better utilize other supportive agencies that already exist within

a community and are designed to assist handicapped people. I am advised that there

are four hundred such agencies in the greater Madisott area. This number sounds

quite large to Me, but whetrr or not it1is,only fifty percent of that number is

irrelevant as we are expending a great deal of time just trying to work With two or

three. There must be some way, however. Last, we have got to develop better infor-

mation assistance. While conferences such as this are fun and journals do a certain'

job,-this is a very slow and tedious way of transmitting information.4 There are

whole sciences and industries who work with the'rapid transmission of information, ,

and I don't think we have even come close,to,understanding or using the technology.

that is conceivably available.

I appreciate the oppoftunity to speak to you this morning, and hope that my
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remarks had some additional perspective to the problem at hand. It is my hope

that by getting a perspective in order we can all do a better job of addressing

the
IPJproblem-

C
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INTRODUCTION

My associates and I have been involved in the development of an instructional

technology for the severely retarded child for the past three years. Our basic

objective is to deyelop 4 highly programmed instructional environment where children

learh with a minimum of error. To meet this objective, we have designed learning

environments, and, developed curriculai-automated instruction; teacher.competency'
training modules and behavior observation systems.

During this three year petiod we have observed that for children to be stic-
o

+cessful, we must pay careful attention to the conditions for learning. First, we
a

spend considerable time developing skills which are considered prerequisites 0

instruction. Then, we develop teaching programsfby analyzing
.

the instruc ional se-

quence, and specifying' bath the correct response and the most likely way a child

may fail. The lesson is structured to increase the probability of success, and re-

duce the likelihood of error. 1, would like to use the same process today, to discuss

the factors which are necessary to insure that.education for thechild of the year

2000 will exist in. fact as wellas in principle. I do not believe that adequate

educational programs will develop unless We paY careful attention to the prerequisite

conditions, or events, which aP6 under the control of the participants at this con-

ference. I do believe that it is important to lo4 at our behavior in historical '4

perspective', to analyze documented sources of failure, and to deVelop more appropri: ,

ate strategies for public education for the severely retarded.

. What we have done, what. e should do,.'

/ and, what we.ouglienotto'do again

This is-the third time that special education has been called upon to develop

educational programs for a "new" population. The first demand. was occasioned sub=

,

sequent to World War -II, when educatibnal programs were expanded for the educable
1

retarded., A massive infilsion of federal funds- to university training programs was
.. . .*

initiated under Pt 85-926 in the early1601s. Cohcurrently, a second demand for
. -...,,,, o

. t

4 public school classes for theltrainable child grew sufficiently intense, to generate

university training programs leading to certification in "TMR",: Caine and Levine K'a
(1963)., conducted an evaluation of condi4 tions in those first classes. They eval-

, 0

uated the social competence of trainable retarded children in institution and cold-
t

munity settings, and compared_ children who Aid and did not attend schoel programs km'



'both settings. One finding of

Communities who did not attend

pa rta significancelkflr

school fared as well on

.attended public school classep7,

conceived programs had certified

rooms with few technical skills,
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was that children living in

their measure's as those who

The problem was apparent, universities with. poorly

inadequately trained 'teachers who "red class-

with a limited view of the potential of their

pupils,- and without a'philosopliy, or supervision, to assist them in planning viable

educational' programs. It was apparent that the field of special education was ill

'prepared, to meet the demand-for services. Dow, for the, third time, we, are being'
A

asked to develop educational programs for another "new" population - the "severely

retarded" child. From my view, we areeven less well prepared to meet the demand

which is growing across the country under the Force of litigation, and legislation.q. .
However, national attention is fOcuded on public education for the severely retarded,- *

, teachers,presumably are being trained, classes are Being filled and service delivery

e

I

systems are being established. Because the n is so great, the pressure to imple-
4

meat programs is intense, and there is every likelihood that hist9rI will repeat
S

itself. If it does, we 'will experience failure on a massive sc and it be

documented in our inability to show that children benefit from Our ppgrams. History

need not repeat itself,-and there is eVidence-that our: initial steps may be directing

us toward a better' beginning.. towever, our present efforts e 'conduct national

planning activities, to conceptualize and implement instructi nal 'technologies and

alto ative delivery systems and to begin competency based te cher preparation pro-
,

gra will not guarantee effective education for the child of

employinglthe process we Use to devOop.errorless learning programs; I would like.to
.

suggest Strategies which may.ingreade the probability that. educational resources are

guaranteed far the child with severe developmental retardation%

.First, I should , ou that my original title for this presentation was "a

the year 2000. Again,,

e
basic primer for no-fail aystenv for. turning public education classes for the se-

4 4

Verely retarded into back we, trdsqdomplete with shit My choice of words
fi

was deliberate, not capricious; .and was intended to bring to mind scenes from Blatt

and Aaplan's picture essay 'Christmas in-Purgatory My-purpose endourage

you to consider the notion that our current, endeavors could, Produce a.tsimilar outcome.

Though'unpIeasantt it is entirely possible0.since'the bases for the support of public
o ,

.

education for the severely retarded are.fragile and national attention will surely
,

turn in-a,different direction when another pressing need-emerges. The justification

for the ex4ftence of the classes mily erode as quickly as it eMerged if' thee& is
. J

88
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no empirical basis to document their effectiveness. These realities prompt a review

of our.historical- errors, and lead to suggestions for a stable framework-for program.

development.

11,

Federal planning and support

Much of what must be considered has to do with the federal dollar, and how it

wends its way to impact on an individual child in a classroom environment. Therefore,

the discussion starts at the federal level, and'ends with suggestions for parents and

their advocates to use to develop action plans at each level of government or with

each educational agency.

If history were to repeat itself, the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

Would distribute support fUnds across the country to stimulate state department actiV-.

ities and university training programs. State departments might receive fellowship

fundE) to enable teachers to receive training at the college of their choice. Those

colleges,. might expect to receive training grant support fort programs which meet hast-

ily determined criteria for certification by offering one or two courses in theory or

. methods for the severely retarded.

Short-term workshops might be held which accumulate credit for certification..

in "SMR". Universities might receive funds for traineeships before program developr

ment activities are complete and might receive increasingly more support as the nt,im-.

ber of students completing the programs increased. The result was, and if repeated,
o

will be a proliferation of inadequate pre--and in-service training programs which,

emphasize production of a quantity of minimally trained personnel.

Abetter approabh is, of course, a selective one. Planning for a national,

coordinated approich to the developmqV of services will identify the number Of uni-

versity training programs needed to meet current and long term -needs and, by the

way, that number will be relatively small. Earmarking funds for program develop-

ment staff prior to awarding fellowship funds will insure that students receive a

well conceived educational progran. Federal support to state education departments

should require documentation of'intrastate coordinat4on to qualify for assistance.

Where fund are directed toward skill development in teachers;.for example, federal

'and state criteria should be based on long term documentation of changes in teacher

performance rather than teacher response to the learning experience. In 'summary,

federal funds should be dispersed contingently, based oh documentation that signif-,

icant change occurs j.n the functional level of the recipi6ntl.
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b.

State department of education roles

State departments of education have influenced classroom practice to the

extent that resources and state regulations have enabled them td do. so. In the

paSt, limited resources have generally precluded an active supervisory,,r6le.in im-
,

proveinent of instruction in an individual classroom. Instead, resources were used

to direct funds to those settings which qualified for them. This was generally

defined as x square feet of space per pupil, desks, chairs, and a "certified"

teacher. Personnel generally assumed a consultant role in the procebs of determin-

ing the criteria for cer'tified teachers. In many instances, personnel were respons« .

ible for arranging in-service programs to acquaint teachers witth new methodologies.

Generally speaking, those experiences carried little or no performance demand.

The advent of court-monitored educational programs may alter state department

roles to, create mare direct involvement in the dlassrdom. At the same time, person-

nel may become more actively involved in determinipg teacher competende. The first

,,problem which must be dealt with is the reality that there are virtually no certifi-

cation programs for the teacher of the severely retarded, and there is an immediate

demand for "certified" teachers. State department personnel musetake responsibility

for articulOing the distinction between ertification and competence to those various

regulating bodies who will eventually determine who is "qualified" to teach the se-
.

verely retarded. This is particularly critical at this point in history because

there are highly competent but non-credentialled teachers who have had extensive and
5 'N

successful experience in mental health or private nonprofit agency clasdes. At the

same time it is reasonable to assume that there are inept but4credentialled teachers
4

who might be employed to meet immediate needs. There must be a strategy to develop

a Performande based, decision-making process which will enable non- credentialied

teachers to continue working with childrgh and'to exclude inept teachers from classes

for the severely retarded. Widespread knowledge of the various approaches to cOmpe-

tency based educati011 and performance based teacher evaluation should be brought to''

bear on this process. I would suggest that any "certification" program require that

the "reacher credential be based on documentatiOn of positive change in child per-
, c

'-'rmance over time and on increasingly more complex tasks. I would also suggest that 40
teachers' skill training, can be accelerated if state in-service training support

funds are channeled into performance based prograds rather than to one-shot workshops

which may or may,not change teacher behavior.

9 0
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.University program development

The beginning of the 1960's marked the appearance of instant experts inImental

retardatiOn,_as colleges and universities took admantage of program assistance grants '

to train professors and classroom teachers to work with the mildly retarded. Drawing

on modifications Of elementary curriculum, a limited number of educational approaches

were 'proMOlgated in nUmerousinstitutiohs across the country. Summer kelraining pro-

grams offered teachers the opportunity to become certified to teach the educable men -

ta3Zy retarded with a minimum of course work and extremely'limited practicum experi-

encea, Shortly thereaf6r, a niorelimited number of these experts Began to train

teachers of the trainable retarded. Curricula were modified again, children were
. . I

placed in classes, and a great babysitting endeavor was begun. When it was apparent

that "TMR" children were more heterp- than homo enous in behavioral attributes., an

occasional aide was employed-to assist the tea r. The effects of this course of

actjon have been, described, and I believe it is'reIsonable to assume that results of

wrepiication of Cain and'Levine's study would be substantially the same as the re

0 sults obtained twelve years ago..

Today, less than ten universities are sufficiently staffed with the expertise

to COpduct or begin program development to train teachers and other college person-

nel to work with children with severe developmental-retardation and multiple handi-

i capping conditions: History will repeat itself if th4p ten become'a hundred in two

years; if training programs follow traditi nal models, and if courses are staffed

with professors who lack expertise in the area. A more successful approach to the

development of training programs is likely to emerge if program assistance funding

is made available to those universities with adequate resources tb train personnel;

if their program graduates demonstrate competence on defined and observable behaviors

during long/erm practicum-experiencesv and, again, if the criterion for success is

the ability to produce positive.change in child performance. If the c nditions ate

accepted as a standard, program graduates should be better prepared to d o:111rkt their

effectiveness in the public schools.

Public school considerations

In the past local education agencies found themselves in severe financial

91
common teacher cOmplaint'in the '60's was that they "had 15 kids,-chairs, desks and

rib Materials". That complaint is less common but not untamtliar.today. The probieM

treSs as they began to provide education for the retarded: Manpower and materials

were diverted to these classes to meet the intent if not the letter of the -law. A
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was intensified when claSses for the "trainable were initiated after resources had

already ,,been strained to develop services for the "EMR". Parents were so pleased

that their children Were in the public schools that they failed to determine if the ..

learning environment' had been structured to enable chtldren to receive an education.

`Further, no one, as particularly concerned to kdow precisely what children'in "TMR"

glasses were supposed*t0 learn during the course of a year; or, if they did learn.

This climate has not 'fostered a critical analysis of educational programs for "TMR"

children. If the attention which is now focused on the` initiation of services for

the severely retarded were also directed toward an analysis of existingprograms.for

the "TMR", there is every likelihood the data would show that "educational opportu-

nities" are extremely limited in both instances. Prom my view, criteria should be

established to evaluate the quality of education in classes for seirereiyretarded

children before those. classes
k
are initiated. Those criteria should form the basis

for evaluation of existing "TMR" classes, a task which is long overdue.
.

. . , ,,
. .*

i Current efforts to establish a right.to education or to guarantee equal educa-
i

.

tional.epportunity will 'not be successful unless adequate resources are obtained to

accomplish the task. Equal opportunity generally assumes equal distribution of
. -

available funds to all school age children. There'are, however, differeht legal

interpretations of "ever. My interpretation is that "equal" means every severely
1

retarded child is guaranteed access to all the resources necessary to enable him to

receive an education in fact. Th is includes instruction from birth to regular public,

school entrance,age. This is not necessarily a widely held interpretation and,

although it may, seem reasonable, concerted effort should be directed toward strate-
.

gies to guarantee sufficient resources to insure valid educational experiences. This

may include dispersing. funds for a variety of .alternative models 'of instruction, in.;

eluding home instruction,computer assisted instruction, and support for parent

trainisig activities.

Parenein4olvement

Parent involvement initiated ptograms for the trainable child, and is the under-

lying factor that brings us together today. If history tells us anything, it is that

9stained and persistent advocacy efforts are necessary to ihsure delivery of apprepri-

ate educational programming., For the Present this 'means that parents should reject

negotiated cont agreements Which comprise or reduce the resources available to

their children. Parents shoUld remainaware of the potential gap'betweeri promised
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and delivered service, and should decline to accept educational promises on face

value. They should know that it is possible to write and record responses to

precise educational programs and should insist that they receive documentation

that instruction does occur in.public school settings. Further, technology and

Systematic programming strategies exist to enable children to learn with a mini-

mum of error. Contractual arrangements should contain provisions for parents to

obtain detailed informatiqn on a daily basis,'and cumulatively over extended

periods of time. Objective statements of performance should, of coAkse, be couched

in positive terms of potential and should contain documentation to substan-

tiate that view. Most important, parents should remain involved in the educational

process to Insure that educational opportunities are both established and maintained:

\

Professional advocates

Members of the legislature andsthe legal profession are here as new partici-

pants in'the development-of educational services. The best strategy which they can

implemeNt is to liaten'very carefully to parents and to educators who are experts

in program development. Efforts to date have brought some children into the public

education system; however, toilets in classrooms, transportation and the presence

of adults are only.first approximations to an adequate education. Work is underway

to assist parents, teachers and public'schdol administrators to discriminate what
o

education.is friam what ,it is not. No one should, be surprised when parents become

litigants a second and third time, if theyare not shown that their children are

being educated.' Teachers should beexpected to document that they have changed

child behavior, and ahodId be liable if they cannot. At the Same time if a school

district fails to provide its teachers with sufficient resources to teach and docu-

ment that students learn', then teachers' liability should be transmitted to the

district, by teachers' legal, action if necessary.

Where do we stand at the moment ?.

In relatively good shape, I would think. The Bureau of Education for the
. -

Handicapped s initiated a variety of strategies to engage in program planning on

a national basis. The Division'of'Personnel Preparation has been shifting rapidly

to require university programs to document the quality -rather than the quantity of

ci a 'I00 students they train. Observations seem to confirm that program support for training

is being directed only to those universities with the history.or capability of Iiigh
.

,

-
.
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quality training. The initiation of model center programs and telecodounications

projects represents an attempt to focus attention on innovative and quality educa-

tional programs. Coordination of,research and teacher training activities insures

complementary research and development activities. 'Certainly., this conference repre-

sents an effort to engage all participants in the educational processin a cooperar

Live and product oriented activity.,

A small number of exemplary university training programs exist which are di-

rected toward data based, practicumoriented instruction for 'children, andcompetency- -

I

based training of teachers. It is. too early to determine how equal educational,

opOrtunity will. be interpreted in each state, or how demands for education are being

met with quality programs. However, I have observed a limited? number of classes for

severely retarded children and' have seen some dynamic teachers who are,able'to doer

went child performance and to develop instructional tasks which reflect high expecta--

tions of children's behavior.

ummary
P

Equal7educational'opportunities for the severely developmentally,retaided are

being established on an exceedingly fragile basis. A third misapplication of, tradi-

tional approaches to the education of a "new" population of severely developmentally

retarded' children is doomed to failure, and:may transfer back wards out-of institu-
,.,

tions into'the public'schools. 'major events in the historical development of spe-
,

offal educ tion have been examined, and'strategiesto avoid a repetition of history

have been listed. I have suggested that severely retarded children can-learn at
.

high and r latively error free rates when the environment-is structured to facilitate

learning; that the conditions for leabling can be'specified and should be contracted;

that documentation of learning performanCe is possible on a daily basis and shoUld

be expected; and that there are alternatives to traditional class structures,. I have

suggested that adults must carefully struCture.the environment to insure that educa-
,

tional services will be provided on a long term basis. In closIng, let me repeat

that a major factor,that will guarantee education for the child of the year-2000 is

sustained and persistent involvement of_parent and child advocates in the development'

of educational programs.
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FY

Since this is a conference which focuses on severe handicaps, I'll share with

you a severe handicap of my own. And that is a neurotic fascination lith words,

/idioms, and metaphors, especially as they appear in the field of hum n behavior.

I have never understood, for example, what a "nervous breakdo/n" could possibly
. .

be. In my mind, I'imagine peering through a microscope and watchig little neurons
4

crumbling before my very eyes. pr, I imagine the, victim shaking hLs1head, pioduc

ing the delicate Sound .of millions of shattered nerves tinkling against one another.

In the same vein, the struggle for a literal interpretation of what the term

"mental age" means has given me manrsleepless.nights over the y ars. What does it

redily mean to'say "01' Tom is 20' years old but he has the mind

Onlyredently have I been given any real therapeutic assistance

f a'five-year-old"?

n this matter; and

that help has come by way of my friendMarc Gold.* We assign. a "Mental age" to peo-
.

ple based cga correspondence between what the testee is able t do, irrespective

of his calendar age, and what most humans at certain age have been observed-to be

40
able to do. Simple so far. In discussing his "concept of five year-oldness,P Marc

asks us to question whethbr-Ilhatwe obserke five-year-olds doin represents' the

of Skills and performanCe.tbey could do If someone bothered to teach them.

Marc asserts that m c five-year-olds don't do is a result of social

-inconvenience'to 'teach them or a lack of a functio
p

or hem to be able to

do those things. For example, normal five-year-oldS most ofteni dOn't

automobiles, take full responsibility for )the care of younger siblings,-and peel-a,

preparehot meals from\recipes, read hooks, earn a living, or pr&sent papers at con-

ferenbes on the severely handicapped. After all, they only hay'- 365 days to be five

years old, and the teaching of those skills can conveniently wa t until they turn

six, or ten, or eighteen; or'thirty-three.

But what if it were socially imperative for five - year -old- to be able to do

ve

thege things? Could they be.taught to do them at that age, given their cognitive
4

or symbol manipulation skill development? Marc .Gold is sure th y could.be taught,

and so am I.

So what posture should we take toward 01' Tom who has.the mind of a five -year-

oldold and will presumdb/y be that mental age for the rest of his ife? if take the

metaphor of mental age literally, then we open up a.world of in inite learning
n f

9

* Dr, Marc GOld, ,Children! ResearCh Cente'r4. University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign:
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'

opportunities and achievement which Will allow him to do most o the things we do

in our daily lives. Not all, surely,.but most.

What does all this rambling about literal interpretation havetoe with the

discussion of education in "non-school settings"? I hope it brings me to the point

where I can talk with you about the literal interpretation of the purpose 9f human ,

service agencies.

Suppose I were to announce.to you that the purpose of the agency I represent

(ENCOR), the reason folk the. organization's existence, is-to maximize the development

pf every retarded client to the limitsf their potential. Well, I cannot, in good'

conscience, make such a statement to you. I have thought a lot about the literal

meaning of this'notion of "pbtential," and the.analysis worries me.

Most of us, I suspect, are happy to remember that, at crucial points in our

lives, someone was there to help us develop and grow as humans. But wouldn't we be

hurt if that "someone" had told us early in our developmental struggle that the

limits of our potential Chad been reached, that there was no point in trying anymore?

That's the danger inherent in the colloquial use of the term "potential": literally, -

it implfes a quantity of possibilities, a limit to what can be. I don't want that

expectaaon applied tore. Consequently,,in.all fairness, I personally, refuse to

apply it to people who happen to be called "retarded."

Having said that our agency's purpose is not to maximize the "potential" of

our clients, what, then, is ENCOR' reason for being? SoMe months ago, our Execu-

tive Director, Linda Glenn, req sted agency workers to develop a clear purpose'

statement for the entire organization' and for.each.of its major diviAo Many of

1

us worked on compiling A...basic set of key terms4and values' that,should be reflected.

in the final . statement.

1. Mentally retarded persons., Within our current agency mandate, we are re-

quired to serve directly only people who are classified as mentally retarded. That

constraint should be reflected in the ENCOR purpose statement.

2.: ComprehenBiveserVices. The agency provi s programs'in the areas of edu-

cational, vocational, residential, and other socia services. These services are

part of its purpose.

3. Movement toward independence. Our.common goal 'is to assist people to be-

come less dependent on agency support. That process can bemeasured by'client move --

to settings or:environments not createdby or supeOksed under ENCOR auspices.

, 00
95
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4

4. Integration. Ultimately, we strive to move clients to those settings'in

the community that are available to all, or most, members of the community. This

goal reflects the high value placed on "integration" by agency workers.

5. Adaptive use of, normal environments. It would be pointless for ENCOR to

move retarded perSons to settings that were not conducive to further growth or were

detrimental to the mai tenance of previously acquired adaptive skills. Consequently,

the purpose statement sh refer, succinctly,'to the goal of Clients' adaptive use
9

of normal environments.

After much debate and discussion, the following statement of purpose was se-

leFted to describe! the broadest goal of ENCOR, which is to:

Move mentally retarded persons to the use of the

saute educational, vocational, .residentia and other

sodial environments available to all citizens within

a community independent of ENCO1 support. /
It naturally'follows, then, that the specific purpose of the agency program

components is to prepare persons to meet the overall purpose related to client,move-
,

ment. And other components of the agency must take on the speCific goal of being at

the interface Of "ENCOR" environments and general "community".environments in order'

to facilitate the progressive movement'of the retarded person:"

Even a literal person such as myself can live with a description of purpose
1

such as this one. A set of measurable butcome and process objeCti4es can be de-

veloped and directly tested against the,general statement. The purpose implies how

we Will know when the job is done. And, very importantly, it implies what things

are counter to our purpose (such ag, assi=sting it movement to institutions or un-

necessary nursing homes). A good purpose statement will also help members of an

organization clearly identify compromise decisions; certainly it will make - compro-

mises harder to rationalize away as-legitimate courses of action.

In Nebraska, we work under a state law that mandates local''school district

responsibility for all school-age children, regardless of degree of handicap.' The

law allows the districts. two options in meeting their obligations: 1) provide the

-educational service directly; and (2) contract with other districts or approved

agencies to provide the service. As an "approved" agency, ENCOR could continue i

definitely in the business Of providing educational services to school-age children.

Such a strategy cduld indeed help perpetuate the need for our agdlitcy and might even



be financially benecial to our overall operation. But tested against our stated

purpose; this strategy would be clearly hypocritical. Our purpose will not allow

us to offer parallel educational services in perpet6ity. rnstead, we plan to serve a'

transitional role, filling gaps as long''as those gaps exist, bilt workingicontinuously

to encourage other, more generic community services to include mentally retarded
-

.citizens among their!regulgr clientele. This strategy applies not only to a posture

\vtowa'rd public schools, but;toward other elements in the community as Well, such as

the Y114/YWCAs, neighborhood housing, public. transportation, comm pity colleges, and

bpsiness.,

What might be the.transition strategy of an agenc t provides "education'in

a non - school setting"? During the interim between'no service and public school pro-
.,

vision of service, we have worked to develop a community system that could be po-

tentially adapted by the public schools. Certain desirable characteristics of,the

system were identified. That is, the system should (1) producemeasurableAttudent

growth, (2f elevate the image of the students and teachers, (3) stress student move- 0

ment to more normal settings, (4) incorporate consumer participation, and (5) be

affordable. Each year we have improved the system along each of these dimensionq.

-The job is far from complete, and mj never be. Which suggests a sixth character-
4

istiC of any good educational system: that, like its students, the system itself

growssand d6blops.

But.no matter how competent we might become in providing direct services to

school-age children, parents and workers associated with ENCOR must face a final,

sobering reality: the children we serve are there because, for one reason or

another, they are excluded from direct public school paktioipation. The inevitable

interpretation imposed on the children will be that they arer somehow not "good

enough" for the public schools. The impact of that interpretation could well over-
.

ride subtle debates over relative curriculum sophistication or peacher competency.

COntraoted edtcational servic4s are, indeed,'what Bill Bronston* called an "aneu-

rysm of the publit'school system" attached but, not really integrated, an unnecessapr

eddy'on the mainstream of education.

'The very existence of "education in non- school settings" represents a commu-:
=t%

ity-Wide compromise when those programs parallel public 'services available to mostr

* William Etronston, Special Consultant, Divisidn of Community Health Services,
California State Health DepartMent.
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Children or-adults in that community'. Agencies providing such parallel service's .

should consider- their corporate purpose very carefully and examine thd degree to

which they ipight be supporting an exclusionary and isolationist community policy

toward a segment of the population, Such as mentally retarded citizens. Those-of

us associated,with ENC0Whope that we are n?t parties to such an unconscious con-

spiracy. Our examination of purpose has helped us feel a. little more secure in

this regard.

4

.0
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It is indeed a greatIpleasure to be here with you to exchange thoughts relative

to the edUcation of severely and profoundly retarded students and to share witch you

the position that the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has taken toi direct

educational training bervices to severely handicapped.children and youth.
,

There exists among the handicapped those children and youth whose physical,

mental and/or social skills have been.so limited that they have been largely over

.

looked in the provision.of service Because they are so . severely handicapped
.

all

/ 'too often they have been abandoned to survive as citizens in name Only.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has established as a broad goal,

the.provision of equal educational opportunities to all handicapped children. In

order to realize this, goal with respect to severely handicapped children and youth,

` the Bureau adopted the objective to enable such children and youth tobecome.as

dependent as possible thereby reducing their requirements for institutional'c4re and

providing opportunity for self - development. Though-traditionally the responsibility

for providing educational ta-xvice to the handicapped has been delegated to state and

local school distriCts, it is apparent that the relatively small and geographically

'scattered incidence of severely handicapped children and youth in the population

requires a planned and coordinated system if limited resources are to result

establishing effective services.

Severely handicapped children and youth generally dd not receive educational

services in the public school systems, except in large metropolitan school districts

having special schools forrperSons. Some educationl services are provided to

these children by state or private agenCies. However, educational services are only

one aspect of the comprehensive services, required by these children. ocial and

family' counseling, psychological and phySical health services, self- are training,

"t'
eMpi6ment gUidanceand placement needs, must.also be met if these children are to

.have the opp tunity to develop to their:full potential-. The severely handicapped

,

child kequires highly specialized personnel; concen\tratedk and often individual

attention and instruction; special facilities and ma erials1 and'curricula tailored

to meet his exceptional needs."
I

t, ._,

It is estimated that nearly one million severely andicapp6d children and youth
.,.,,,

.

are totally excluded from the educational system of our ation. At least three hundred

thousand others are not receiving adequate services. The rinciple problems deliMiting
-.-. V .

.
.
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delivery, of effective educational training services,to severely handicapped children

"ad youth in those areas where such services are mandated or supported' include: 1) an

extensive deficiency of personnel with expertise and experience; 2) a. lack of adequdte

.functional facilities; 3) a general void of 'appropriate curriculae, methodologies, and

educational raining programs; 4) a scarcity of specialized materials and equipment;,

5) a limited number of identification,10agnostic,7 descriptive, and placement services;

and, 6) a general apathy or lack of concern for rie needs of such persons, as well as

the near non-existence of advocacy groups organized and functioning on their behalf.

The extreme shortage of adequate facilities, staff,: ana programs has, in many

instancep, limited placement options. for severely handicapped:children and youth to

already over-populated institutions where, due to lack of fundOacilities, and staff,

it has been impossible ti; provide little more than custodial serve e. Under more for-,

tunate circumstances there may be more appropriate program at, institutions and a°'

P
varie$y of.education training service hapShilities in home communities through mental

11111

health cli4cs, group homes, half-way fiouses, interim'care placement centers.

However, gw states have implemented community oriented,techniques. The Rosenberg

Rep rt study in New York state in 1 69, fond that almost one third of the retarded,lif
a

children and adults institutionalized y the State'could be placed .in the comMunity"
, !

,

if there were appropriate mental health and day school facilities for them. At the '

present time" adequate facilities for subh- placement are'verV'limAed. Among the most

isolated of all severely handicapped children are thosewhO reside in the nation's

training schools for the retarded and mental hospitalb'for the/eMotionally disturbed.

Many of these institutions are lbcated.far away frOm.-Any.developed community. Those

in larger cities are often relatively isolated or iirinconvenient locations. Children
.

; 4

in theseA.nstitutions rarely leave thg grounds o4 the facilities andare almost never

given the opportullity to participate in.the educational program of a local school
0 .

district.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has been particulVrly interested in

ldrching a concerted effort on behalf of the severely handicapped because of the

demand and apparent need for ear:vices ti) ,thiepopulatiOn, the difficult financial

position of local and state governments, and the extent of successful,activities,con-
at

ducted under the programs fbr deaf-blind. children funded by the Bureau over the past

Witeral years..
°

There are many' differences among the-States and among professionals in their
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definition for severely handicapped children. For the purpose of the BEH thrust on

A
behalf of this population to more clearly identify -such children and youth and to

provide added national visibility to their n edso the foil wing work statel
i

ent hasS
. 4.

.

been developed And is.currently being utilized by.the Bureau:
.S

.A severely handicapped child isone whobecause of the intensity of
his physical, mental or emotional problem, or a combination of'such
problems, needs educational, social,, psychological and medical serv-
ices beyond those whicb.have been offered by traditional regular and
special education programs in order to maximize his full potential
for useful and meaningful participation in society and for self-ful-
fillment. Such children include those classified as seriously emo-
tionally disturbed,' schizophrenic or. autiic, profoundly and severely
mentally retarded, and those with two or more serious handicapping
conditions, such as the mentally retarded-blind, and the cerebral
palsied7deaf. ,Such,severely handicapped children, y possesesevere
language or perceptual=cognitive deprivations and evi ence a number
of, abnormal behaviors including failure to attend to ven the most
pronounced social stimuli, self-mutilation, self-stimulation, mani-
festation of durable and intense temper tantrums, and the absence of
-even the most rudimentary farms of verbal control. They may also have
an extremely fragile physiological condition.

In a desire to impact on the needs of severely handicapped children and youth,

the Burdau developed.two RFP's which,were announced, in January, 1974. Telecommuni-

cations for severely handicapped children and youth who are home-bound was designed

to explore the effectiveness of modern telecommunications technology and the pro-

visions of educational training services to those severely handicapped children and

youth who area home-bound due to restricted mobility or to other aspeCts of social

performance or physical involvement. In-response to this RFP nin 'eteen applications

were received, out of which five were selected and funded as of 'July 1, 1974. The

second program,
119tr

"Program for Severely Handicapped Children and Youth," provided for

the funding of projects which would provide services in conjunction with relevant

public and private agencies and organizations within a state. These prOposals were

asked to respond to the following:
k.

A. A plan for comprehensive service` designed to meet identified developmental

needs of severely handicapped children and youth.

B. A model demonstration program providing. dir c d or training /

services for these children and youth which can Ultimately efrepiicated state-wide

110 and throughout the nation.

C. A dissemination strategy whereby information about exemplary program

activities and elements will be made widely known to both professional and.non-pro-

fessional personnel working with, or interested ih.the education/training of severely

handicapped children and youth. In respori5e to this RFP, '42 proposals were received
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with ten being selected for funding beginning July 1, 1974.

In a statistical overview of the 'fifteen programs, we have a total of 933 chil-

dren participating including the severely mentally retarded, severely emotionally

disturbed and the multi-handicapped. We have 46% of thos,S students who are severely

mentally retarded, 26% who are severely emotionally disturbed and 28% participating

With multiple handicaps.

In view of the progress of the on-going program, BEH found it imperative to 4

extend to state departments of edupation, privAte, non-profit agencies, and appli-

cants interested in the services to the severely.han icapped children and youth an RFP'

'directing attention to specific target population for nding for. FY-75-76 e six

areas.of concern were: 1) oral impairment; 2) emotional sturbance; 3) orth6p dic

impairment; 4) visual impairment; 5) profoundly fetirded children, zero'through e rly

childhood; and, fi) profoundly retarded youth.

I wil] list the on-going programs* for severely hand4/apped childien and youth

and All extend to you' an invitation to contact the prog and see what they are

doing. The telecommunication efforts include the,Purd a Research Foundation; the

University of Kentucky, under the leadership-of Dr. J es Tawnei; City University of
,

Ne91-York, Teaching Resource Center; The Regents of he University,of the State of

New York; New-York State Department of EducatiOh; and, Health Development and Service

ration, Salt Lake City. Other programs inrluUe the University of Aiabfma; Cali-

fornia Btate-Departm nt of Education; Indiana niversity Foundation; the'4niversity
40

of Kansas; Universi of Michigan; Esperanz Para Nuestros Ninos, Albuquerque, New

Mexico; Oregon State Systems of Higher Ed cation; Easter Seal-Society for, Crippled

Children and Adufts'of Rhode Island, P vidence, Rhode,Island; University of Washing-

ton, under the leadership of Dr. Norris Haring. We also have thesMadison Pdblic

Schools Joint District No. 8, in Madison, Wisconsin.

I would like tp thank you for your attention.

* Detailed infermAion on these projects is contained in attachment to paper.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS FOR SEVERELY_ HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH WHO ARE'HOMEBOUND

Project Director

Purdue Research Foundation

Dr. Robert Currie
TelecommunicatiOns for Severely Handicapped Children and Youth
Purdue Research Fbundation
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Target Population

By locatiOn: -A t al of 4children from the metropolitan areas of Lafayette,
Indiahapolis and Kokomo

By type handicap:
33 profoundly/severely mentally retarded
10 cerebral palsied-physically handicapped
7 autistic

By ages:.
50 - ages 0-3

Objectives °

.1. To reduce the probability Of institutionalization for severely handicapped.

children, and
2.. To prepare these children for entering educational and/or community pro-

. grams for the handicapped.
.- . .

These objectives will be implemented throughlhe provision of instruction to
patents of the severely handicapped, homebound children, utilizing closed-
circuit television educational programming,. The project will produce
videotapes of 80 of the'most critical learning needs of the pre - school
severely handicapped.

Significant Features

1. Identification, assessment, and programming for individual infants', birth
through three years'of age, along with appropriate parent counseling and
training.

2. Designing, producing, and distributing videotaped instruction programsin
three criticalareas of development: self-help skills, Languagq develop-
ment/sensory stimulation, and motor skills.

3. Evaluating the effectiveness of individualized telecommunications pro-
, gramming in aidipg and facilitating developmental progress such that the
two major objectives may be accomplishes.

4. Equipment for televisidn reception'- normally not to include TV receiver -
will be provided by the project. Programs will be delivered'using extant
cable TV systems, arr ITFS (2500 MHz) system, and video cassettes in areas.
where the first two are unavailable. An interactiie or talkback system
(telephonic) will be utiliZed.

University of Kentucky

Project Director

Dr. James Tawney .

University of Kentucky Research Foundation
305'Kinhead Hall, .East Winq
Lexington, Kentucky 4050.6

0?
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Target Population.

By location: a total of 18 severely mentally retarded children from the
'Lexington metropolitan area

By type handicap:
18 severely mentally ry arded children

y.

By ages;
.0 - ages 0-3
8 - ages 4-8 .
2 - ages 9*,-12

Objectives )

To develop an electronically programmed environment for preschool education of
Children with severe mental retardation and attendant multiple handiCaps,.
through whichsuch children-Can be provided an appropriatt instructional
and habilitative service.

Significant Features-
I;) A

Instructional'devices linked to a centrally located, computerized teachi
apparatus by telephone lines. .

Instructional program designed for the individual participant.

Program transmitted over telephone lines to homeswhereby,programqpd.learning
environments can be established.

Provision for instant telephonic ihteraction from home base to central point.'

Provision for analysis of responses at the end of each teaching sess0p, permit-
ting project staff to modify curricula on a daily basis.

Project Directpr

Dr.Raphael E.
Regents of the
55 Elk
Albany County,

Target Population
J

O
New York State-Departmenti-al Education

Simches.
University of the State of New York

Albany, New York 12 4

O

By -location: estimated total of 80 severely. multihandicapped children from the y
Buffalo, New York metropolitan area.

By type handicap: , .

Estimated 80 severely multi- handicapped children..

By ages,: 4

80.- age's 4-21

Ob'ective

To demontrate the effectiveness of computer-based instruction delivered via
closed circuit t vision to 'severely multi-handicapped children and youth.

To 'demonstrate viability of telecommunications,model in metropolitan areas with
already established cable television capabilitiet.

4

Significant Features

Provision of interactive response capability between participating children

ireQ.
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and youth, children and centrally.based master teachers, and between
parents. '',

Utilization of audio-visual graphic-aneother visual programming in an.inter-
active TV system, coupled with computer basedinstructional.technology.

,

._

Teaching Resource Center, City University of New.York

Project Director

Dr. Jim Jennings
-1. Teaching Resource Center

City UdIversity Of New York
144 West, 125th Street

, New Yoik City/ New-York 10027.

.0 Target Population

d 111

By location,: an. estimated total-6f 30 seVerelyremotionally -disturbed children
from the' Nei York/ City metropolitan area. ,-,

By type ha :/ N

/
Estimated 30 everely handicapped - emotionally disturbed children. ,f, ,

.

By ages:
30 ages 4-8

rr

To determine how and t e extent that telecoMmunicaVions can aid in the
development of severely emotionally asturbed children.'

_Significant Features

,;Y44Proximity to'highly qualified and experienced personnel and progressive, eduda-
tional-environment for experimental design of educational intervention.

UtilizatiOn of interactive response system, employing cable television as an
instructional media, coupled with video-taped, computerized educational

,,programming. um

. Utah State University'

Project Director

Dr. Alan'Hofeister, Project Director
Exceptional ,Chad Center
Utah State University
Logan, Utah 84322

Target' Population

By lobation: total 123 partidipnts.
38 homebound children never iii school before.
60 day training center children receiving follow through help by parents.
25 children and youth from workshoPeor spedial education classes with

special heeds.'

By type handicap:
63 children/youth - profoundly/severely mentally retarded.
60 multiply handicapped children and youth.



By ages:
-30
23
18
52

Objectives

- ages 3-6
- ages 7-12
= ages 13-17
- ages 17-21

1. To develop a poderprogram for'delivery and.utilization of parent-training
modules of educational technology: ' ,

2. To assist parents with the provision of appropriate and progressive t ain-
.

in,of-their homebound severely handicapped children and youth. -

3. Toestablish,a coordinated thrust. to impact upon the needs of the to t
,population through".concurrent operatiGn of a teacher training progr for
regular classrodm'teachers studying via self-teaching packets, to be ome
.special 'education teachers.- . . .

r-

44. To adapt.or modify as needed-the parent,training. packets deV4oped undei
another Federal grant, to the extent by'which such teaching packets can be
utilized on more severely handicapped children.

Significant Features

1. Utilization of the telephone in 'establishing direct, and frequeht parent-
, ,

master teacher conferents and assistance.
2: Utilization of extensive library of parent packages designed to bassist

as needed; field testing such packets'for
3. Coordination-with University Affiliated Facility for the mutual advantage.

of each program.
4. Model for training or parent 4nterveners - persons who ass ist .parents

undeistanding alTd,utilizing 'the parent training packets. c.

5. -Cooperation ,of.local educational agencies; state special educ. dept,
6. Coordination with other telecommunication projects in sharininforma4oC on,

utilizing edupational modules developed elsewhere ail modifying them U'O
needed. W. tit

7. Welly developed and carefully implemented, research component in the deyelop-
ment and Validation of parent training.packet material.

1.1

RITOGRAMS FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH

' The University of Alabama

PrOject Director.
as

Or. Bobby Palk, ProjeCt Director
Poet Offide Box 2592
University, Alabama 35486

Target Population

°By location: ,There is p. total' of 68 children.and youth participating. in the
program. ,Forty-fiVe studenti are bpsed by three vans daily-end twenty-
thtee are transported-by 'parents ,from adjacent areas:. -
%.

By type handicap:
.. 24 severely Tentally retarded
23 severely emotionalll, disturbed

- 21 multi-handicapped

By ages:
16 - ages 0-3
29 - ages 4-8.

agei 9-12
23 - ages 13-18

ages 19-

ca
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Objectives

114

To provide exemplary 'educational services to severely' handicapped 'children
and youth between the ages of 0-19. To-establish a cooperative interrela-
tionship with: ha local education agency in order.: to influence replication
of the demonstration model.

Significant Features

1. Parents of, the pOpulation group plan a signifidant participating role in
instructional progiam, assessment, hale training,and evaluation conipon-
ents.,
Performance data is maintained on each participant daily in an effort tp
'plot progressive movementsthrough the inOtructional modules.

'Project Director

California State. Department of Education

.

Dr. Don Ashurst, Project Director
Diagnostic School for Neurologically BandicapPed.Children
4339 ,State.` Univdtsity Drive
Los Angeles California 90032

Target Population

By location: Childrem,are from southern California.

By type handicap: ,

iI severely mentally'retarded
22 severely emotionally disturbed
17 multi handicapped

'By ages:;
10 ages 0-3
19 ages 408'v
6 ages 9-12
15 ages 13-18
0 ages 19-

Objectives

J

4

A plan to eStablidh demonstration educational service centers for severely
emotionally disturbed children and youth. It provides for a differential.
psycho-educational assessment model to develop interventions into each SED*
child; the opening of nine classes for SED children); the training Jand staff
ddvelopment of LEA personnel responsible for pilot class ; :supportive services,
including demonstration class, consultative follow-up 4ervices, assessment;
demonstration, and dissemination ofiorogram findings; and program monitoring:.

4
Significant Features

The close working rela4iOnStiiil between state/local agenOies 4$ veil as'
the state'ssability to #espond quioklY and effeCtively to state,legisla-
tion affecting 'LEAs. L
The comprehensive assessment capabilities bf the project are potentially
ndtewerthy as well asthe poteftial for disseMinating the Model.

Indiana university Foundation

kISLIELLPint5tat.

Dr, Dennis A. Anapczyk



Programs, for 'Severely Handicppped Children and YoUth
Indiana bniVersity Foundation
Post Office Bbx F
Bloomington, Ind'ana_17401

.

3.15

MIV2.120221-atic
o

By location:. 303hildren from throughout the state of Inaiana.,

'By type liandicap: a4
30 emotionally disturbed children.

,

kTII By ages:.
15 - ages 8-12
15 - ages'4-8

Objectives 0 )a,
. ,

To develop. alternate models for the deinstitutionalization of severely emotion-
ally disturbed bhildren and-youth within the state of Indiana..,Each,model will

oundergo three stages of development: .o
e1) Design and implementation in a controlled setting.

2) Modification and implementation min a shpexviSed,state institutiokal:
setting.

3). Dissemination of alternative models for use in community-based settings.
'

Significant Features

1. Identification of the population institutionalizil or who ate /high risk
of being institutionalized. '. .

2.. Assessment of the institutions, communities/ and severely haicapped
persons. ?

,,.3. Design of prescriptive child and community training prografs which facili-
tate transition.

.

,

4. Evaluation of the transition process and feepback.to the cooperating insti-
tutionsand communities.

1

University of Kansas - Parsons State Hospital and Training. Center

ProjeCi.Director

Dr. Charles Spellman, Project Director'
Parsons State Hospital and Training center
ParSons, Kansas 67357

Target Population

By location: Total of 32children and youth; from ParSons Trainihg School
being &institutionalized with trainable r arded children in public
schools;.8 from community, all of whowhav had no previous education in-

.

cluding 1 preschool child living 70 miles /away who is brought once a,week.
by parents to project.'

Byotype handicap:
16 severely retarded
14 multihandicappea

0 ,

By ages:
1 - ages 0-3 .

3.- ages 4-8
11 - ages 9-12 -

1.5 - ages'13-18

Objectives

d,

03
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Td.develOp an operational model for deli ery-Of educational services to severely
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r to

.

'4

handicapped children aril youth in rural areas. The project uses a systdia.:
technology approach to accomplish the objectives under management, communica-<
tions, curriculum, and program technology personnel. ..,

Significant Features .,

1. Comprehensive language communication system for severely handicapped,
13 oral, 4 non -oral communiqatiobtprograms encompassing a-total language
continuance for the eyoUnto'adul SMU individual.

. . ,Survival skills raining;, domestic skills training. ' .

1 Acguisiti, and "Utileiza'tiOn (with modification as needed) of skill- train-
ing packets prdm the Portage projeOto Project MORE, and projects for ie-
verely.handicapped at/Madison, Wisconsin, and University of Washington. .

4. Coordination, model in work with local.communities departments for'special
education,',.StUte Department-ofSpecial Education, University affiliated .

facility; P. 89-313 project. .

-,

6% Pupil assessment program - initial assessment'and progidas assessmeni
procedures, utilizing-T.A.R..C. Assessment Inventory for young children
to initially'dssebs their learning needs. This'informatiOn is fed into
the computer which provides behavioral objective determination and qurricd,
um.suggestions. Assessment for older children conductedon Camelot pro-
'gram, which is geared for severely handicapped development; ube i8 also
made of Portage guide check. Language checklist and general assessment
battbry'has been developed. ,.. ..

The Uni Versilyof Michigan

Protect Director
. .

Dr. Lawrence.J. Turton, Project Director
The Regents of tIle University of

t % Michigan, ISSMD
1030 Soutfflst Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 '

Target Population

e5)

/

By location: ,The .students are transported from Ann Arbor and neighboring areas.

By type handicap:
0 severely mentally retarded
0 severely emotionally disturbed
14 'multi-handicapped

By ages:
0-- ages o-3,

8 - ages 4-8
5 - ages 9-12

-1 - ages 13-19
0 - ages 19-

Objectives
,

To develop a demonstration model,classroom program and transitional treatment
center, for severely handiCapped children in cooperation with the local educa-
tional agency. The program model will be utilized to6stimulate theole'Velopment
of similar programs state-wide. 'tf;6?

Significant Features

Derdonstration classroom and transitional treatment center. Close cooperation
and coordination with the fakily. Role of parents as decision makers. Monthly
home visits. Parent seminars- media packages.'



gaperanza Para Nuestres Ninos

Mrs. Ruby Luna, Project Director
EOperanFa,P4ra.Nuestros Ninos -

P.Op -.0.0x412.212% ;

VaIdora t.W.
Albuquerque, N6* MexiC9 87105

-, ,. 0' .I
".1. . .

;Target Population' ;\ - ...,

117

* Ily location; * 8 fro* fosterhomes; 20 from state institutionp-for mentally
retarded: 53,1iving with famiiles - first educational intervention;
13 living with' families - preferred frohi public schools needing special
education. - e .

-

BY typo. 4andiCapt Y -

0 90 profoundly/seVerely retarded
4 multiply handicapped. children with developmental delays-

,

ages: 0

32 ages 0-3.
34 - ages 4-8

15
N, ages 9=-12

ages, 13-18-

st,

1., To develop a model program for severely handicapped children, in an area
.

-. of assdciated bi-lingual and low-income problems.
.2: To establish a model for ..a non-public; non-profit organizational develop-

\ meat of such services. - : , .
.

3. \To implement an exemplary parental intervention procedure.
44 .To implement recent, successful training procedures. .

0 .

4 ' d. . -
,

nificant Peat ....''.0.
V . 4 -

1. Integrati n of physical, speech, and occupational therapy in ifiteraction

w#h seve ly handicapped, children and youth.
2. Integratio of the three therapies with an fiacademic" learning program.
3. Early into ventioh with target population - infants through young adult.

. 4. Extensive parental ,involvement in .development and implemeritation of teach-
...ing program; great parental. interest an4 support. -"

5. Unusual succesa.inodordination with local agencieb providing services to
handicapped children and youth, with university personnel and.State Depart-
ment staff members. a

r
-,

Teaching Research Division .- Oregon State System of Higher Education

t
Project Director,

Dr. Victorli. Baldwin
Itaching-Besearch Division ,
Oregon State System of Higher
Monmouth, Oregon;91361

-Target Population

' By location:: Total of 24 children from MonTouth; Corvallis, Salem and adjacent'''
city School dietricts.

Sy type.handicapt
14 .severely emotionally disturbed Children.
1 Oulti-han4icapped-cerebral palsied children.

1 1'4

.
Education



By,ages:
5 - ages 0-3
8 - ages 4-8
2 - ages 9-12
10- ages 131718

Objectives. .

a

o.

O

1)-
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1; TO devdlop a model demonstration program of ed4ation and treatment.of-
severely handicapped children.

2. To develop a state-wide planning document for providing services to the
seriously emotionally disturbed and'the severely/profoundly retarded and
multiple handicapped and to evaluate the, effectivenets of this plan.

3.' To establish a group home for severely handicapped children and youth and
determine viability and economic efficiency of this model of child-youth
placement.

*

Significant. Features

1. Comprehensive modeltof education/training of severely emotionally disturbed
children and youth.

2. Curriculum development and validation for proVidingeducational services to
4

.

to
target population. .

.3. Coordination with related federal/state and local projects serving severely
'handicapped children. . ..

.

4. Supportive role of teacher preparation programs providing skilled edubators
o severely handicapped children. a

5. Meaningful parental involvement.

.45 .

Meeting Street School
The.Easter Seal Society for Crippled Children and Adults-of.Rhode Island,,Inc.

..

Project ctor

Mks. Barbara Fazzano, Project Director
Meeting Street School
333 Grotto Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02906

TergetPo pulati

By location: Students are bused to project site daily from providence metro-
politan area.

By type handicap:
0 - severely 1110A ally retarded
0 - severely emotionally disturbed'
55 - multi-handicapped

By ages:
25 - ages 0-3
22 - ages 478
8 - ages 9-12
0 - ages 13-18
0 - ages 19-

Objectives

To utilize a multidisciplinary model to demonstkate for Rhode Island and the
New Eng and area, educational practices,which will enable community develap-
ment,of ograms for severely handicapped children and youth.

Significant Features
,N

A demonstration program Providing identification,. diagnostic and prescriptive

r.



services. Coiliponents.include: Early diagndstic intervention, behavior manage-
ment-training, preVocatidnal training counseling.for students, parents, and .-1
teachers, parentchild.involvement, inservice training for staff and parents, .

-.'Pd dissemination efforts,,
A.

f."

Universi-ty of Washington

Project Director .

Dr.'NoOis G. Haring
Programs for Severely Handicapped Children
,Experimental Education Unit4W-1.0
Child Development and Mental Retardation Center
University of. Washington'
Seattle, Washington 98195,

Target Population

By location: 207 seriously emotionally disturbed
Sbattle metropolitan area.

By type handicap:
207 severely and profoundly retarcled, severely
multiply handicapped children and youth. ,,

and touth

By ages:
28 - ages 0-,3

73 - ages 4-8
ages 1 9 -1

316- -a. ages 13-18
45 - ages 19-

Objectives

children and

emotionally

youth from the

diturbed, and

To develop a model program of educational and other needed services for severely
.and profoundly handicapped children and youth, including screening and placement
procedures, pre and inservice training for project staff and related perbons,
parental involvement, multidisciplinary and multi-agency involvement in the ,
deliVery of services, involvement in dissemination and evaluation procedures. .

,Significant. Features

. 1.- Exemplary demonstration, program in two settings: Experimental. Education
Unit at the UniVersity of Washington, and at the Lake Washington Special
Education Center.

2.. Plans for replication Of demonstration model, in public school-programs in
Seattle, Tacoma, Edmonds, and Issaquah; the third year includes plans for
development of replications in more remote areas of the state:

3: Screening program to make initial determinations of extent and nature of
handicaps among Ale intended population of project.

4. Development of pk6-vOcsetional and,vocatiOnal situations. corresponding to
training and abilities'cf participants.

5. Development of full and segdential learning experiences for target children/
youth (curriculum components), assessment procedures, and tracking system
and project evaluation.

Project Director

Madmen Wisconsin Public Schools
. . 1

Dr. Tim cremner, Project Director

11 6



Project MAZE
Badger School
501 at Badger Road Q
Madison, Wisconsin 53713

Target, Population

' By location: TOtal 185 children.and youth: 16 preschool children living at
home - first timein educational program; 4 boarding school children;
20 children in foster home placement;.145 severely handicapped children-
living at home (some With prior partial education)- .

-120

By type handicap:
72 profoundly/severely retarded

°

113 multiply handicapped

By ages:
16 - ages 0-2
13 - ages 3-5
43 - ages 6-9

0

38- ages 10-12
49 - ages 13-18
26 - ages 19-21

Objectives,
\ . .

.

I. To demonstrate a model for community-based training/education of the se-
.

verely handicapped child. ,

2. To develop curricular modules for shaping behavior of such children.
3. To demonstrate a model for deitstitutionalization. . .

42. To serve as an advocate for the severely handicapped through demonstration of
effective training and eventual employment of-such persons.

Significant Features

1. Development of specialized curricular modules for training of severely
handicapped children and youth.

2. Integration of severely handicapped children and youth into environments
leps structured'it nature, to the inclusion of children in (a) special,:
(b)-special class, (c) resource room approach, (d) integrated class in
public school.

3. Coordination with a university training program for teachexs of severely'
handtcapped children.

4. Coordination with local educational agencies and state department of special
edtcation; conducting of special "orientation'program" for administrators of
public schools, to acquaint them with potential for severely handicapped.

5. Assessment program for student initial evaluation and continuing progress
monitoring.,

117'
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Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, Parents and Friends of the "24-Hour

Retarded Child":

i/ I am pleased to be here to participate in this conference. am particularly

Brat ful for the phrase, "The 24-Hour Retarded Child". Perhaps it will help us

think about the educational needs of these children and to avoid the stereotypes

'often associated with the Conceptof "severely and profoundly retarded children".

I think this definition makes it very obvious that we are inking in broade

'terms these days.

I would also like :to share one thought with You that I have had man imes.
%.4

I sometimes think that parents of handicapped Children have two major tasks: First,

to teach theit handicapped children how to generalize from specific experiences,

_apAa'second, to persuade p ofessionals and others not to generaliie. ,We must learn

to understand and respect t1lq complex combinations of abilities and disabilities

which.these,children possess.

Types of Parental Involvement in the Education of, Handicapped Children

I would like to:give you what I think are eight types of parental involvement

in the education of handicapped Children. And, I would like to add something t

this that I realizedrwhen our preVious speaker, Mr. Wilson, was speaking. Many oVj

our minority citizens havenot had the opportunity to speak for their childreb a

parent-advocates. If you are going to be an effective parent- advocate, you ha e f9

spend almost full time at it. It is helpful t have a husband who is willing to

support you, a second car, and a fairly good education A rather "tall order".

These are the eight areas where I see strong Parental involvement.

1. Intensivalinvolvement with-one's own child - hopefull/With skilled,pro-

fessignal help as needed,- in the formative early developmental stages of growth.

We must remember that:
4
a) The need for-early stimulation is greater than that of normal chil-

dren.

b) The need for stimulation and special teaching skills lasts longer

than for normal ch ldren including the special, teaching skills that

parents, as well,jis teachers, have to develop.
\

c) Tasks muse be divided into small, easily learned, segments. Dr.l,Frank

Hewitt of ueLA stated at an early national conference of the Nations

Society for autistic Children that this concept of dividing tasks int

:1.19
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small segments was perhaps the major contribution of the use of behavior

mcdification.techniques. Parents often use a reward and punishment

system intuitively but find it difficult to apply it to a child who

doepn't seem to, respond to the "system".

2. Second many parents have nreded to organize, make pelicy'and hdlpadmin-
e

ister dal/ care aild educatio44 centers for their children who are excluAedefrom

the publiC sehoOis.' Pare to have pafticipat4d in everything' from janitorial duties'

to staff selection and bud ting. is tam been a lot of work for parents; but

also good training.

3. Three, parentet aCher cenfe ences and home-school cooperation in setting

goals and sharing technignes for edubation and training. Frequent communication is

posential, especially for the parents and teachers of non-=verbal or language im-
.

PAire4 children.

/ would, just like to comment here on the professional malPractice lips. that
. 0 0 1

Pre McGraw mentioned, and all the litigation that other speakers have mentioned. If

°woiking towther"relationship4Crly in the lzf -between

parents and professiotals, -I thinlilthat we will avoid lot of the litigation. We

have to recognize that teaching ie an art, it is not a science. 'We.Acannot guarantee'

results. We have to knoW that-we are working together for a common goal.
, . %..

. . ,;-

4. The fourth kind of-parent involvement is membership in parent groUps I

organ around disabilities; of which the ARC is perhaps the prime e2&ikip1;..These
.

gro ps offer_emotional support and pat education for all aspects of,parental

involvement.
/

5.. The fifth kind of parental involvement, is'the kind that Dr. McGrew pen-

tioned. The Madison Public Schoolshave a special education advisory,eotmittee to
./

.aavise the Board and the Administrators. These groups have representatives from

other handicapping conditions, as well as-other citizens, and offer:

a) A broad understanUing of the range of special education needs.

b) Citizen-consumer influence on policy' decisions.

e) Support for education budgets and understandihg of need fog priorities

in the budgetirig proceos.

ilemuld like to comment that Maxine Clausen, Chairman of the Special Education

%AdVisory Coimittee.in Madison, Wisconsin, and is here at the conference, ana has a'

limited pupply. of Guidelines de eloped by,thnt group for those Who may be interested,'

in starting such a gr0u00
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6. Another typ4 of parental involvement is the formal or informal coalition,

of parent groups not directly related to a specific school district. This coali-
.

.

tion;may work on various issues, such as development disability legislation, pro-

.

teOtive service legislation, and rights in general (like the right of handicapped

persons to vote even if they do not have access to-the voting booth).

A In Madison, our informal parent coalition has only one general meeting a year

but hai distributed a directory of parent organizationsand other resources, and

has demonstrated broad support for state legislation to benefit disabl9d citizens.

7. Intensive involvement of some parents in
o
actually drafting legislation

-and working forits passage.,

8, And last, membership on 'State Advisory Councils for Special Education

charged with policy review in the formation of rules and guidelines f6r Ahe imple-

mentation of legislation (with the inevitable corollary of increaSed interest and

involveMent in appropriate funding mechanisms and levels of funding).

-A=Personal Note

I would like to give a oneparagraph person4 note to help yi understand my
---7-

background and frame of reference. We have a totally blind, retarded and autistic

on who was nearly eighteen years of age and who was attending a sm1,1, educationally

oriented day care center at.the time of the landmark Pennsylvania decision in 1971.

All the staff members of that day care center were well trained,'but not necessarily

certified. I would like to stop here and thank Dr. Tawney for his comment on the

use of all our trained people because,I agree that we ake' going to have to use all

Or resources. This day care center had been fifrced to pioneer in individualized
r,

instruction because it was catering to exempted children,. .Obvioitply, when, you ake

dealingwith children who have been excluded from the publis schools, you are not7';'

'
going to have any two who are alike. Perhaps,'this was a blessing in disguise, at

3

least it encouraged individualized programs:

'However, it became more and more obvious that all children who were excluded

from the public sch- ools were not going to receive educational opportunities until

education for the severely mentally handic4ped wasa constitutional right and not

regarded by soc/ety as "t"reatment" or a Social service. somewhat naively perhaps,

we hoped-that we could,help to,vrite mandatory education legislation that would

a

allow flexibility and ihdividualliation iSi meeting 'the needs of the "24-hour re-
- I? 'a

tarded child" as well aslthers with.speoial education needs.
T .
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Parental Involvement in Writing and Passage of Wisconsin's Chapter 89,9Laws.of 1973,

was intenW

t 1. "Chapter 89" has become a byword in ;the State of Wisconsin. There was. -,

.heaVy parental:involvement in the writing.of that bill. We used as our "Bible'the

.COUncil'for Exceptional Children's booms,, State-10w and the Education of. Handicapped-

Children,by Weintraub, Abeson, and Braddock. Parents from advisory committees_An

Madison and tli.twauke.e Fead, discussed and exchanged memos with professional special
%

education Personnel from local districts and from the Department of Public Instruc-

tion. CO census positions were.comtunieated direct ly. to Judi Greenberg, the Legisla-
.

tivc Reference Bureau attorney wpo drafted the bill. Senator. James Devitt, and Repre-
.

'tentative Midge Miller, chairman and vice- chairman respectively, of the sub-committee
. _. .

appointed to write, the proposed legislation, invited these parents and'professionals
, . , .

to participate in the mark-up 'sessions on the bill..

Most of the CEC inspired recommendations were embodied in the law. Parents
. ,

had also proposed a change in funding patterns to neutralize fiScal consideratiOns

',When making placement decisions fOirthe individual child. This was vetoed, pridarlIy.

for political reasons.' Many fit it would be'.easier to assure passage if legislators

could beassUred that funding and the existing delivery system would remain essen-.

tially the same.'

2. Parents and professiona s worked cooperatively with representatives from

the. School Hoards AssOciation and other gkoups to assure statewide support for the
, .

b111. Broad- support Onsured a wide array of argUments in favor of the hill., .TWO

. of the argUmetts were closely related to the needs of the "24rhour retarded child" -
.

rg'Or!piledou
,1,V i,

ders 4a .the Pennsylvania ARC v. the Commonwealth'o,fPennsylvania case
,..z,f .

-
t °

.

%*Osp'104 :anVtlip.00s.V.:gompakisons of a chin in an institution ;,for $1'0,000 'or $12,000
,

.." i I,. - ..
,

,O,P. ,d y9arltershs the cobt"if,*:childpould liv4at:homeand go toechooisomm.verhapS..1
A' I,

$1,500 to $3,,0D0 at.'thar-iime, depenath'on the level of .disabiiity6 ,,
. . . ..

°Major3rovisions-of tapter 89, Laws of°1913 (with referenceer Wisconsin Stagutes)

1. -"Child with eiccept Anal edubational heeds means 6 iyehr
,e

physical, emotional 'or lee.rn.ing disability whidhf: if the fu
.

'ld who kias a mental,.

1 potential of the
.

is to be attained, reguiret edhciatiral services to the child ,to supplement or re-
';1*'a o 4 1> 0 .

_ ...dt.
place regular i s.1 .'7,(8) r , ,

2. Compulsory school attenda e la is apply to children with exceptionaf-edu- ..,jtc

tz go

,.
.

.
, 0 00

.

.1/
.

rational needs. (Previoualpha liiit appiie&to mentally;handicapped.)

' h 122
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3, School districts mandated to ensure that appropriate apecialleducation

programsare available to children withexceptional educational needs, ages three

to twenty-one.. (May provide special educatibn under age three.) s.115.85(1)

4. Appropriate-placement may be made,in programs: s.115.85(2)

(a) Operaed by'the.school distribt,. county of residence or cooperstive

educational service agency.

(b) Public in -state program as'close to child's home as possible;

(c) Pnblic out-of-state program, with consent of'-state superintendent.,

(d). School board may, upon approval of'the state superintendent and if

Jr

o equivaiant public program is locally available, contract with a pri-

vate speciareducation service whose governing board, faculty,ostudent

body ,and teachings are not chosen or det ined by any igious organi-

zatiOn or for any sectarian purpose. (Upheld by Wisconsin Supreme Court,

)1)174.),

5. .Multi-disciplinary team evaluations are required for children referred

for possible special edlication services. M leam must be composed of at least two
°

persons who-are skilled in assessment and progr ing for Children with EEN (ex-
,

ceptional educationa-needs). s.115.80(3)

6. Parental consent iz required twice in t planning proceSs, before the
1

child is evaluated and before the child is place in a special.program..s.115.80(3)

and s.115.85(2)

7. Parent the right to appeal decisions related to special education
0

with due process procedures carefully spelled out. s.115.81

8. Legislative policy preference isgiven, when appropriate, to education
,

co

the child in classes along with children who do not have excqtional educational

needs.

9. A state advisory council was established with strong consumer presenta-

tion to be consulted by the state superintendent on sll policies and rules related

, to education of children with EEN. s. 15.337 and s.115.79(1) (a)

`10. Dfizverr6;rantal disabilities was added to the list of- handicapping condi-

tions. s.115.76(3) (b)

Education Service- Delivery - What 'are the Issues?

1. What can normalization, or integration,or mainstreaming mean for the

24-hour 'retarded child?

123.



It can mean 'thatwe stop covering large geographical areas trying' to, find

enough children "just alike" to for a class. We can repbgnize that severely and

"-multiply handicapped Children also may have less obvious perceptual. disabilities

which'add to their uniqueness. We can donsider their relative size, ph.yskal

growth and level of functioning to be more important than chronological' age. We
.

can recognize that these children -must have individualized instructionairway, so
why can't it be in small classes.close to their homes d in a. regular school set-.
ting? Most ;of these Children will need diagnostic teaching for a long time X

have brought along copies of the Working Definition of Autism and Autistic Charac-

teristics for each of, you.* 'lust imagine all the_possible combinations ofdisabil--

ities that three blind retarded, childien could have:. We have encountered many of

A

these "cOmbinatiOns", over the years at the Portal Foster Center in. Madison; Wiscon-

sin.** Severely' and multiply handicapped children need individually designed pro-

grams to meet their educaticnal needs. In addition we have found unexpected. bonuses;

Our staff 'pioneered. in the use of signing for mute retarded and autistic young people

along with our, deaf stu4ent0,- before. the currait vogue in the use of signing

oped, The expressions of joy on the faces of persons previously unable to conununi-

- cats in any way, dhow how their lives have been enriched. We need to establish
, .

small experimental classrooms to meet the needs of 'the "24-hour retarded child".

Probkfus related to rigid definitions and rigid

I tentioned incluiion of developmental disabilities

of the important provisions of chapter 89 simply because .I think we should seize

every opportunity to leave old habit patterns behind and force ourselves to look at

individual abilities and
A

An educationally oriented definition of developmental disabilities was intro-

ducedin an article in the February, 1974, issue of Exception Children by, John T.

Neisworth and Robert M. Smith.

Developmental disability refers to. significantly
deficient locomotor, !communicative, .adjustive or
academic functioning that is manifested during
the developmental period, and that has continued
or can bc expected to continue inde finitely.

A definition like that should really encourage indi idual adsessmentt

(see attachment)

Portal Foster Center now serves adolescents. and. young adultd

124



NeisWorth and Smith included another concept in their article which might

help us understand the 24-hour retarded child. "Even mild performance liabilities

in several areas may cumUlate to yield markedly retarded or ,distorted developmental

progrese. This offers a possible explanation for the child who""loOks as if he,

ahourd be AOieVing more than he is";*

Byt their definition of developmental diSabiIities offers more than this

a chance to assess: abilities, and avoid presumption of retardation in the multiply
, -`1

hand4CaPPe4., Cerebral palsied,. essentially nori-:verbal child in our state was

inally moved from a'class for the orthopedicallyrhandicapped.and mentally retarded

to total.communicationrcla s, where he is functioning at grade level in arithmetic

and reading, a hard-Won Ch. 89 success story

,.i411110

N.

I also believe that certification standards must change Ito allow teachers to

be judged on their coMpetency in teaching individual children to make.the most of

their abilities and to minimize their disabilities. In the words.of'the CEC auth4s

.n their chapter on personnel, "expanding the competencies of special educators to

facilitate iiitIVIdualiiation of instruction as opposed to categorical instruction".

T.- The right of Parents to be closely involved; in the planning to meet their

child's educational needs, and the right to access,to all pertinent records.

The NOVember,°1972, issue of Closer Look addressed this problem and :called the

nts the only "involved, caring monitor" whb can follow the child's progress

throughout life (at least into young adulthood in mat cases),

The appeal process Is a necessary part of the rightto education laws but it,

should be seen as a last resort and not as a substitute for regular and effective

comMUnicOionvith the child's. teacher and other professionals involved in his or

her viell-being.

Funding patterns thatt.Will assure placement based on educational needs
.

rathericthan fiscal consideration. It must also be recognized that costs more

to,OduCate.dhildren With exceptiona educational needs-ind that some.type.of-excess
.

-costformOla is needed. State Law and Education of; Handicapped Children recommends:

The costs of educating a handicpped'chil&beyond
that of educating a non-handicapped child should
be assumed by state government., However, the
child's district of residence should be required'
to assume an expencli.ture for the:child equal tothat
expended.for a non-handicapped child, regardless. of
whore the child vebeivts an education.

These then are the curren .issues in the edUcation of a 24-:hour retarded child



as seen from the perspective of a parefit.

130

I would like to .close with A quotati n from Emerson: "The secret of educa-

tion lies in respecting the pupil". I be iOve that this respect helps us perceive

the essentiacl human dignity in each one.

T.

I-

J
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AO appreciate the opportunity to be a part of this conference, more as a

member of the audience than as apresentor. It has been interesting to eavesdrop

on the reactions of indiduals'tpthe presentations, and to participate in informal

Conversations with individuals representing views^of parents and localegencies. As

a presentor, what I feared from the b inning of this conference is coming true....

the later one appears ona program
the more red dant his remarks.

After each session, I have retu ed to the drawing boards in hopes of preserv-

ing a few unique points by rephrasing them. My first reaction was that when this

occurred in the future, I woad merel not attend the prior session and at least

enter my presentation with confidence r select an irrelevant topic.

As the conference progressed, it ecame apparent that this factor is actually

an indicator of the State of the Art.regarding programming for the'severely and pro-,
f dly retarded. We share common concerns and we acknowledge the infancy of the

mo ement toward better services and increased knowledge.

On several occasions since agreeing to present at this conference, I have

:questioned the wisdom of my decision. I do not represent a department with an ex-

tensive track record of preparing personnel for the severely and profoundly retard

nor have I personally been engaged in the training Of'suq personnel. This is not

to suggest that the U4kversity of Kansas is ignoring persAnnel needs in this area:

Rather,. it is an admission that our efforts are in progress. As I considered informa-

tion available to me on programOat other universities, it became apparent that there

may be merit in,calling attention to some major concerns which center around program

development in contrast to describing a program which exists.'

Since I will be expressing some views which you-may not share, a little addi-

tional information pertaining to our situation might be helpful. The-Special Educa-.

tion Training program at the University of Kansas is a comprehensive program preparing

personnel primarily at the graduate level in most areas of eiceptionality except the

visually handicapped. We are located in two settings, i.e., the ,BAnsas University

MediCal Center in Kansas-City and the main campus in Lawrence The University is

rather unique in terms of-the number of resources throughout the University system

which are also concerned with handicapped individuals. Most of you are faMiliar with

activities of the Bureau of. Child Research, Department of Human Development and Fem-
.

ily Life, UAF, Juniper Gardens Project, and the Mental Retardation Research Center.

There are. also a number of programmatic research development efforts being carried

129
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out in related settings such as Parsons and the Kansas Neurological Institute. At

the present time, we are engaged in the development of a Competency based teacher

training program for the severely and profoundly handicapped as part of a larger

program development effort administered out of the Kansas Neurological Institute:

The Special Education Department has a strong service orientation and provides

gervice,to children. It also condkacts about 30% cif its' instructional offer-

ings off-campus in public school settings. At the present time, we have restricted

our effortein the area of the severely and profoUndly handicapped tresearching

competencies and training strategies. This program development is being headed by

Don-Horner. eIt Will be a year before we truly begin to recruit students.S1 mention

this information not to boast of our resources but to provide aeframe of reference, '

for some concerns which I hold and to make the point that it requires more than.re-.

ourcerKto actualize a.program for the preparation of personnel to teach the severely

and profoundly tarded.

Most of the sessions thus far in this conference have focused on topics related

,-t0 curriculum development, the delivery of services, administra4ve arrangements, and

strategies for teaching. Certainly, these are topics of importance - they are topics

which make a difference. Inherent in these topics is the assumption that trainiing'

programs for personnel preparation exist or that they can be established. In many

cases, this may prove to be a false assumption.

,I, too, am impressed with .the successfulness ofIegislatiiie efforts in bringing

about new legislation to assure the rights of the severely and profoundly handicapped,

but as a university. type I am also somewhat fearful. of possible consequences. 6For

example, Kansas also has new legislation mandating programs for handicapped children.

Inherent in the legislation is increased funding for transportation and instructional

services but no. support for personnel 'preparation. The net effect could be trans-

porting more childr4n faster to participate in ineffective instruction. Our legisla-

tion is mot' unusual.
.

This distresses me because of the obvious concern gor preparinglquality person-

nel, and because it could provide an out for local administrators unable to hire

appropriately trainable personnel.

While we may be able to create instant authorities, we can't create instant

teachers or training programs. .13o-
Sidney .,Bijou told it very aptly Monday night when he said, "We are talking

about skills and interfacing behaviors which schools are not used to thinking about."
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The same goes for teacher trainers. Developing sound training programs will be no

a task. To train certain personnel for progessional roles.in programming for the

severely and progoUndly handicapped requires a sustained'"institutiOnalized" program

in higher education or a quasi-relationship with a collegeor university. I am not

suggesting that only coneges and universitiet can train personnel, but I am suggest-

ing that institutions of higher education do have a major'role to play in the prepare-

tiori of personnel and that we don't want to assume that bona fide training programs

will occur just because there is abcial agreement that a need eicists for .such person-

fiel, or that individuals exist:with ai'commitment to preparing personnel, or that ad-

vocacy efforts are organized, or th.Ip legislators have been influenced to pass legiS-
.

lation designed to mandate the delivery'of services. We must remember that priorities

are generated, to a degree contrived, and are constantly in theprocess'of ofiange.

We can't'rely on.the status of a high priority to move universities to establish
,

training programs for several reasons. First Of all, they respond to a number ofhigh

priorities, many of which are not related to social concerns. Some priorities also

have stronger constituencies than others. Secondly,. the time most institutions of

higher education have organized' their resources in order to respond, other issues have

emerged and captured the attention of their social conscience. A more PragmatiePap:-

proaqh is required.

This morning, I wouldlike to share two perspectives. One relates to concerns

centered around the process of establishing a new program for personnel preparation

within the context of those factors impinging on today's university, and theother re-

lates to observations pertaining to the process Of training personnel given an estab-
7-,-

lished proq

Keep in mind that my perspectives are those of a department administratbr.

Let me first define what I mean by program. an established prograM has

at leasOthe following characteristics:

1)I is not a one-person operation in terms of conceptualization, develop-
.

mentt or maintenance.

2) It has access to. needed resources and controls at least part of the re-

sources, i.e., it is not totally depende t.

3) It is part of a larger structure with compatible goals, i.e.i it has some

jprotection. 131
4) It has 'the capabilities to be abstained, i.e., it is perceived as important

to its parent department, and it has established interdependent relationphips
6
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with other training units. L,

.Withtn this context, Iyould suggest that we have more colleges and OlArdr-

i4iiies'preparing to train person'n l to teach severely and profoundly handicapped

individuals titan 'we haye college or universities with programs, To encourage -or

nurture aliything lean than program status is to introduce a risk, in the quality of

Senate-delivered to our target pOpulation. ,Above all, we den't want to repeat +31,1r_,

history of twenty yearn ago, when It seemed so right for every teacher's college in

the eountry,te train special class-teachers for the educable mentally retarded. We

have an opportunity to exercise some. JodgMent ip the establishment of quality opn-
\

064 within the context of programS.

AstalTing that we agree on the p9sition that universities haven major role to,,

play. in the preparation of personnel to deliver services to the severely and pro-

foundly handicapped, then let me share a'number Of concerns which add up.to a per-
.

spective thdt the road " -to establishing sound training programs tp prepare personneb

for severely and profoundly handioapped 10 anything .1:1it pavedl, The process is not

only more complex butt it is destined to encounter more res.ixtelnce, This has been

experienced thus far.in developing special education training program* within
o

versitieo.

Point ]'. The rapid expansion of programs experienced by special education during

'the past ten. years is a poor predictor pf the future in terms of adding additional

training programs.

A. circumstances have changed in higher educa

B. New positions are rare.

C. It is difficult to establish new courses let alone new programs.

D. cOMpetifien for university commitments* of support (even moral support)

i6 tough.

PrOductivityln terms of graduates and students enrolled is receiving

increased attention.

V. Reallocatien.of resources is the by-word, but it doesn't always mean

that the benefactors are the most deServing,in terms of objective

criteria.,

The influence of accountability beingforped on institutions of higher

education has, in efgeet, diverted eneraXS* assay froM development to

maintenance activities.
4
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0. The publiC in general has grown more vocal in expressing its appte-

hension about the role of the university and/or its lack of,,knowledge

about the functions of a university.

Point 2. The changing climate in'higher education has Come at a time in which de-

partments of sp9cial education: are experiencing large scale demands; for personnel,,

they are trying to build congruence between their training models and changing

philosophies in the delivery of ,services locally, ,and they are facing finite re-

sources. i These are causing departmlps ofspecial education to:

A. Re-examine their goals.

B. Strive for efficiency in their curriculum by:

1) looking at the skills of facul members

2) retraining professors is no s 11. challenge

C. Attempt to be more responsive w in existing resources.

Employ defense mechanisms in order to gain freedom to maintain

quality.

!ant 3. Departments ofropecial education are not free to limit their response"tO,

their own prioritieb. They must also spond to priorities of the university.

Unless the university is successful n attaining its priorities, departments lose

their. effectiveness.

Examplesr

A. Outreach

11, Reallocation

C. Improvement of instruction

D. Undergraduate-gr duate instruction

1

E. Credit productio

Point 4. Universities respon to requests for graduates. If the need is high for

engineers, we produce- engine° s. If the need is high for tpachers of learning dis-

abled children, we produce L. D. teachers. The need has to be real. It can't be
7

predicted. The public has a low tolerance for speculation within universities.

Programs ate not allowed to train people for whom a market has not been established.

In terms of the severely handi apped, an expressed need does not exist at a suffi-

cient level to attract attenti n. At leatA not in comparison to requests for other
d,

special education personnel..

not reasonable o assume that large nUmbers of persons want to''
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teach the severely and profo handicapped. Even with good recruitment strat-

egies, it is not likely that p number of applicants will be sufficient to cause

'universities to redirect resources on the basis of,observed need. There are ways,

however, in which the impact of need can be maximized. If we allow a Prolifera-

tion of attempts to train personnel for the severely and profoundly handicapped,

the demand will nev

rrspond to demand, as

on another set of co ditions. It is naive to assume that KU isagoing to re 'rect

resources to a training program in this area at the expense of another progr

merely because our faculty can docpment need - the strategy is more involved.

Point: 5. The role of faculty members in special education is changing. The king-

dom-building days are disappearing. The chances of an individual faculty member

conceiving an idea about a training model and nurturing it into a program through.

r exist to the point t t individual universities can truly

04
,..

4
basis for program d .0.0Meni. The response must be based

his initiative) are greatly reduced.. AS professors, we/are being reminded that

we are employed by universities for particular roles and not to create roles for

ourselves. Unilateral effort is not being reinforced to the degree that depart-

mental.bnity.is. While there is merit in this approach, it does reduce the'oppor- .

tunity of new and different programs e erging as a result of individual efforIn

times of austerity diverse efforts are xpensive.

Point 6. The typical special education faulty, even in a' cotprehensive program,

is not orielkd toward the kinds of training strategies necessary to prepare teach-
..

ing personnel for the severely and profoundly h dicapped. Not only is the remedia-

.tion model we employ with the mildly handiCapped'inappropriate, but most faculty

members are totally inexperienced in dealing with the behavioral characteristics of

the severely and profoundly handicapped. Thus, we, are not necessarily talking about
1 ,

a program need for which support exists merely because the focus is on a handicapped

population. Many depfrtments can only academidally relate to the needs of the se-

verely and profoundly handicapped.

Point 7. It is unlikely that many universities will be'able to independently under-

write the co ts of quality training programs to prepare personnel for the severely

handicappe QV Most of the programs referred to during this conference are supported
4'

through federal funding. Remove either the program support funds or student support
.

and continuation becomes speculative. At best* the continued program would be only

an W of what is desirable.approximation



These coneerns come to my mind as I pondet the question of "How do we develop

.qUalit program6 which Will be sustained and which in the future will predime,Topt

only Tood erscinnel but new ideas and research on"training strategies," These con -::

earns' lead me to argue in support of regional-tratning 'Centers. The idea of en-
,

,COuraging large numbers of collageb to prepare such pa.sonnel will not result in

the kinds of resources we need. Federal assistance of a long-term nature is °poen-

tial'if universities are to commit themselves to the provision of resources necessary

to prepare the kinds of personnel needed. Special pr 'ects and seed Money are not

Sufficient. A network of regional training(centers with assurance of lOng9.terM

support would assure a sufficient population base to support a programl Recruitment

precedures could be refined and aimed 'regionally. Above all; such an approach would,
.4:

; allow for better utilization of resources. It costs money to make maRimum UP° of

resources sug; as those offered by institutions, community programs, Clinics and

ropearch ce ters. Qualjty training programs for the severer and profoundly handi-

capped canna be. developed in isolation., They must be baseA in a setting witha

wide,range of training and service resources. Unfortunately, comprehensive univer-

sity training programs which have_the resources or have established relationships

v with related agencies possessing the needed resources are feeling the economic pinch
.

of inflation, On the surface, one would assume that campus programs, could easily

accommodate one more training sequencl. The facts of life are that sound programs

don't emerge out of compromise. It, will be a better future if we use our leadership

to systematically establish a series of well-defined and adequately supported rjgional

training programs.

My second perspective involves a series of, concerns which are much more spe-

cific. They focUs on the process of training teaching personnel to work with the

severely and profoundly handicapped. These concerns relate to two observaths. The

first is the obvious observation that the behavioral characteristics pf teaching se-,

Verily and profoundly handicapped children dictate training strategies substantially

different from those we have been applying in training personnel to teach

handicappop. The second observation relates to the situation in whichour graduate

will ultimately be employed. The vast majority of graduates-from current speciar

ddUCatton training programs take positions in school districts.with a history Of

speCial*oducation and with at least a reasonable compliment of support services. In .

the area o the severely and profoundlv retarded, local districts and agencies are

135
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.144190taP naive in delivering nerviceo to/this population as.well:as we are in pre-
r

paring.personnel to teeth them. This iSnot an indictment of community programming.

But these circumstances warrant our coneideration,as we. conceptualize training pro,
.

grams and staff'bu4eta.

140 I".

Point 1. Instead of training teaVhers at a level sufficiently prepared to enter,

the profposion, but dependent on the support of others whuse role is to assist them'

in their4teaching aaoignmento, it oeema to me that we Mist conoider another alter-

native. The alternative is-to fame on training highly competent persons to funs-
_

tionra0 teachero, program developero, and trainers. In oth8r words, the teachers

entering the market during the next fiveto ten years may very liXely have major

resPonSibility for the quality control exercised in the prbgramo for the severely

retarded which employ them. With this in mind, their training shoidd be much broader

than teaching,techniques.: For example, I don't think we can depend on a supply of

paraprofessionals adequately trained for 'meaningful participation in these programs.

The teacher should be prepared-to assume a leadership role training hOown, para-
.

*ofessionals. If we can resist the temptation of producing products quickly, and

hold for the production of highly competent people who understand program organize- ,

tion as well ac teaching techniques, we might avoid the pitfalls experienced in other

areas of special education during their first years of growth.

Point 2. In terms of teacher training models, the competency based performance

model is obviously attractive.- The majority of behaviors for,which teachers must

be trained to influence nd themselves to the competency based model. In fact)

when one analyzes the instructional heeds of the severely and profouhdly.retarded,

it appears that the competency based model may be more appropriate for training.

teachers of the severely and'grofoundly handicapped than for any other target,popu-

lation of'learners. Because of these 'rcumstences we could be easily seduced into

over utilizing the model. In most compet ncy. based teacher education training pro-

.grams the e has been a endency to move toward ajnpdular form of instruction which

is highly indi idnelized and which allows the student to move at his own. pace. As

logical as the system sounds, there are some inherent weaknesses when,applied to a'

training program for preparing zeachers of the ,severely and profbundly handicapped.

I aaPthis even though I have been extensively involved in competency based instruc-

tion and continike to be a, proponent of the system When akirpPriatelY applied. First

ar
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of all, the characteristics of the pu;ifs require that teacher trainees hal/een

extensive and intensive Contact experience,with the severely, handicapped child

durihg the process of theit,,treininqs The ntiire of this contaat must allow or

immediate and.eontinuems feedback to e trainees. ram net talking about written.

or Oral evaluative feedback from an structor at the conclusion of a module. I

am talking aboUt feedback duridg the rocess of interacting ifi a training experi-

ence with the child. We mUst resist e pattern of structuring', competency base,&

modules which are heavy on informa40#.

There are other PrAotices in co

'in some training Programs but may notl,

severely and Prokoundly retarded.'

A. Training to criterion - a. model requiring repeated training to criter-
.

ion over time on the same skill' may be more effectiVe:

B. The deductive approach to identifying needed competencies. Tod oftell

more competencies are identified-than can possibly be developed

petency based instruction which are` applicable"

be as applicable in training teachers of the

4,

.through a training program, .. A mote preciee empirical apprdach is

needed to assure that teachers acquire the most critical and utili-
t

tarian.skills.

The transfer ot instructional responsibility from the professor to

the/trainee. In generalf-students ti4quicklyof this practice when

it is thePrimary mode of instruction. Trainee controlled'instructien

has_adOurther limitation in that the input to a degree is controlled

by the design of the module. It is also difficult to monitor the

learning ihdependently generated by the'trainee as a:resUit of'parti-

dipating in the module."

Poll& 3. Another concern relates to the utilization of practicum resources. AdY.

sound training program must.have direct access to severely.and profoundly handi-

capped children. The state ^of the art in programming Ibr severely and profoundly;
1

handicapped children suggests that at best available resources will be less than?

optimal for training purposes. Many of the resources Will be in the form of public

residential centers. As good as they nay be, they-have their limitations if you

are preparing teachers for community settings. A case can be made for a return to

the laboratory school concept. In recent years, universities have moved away-from

ppktrating laboratory schools. However? because of the need for extensive pupil

1 3
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contact throughout the training..2 rogramvI would argue in favor of university

operated direct service programs as a train g velfiCle in this area when coopera-

tivse situations qg high quality are not available and reAdily aOcessible. This

argument 'Can be, strengthened due to the considerable research On teaohing.techniques

applicable to the severely handicapped ,whit viS heing-4generated, and i would not pre-°

elude cooperative programs with public schoo s bpt they would have to be two-way.

Point , The recruitment-of faculty members witiv opriate skills represents a
0 .

major:concern. Our,approach to staffing training progiams in.Special Iducation has
,

been a Circul4r approach, i.e., University A trains Student
.

hired-by University B.

etc. This prcicess works assuming, that the training is apPropriato and production is

sUfficient. OUr taleht pool for the recruitment of, teacher trainers for the severely

and .profoundly handicapped at the present time is 'exceedingly and,for the most

pert exists Outside of regular recruitment channels, The most experienced candidates,

are also individuals who either coMe from disciplines other than education, such as

psychology,, or who are more experienced in research than teaching. They frequently

also hold less than terminal degrees.

Point 5. ,Traditionally, universities have.structured the delivery instruction around
o

a model in which. students are in'a class 15 to 20 hours per week. The remainder of

time is supposedly necessary for preparation. The influence ot competency based in-

struction haS caused some programs within universities to adopt a model which is-
.

less structured and Which offers the student more, freedom in deteimining the amount

. of'time necessary to be devoted to' participating in instructional activities. When

I consider the kinds of teacher behaviors Including skills and attitudes required to

Work effectivelY with the severely.and profoundly handicapped, it appears tome that.

thd 'best model uld be one' in which teacher trainees are involved full time, i.e.

6/7all day. Th demandS placed on a teacher of thawseverely handicapped are snffi-
...

. .

CientIY differdnt from those, encountered by typical teachers'that whOrttiupled with

their lack of active "experienCe with severely handicapped children prior to entering

the Preparation programo it becomes essentiol that the training program must offer

more than the training of'teaching skills. In essence, the training program must

also help teacher trainees become acclimated 'to the general conditions of working

with the severely and profoundly handicapped. A full time model such as medical

schools employwill reclaim a chanqe in attitude on the Part of students. it will.



also iequire Change on the part of Special(IBducation faculty. 4s I listened to

. 1

Haring's eXoellent presentation yesterday which not'OnlY applies a systematic pro-

cedUrebAit which nakes student curriculum basic to teacher training; I ,become more

'convinced that cur, tradition o.how we involve teachers,in training is working

against ''us:
a.

Point 6.. The last concern is this perspective pertains to a topic which educators

are often accused of being preoccupied with,.i.e., certification. It doesn't

bother me in the least that moststates arsslow in'Obtahlishing requirements for

certification to teach the severely and profoundly handicapped. In fact. Would

Prefer that we operate on a quasi-approval bapis for a couple of Years with no pro-.

vision. for permanency attached. to the approval, Once certification standards are

set, thep, training programs become restricted. While I strongly support liceP0-119

of teachers once certification requirements are set, they then become the yardstick.

against which training programs are evaluated. In. some cases certification require-
,

ments are,perceived as the goal ofa training program. To me it is-premature to set

Certification requirements to teach the severely and orofobndly retarded,. We are in

a unique position (as uncomfortable as it may he) of not having a history in terms

of training program design and certification requirements, To me this is'an enviable.

position tobe in if we want training programs to have an influence on thestructur-,'
4

.ing of 'certification requirements.

These are the concerns which have influenced, my perspective of training teach-,

ers of the severely and profoundly handicapped. To me the training must by diffeiene

in formand intensity, Basically,,I would suggestethat the training proctSP:'

1. Allow for continuous contact with the target population and prograni

elements surrounding the delivery of services to the severely and

profoundlY htndicapped.

Be based on a training model approximately full time participation.

Focus on training individuall of, high competence who are capable of

program management plus teaching - and couple this *ithlocal staff

development to prepare support personnel.

Draw on this positive feature* of c6petency based instruction but

that. We do not take on 'all the features characteristic of,most such

P-fc'grams.

That we push for flexibility in the seleCtion CI staff', i,e.
131i
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involvementof indiVidUals whose 18SckgroUnd and credentials may be

atypical. for teacher trainees*

6. That teachei t4ining Programs be tied to child cpnLered curriculum

development activities.

M intent thisf morning has been to share some concerns relative.to devel013-

inch teacher training programs for the severely and profoundly 'retarded and in doing

So to remind those of you in positions of advoca0 that,although'we can mandate

public-scheol6 to action and can set .reguirements for teacher training pro9rams, it

would be a gross error to assume that because within the universities, there are

'departmens which share your concern for the sevetely and profoundly mentally re-
.

tarded - that your advocacl, efforts need not focus on the university.- they must.'

Sound training programs will not emerge just because a department wa4s to

respond. .Unless an investment'is made in creating resources co_ mens6rate V*th the

demand f6r personnel., we ma find'the,24-hour retarded child bein teachers

who run out of skills after an hour and a half.

.
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Durl.ng the pact ten years, a number of papers have been published which

demonstra.te the effectiveness of parents as trainers or technicians ip operant type
,o

behaviOr modification,PrOgramc involving mentally retarded; psychotic, and brain
a

damaged children, as well as other children with a variety of disrupti,A7-atviant

...pehaviors. (Berkowitz & GrazienO, 1972; Brown, 1972). Earlier Studies, modeled after

laboratory research, usually'demonstrated the effectiveness of.parents as behavior

modific tiOn technician° using single behavior problems that required-only rather

simple ontingency-management techniques. ,Several studies were concerned with

eliminating disruptive behavior in children, such as temper tantrums, using extinc-

tion or time out and Conditioning incompatible appropriate behavior (Hawkins, Peter-

son, Schweid & Bijou, 1966; O'Leary, O'Leary & Becker,. 1967; Shah, 1969; Wahler, Winkel,
, ..,

Peterson .& Morrison 1965;,Williams, 1959). Others w e concerned with developing

one or two adaptive behavior skills in children, as ell as eliminating \disruptive .

, \ 4111t

hehaviory Risley and Wolf (1967) demoristrated a moths could be used.effeetiVely to
4

develop appropriate verbal behavilr in a ioung child, and Wolf, Risley and Mess

0 -(1964) used psychiatric aides working with the parents of a psychotic child to train

him to wear glaSses consistently and eliminate his temper entrains. Most of these

studies employed rather simple parent training programs (Hawkins, Paerson, Schweid
, H

& Bijou .1966; O'Leary, O'Leatir & Beaker, 1967; Risley .6,14olf, 1967; Wahler, Winkel,
Q-

Peterso & Mbrrison, 1965; Williams, 1959;; Wolf Risley & Meas., 1964).

As parent training research progressed, studies began to approximate "normal
s

P
clinical models" more closely. Patterson provides an excellent example_of this trend.

. .

Arguing that children who were seen in, alinics usually haye multiple behavior pro-
a

blemg, he began dealing With seVeral behavior problems in the same child simultane-

ously (Patterson & Brodsky, 1966). He developed procedures to aid the therapist in

planning treatment strategies in child treatment programs involving parents, d' he

als0 developed a relatively coin program ,to teach parents to apply reinforcement

contingencies to eliminate disruptive behavior and develop language and social ikills

. in children (Patterson, McNeal, Hawkins & Phelps, 1967; Pattersorg, '1971). Parent
. ,

. .

.e training programs have continued to become more Complex and formaliZed (B rhal, '
e

411
Williains, airleragor, 1972; olftil, Axelkod, Tyler, Grief, Jones & Ro ertson,/1972;

Waider, Cohen,,Hreiter,,Deston, H rsch, & Leibbwitz, 1969). In addition, studies

evaluating different parameters of parent training" programs have appeared, pakticu-
_

larly those assessing the reliability of parents as observers or data collectors
( .

JHall, Cristicr, CranSte)n & T=sker, 1970; Herbert & Baer, 1972; Walter & Gilinore, 1973).
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.What can belooncluded fromt.hese reports? It would seem that desp to methodo-

logical weakneSses in individual studies (Berkowitz & Graziano, 1972)) c9'lective1Y,

they provide im/ressive evidence chat child behavior modification progr s employing

parents as behavior modification technicians have the potential to provide anpeconom-
p

.cal, effective alternative to existing clinical intervention techniq4s.1: However,

before such intervention procedures become commonplace or a status quo part of theate
clinical armamentarium, they first tfust move beyond the phabe of development described

by Bricker (1970) as. the "artistry" stage of behavior :&dification, particularly if'
t -

they are to be used with clients who require more than contingency management tech-

nology to overcome their behavior disOrders. The term "artistry" refera to the
c.

observation' that most workers in the field of operant behavior modification have dem-

onstrated that they can bring about certain changes, but relatively few have made

their treatment procedures so explicit that others in the field can readily replicate

what they did. The next step in the development of clinical behavio odificatien

programs is to pursue the precedent established by workers in the programmed,instruc-_

tional materials field, and develop highly explicit training materials and procedurs,

and then standardize them on the targeted client or patient and therapist/educator
4

populations for which they are intended so all relevant professionals can readily

apply them at'some criterion level of ffecti'Veness. Then they will approximate a.

"Service Delivery System."

What should be the characteristics of a practical/useful clinical behavior mod-

ification_ service delivery system for the mentally retarded? If it is to have high

utility value, it should be comprehensiveenough to have application,to a broad spec-
.

trum of thet.MR population - ideally severely, profoundly, mpderately and mildly re
.

tarded individuals. Such breadth would increase its use in the typical mental health

clinic or special educational system. Client or patient treatment programs should be

numerous enough to deal with most behavior disorders exhibited by mentally retarded

persons, and they should be both effective and replicable. In addition, other sup:-

portive programs that Would ensure the effectiveness of the client treatment programs

should be made available to the consumer, such as a staff training prdgram and an

evaluation program. They, too, should be effective and replicab12. Finally, the

Apik 1The major criticism made by Berkowitz 'hnd Graziano of the 34 parent training
gram papers reviewed was inadequate controls and measurements, limited follow-ups,

poor evaluative techniques and lack of details of training methods and parent and
child behaVior changes.
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system should be economical. If it costs no more or even les

li

existing clinical

service delivery systems, its probability of acceptane by t nical community

will be increased further.
a

The Parent Training TeChnology'System (PITS }_ com s close to approximating the

criteria set forth in the previous paragraph. First, its application to the entire

MR populationis broad. It has been applied effectively with severely and profoundly

retarded children'as Well as moderately and mildlyiretarded children. In addition,

it has been effective with children diagnosed as primarily psychotic or "emotionally
a . 6a

disturbed.". There are six sets of client treatment programs which deal with a broad

range of behavioral disorders fouhd in most mentally retarde persons. In addition,

there are three supportive programs that increase the effect'veness of the client

treatment programs. Finally, the program is quite ebonomica It. cost $1,000'. per

child per year to operate during fiscal year 1973, which shot4ld make it economically

available to almost all c =Unity mental healtha.nd,special ducational systems.

(The amount covers staff administrative salaries and expe ses).

DESCRIPTION

The major tenet of the Parent Training Technology Syste that a child's

behavior is to a great -xtent, determined by his social envi o ent, particularly

his mothet.: Other significant persons, controlling his day-t ay behavior are his

father, his iblings, p ers, and teachers. The major thrust(Of this program-is to

reorganize th child's ocial environment so that significant pirSons use reinforce-

ment contingent s to 1;elop and maintain behavior which app okimates "normality"

and do not rei. orce, haPe, or maintain behavior that characterizes the "behavioral

essence" of the mental retarded. or psychotid child..2 This strategy appears to

be essential if children, once labeled psychotid and retarded, who are later habil-

itated to some extent, are to maintain their "normar'behavior and adapt to commu-

- _
nity lire. Failure to carry out such a procedure can haVe drastic consequences,

as evidenced by Lovaas (1973). For further discussion of this point of view, see

PattersOn (1971) and Patterson, McNeal, Hawkins and Phelps (1967).

By involving parents in-home training programs for mentally retarded'and

2The teg normality:as used in this paper, refers to the observable, behav-
ioral characteristics of a p6eson in a particular community context. If a person'
"looks" and "acts" like others in his community, he is behaviorally normal, i.e.,
if he is not identified as "deviant" by other members of his community. This-
deiinition does not refer to internal "mental," intervening variable or neuro-
chemical functions or processes. . 144
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psychotic children, two important Stimulus control problems are solved, Both the

parents and the home Setting (physical setting) acquire appropriatekntimulus control

properties over the child's newdesirable behavior developed during trdatment. 'To

'',:carry the.progra6 a step further, if the child's siblings, pee= and teachers 400

istare included in the treatment Progr , then reorganization of the total relevant

social environment should be virtually complete, and maintenance of the "normal ".,

behavior acquired in treatment should be ensured. It is the novelty Of the ntimulus
,. .

control properties of the community social environment4'and the community physical en-

Vironment tan Well as adverse reinforcement contingencies applied by members of the

community socialenvirOnMent) that disrupts the effects of treatment programs carried

4:oUt in rasidential Institutions, day ca-re centers and mental health centers, and
.

results .in behay/Oral "deterioration."3

Thanine programs employed iii the Parent Trainer Technology Syntem constitute

the total treatment system. they were deol4ned to be interdependent and operate in
.

,

a Synchronized, integrated fashion. The six Sets of client Treatment Programs are

programs for eliminating undesirable behavior (and generating cooperative or com-

pliance behavior), programs for shaping self-help skills., for language skill develop-

merit, for social-recreational skill development, for deiTlotiing motor coordination,

and programs for teaching academic skills. As previously mentioned, the three-sup-.

pOrtive programs are an adminintratiVe program designed to'ensure effective operation

of the system, a program to teach child mhild behavior odification procedures to profes-
,

sional staff and parents, and an evaluation program to assess e ectiveness of the

ltsystem. All programs have been carefullliAleveloed in a tep-by ntep programmed

instructional fashion, and have been teitedwith.silt professional staf40 40 mothers

and approximately-54 children. The entire PTT System is summarized in Figure 1. As

the latticed summary iidicates, there are five subsystems that cons1 titute the total

PTT System. These are the Parent-Client, Receiving SubsysteM, 'the Parent PTT T

i g Subsystem, the Client Preacademic'Training Subsystem, the Community School Syn-

ronization Training Subsystem, and the Community School Placement Subsystem.

Patient-Client Receiving` Subsystem. This Subsystem consists of two'phases:

3
Novelty in this case refers more accurately to undesirable incompatible stimu-

lus control properties of the community social and physical environment. In the
strict theoretical sente, both noverstimuli and stimuli associated with previously
conditioned undesirable behavior Account for :the breakdown of "habilitation treatment
effects" when mentally 'retarded and psychotic children are moved into a new environment.

If

14
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A Client Referral Phase and a Parent Client Evaluation and Selectiori Phase. Two of

the aUpportive programs involved in this subsystem are the Admtnistrative Program

and the Evaluation Program. The Administrative Program consists of an admipistrator

(who also can be a home training specialist) and a number of Home Training Special-

. iSts. The project was geared to service 30 children during the last fiscal year,

and clients were assigned to Home Training Specialists at the ratio of one for each

12 clients. However, these staff, also had program development responsibilities and

could easily have worked with a minimum of 15 parent/clients if they had, operated
.

only as clinicians. Each Home Training Specialist actually could carry more than 15

clients. If some of 'the weekly visits took place at the.Hpmeaining Specikist's

Office, e.g., every other week for clients who are making'steady Progress, each-staff

should be able to carry 20 to 24 clients. If such a program were operating in a city

with a,parent/client population concentrated in a small geographical area, the number

of clients each Home Training Specialist could carry would be even greater. However,

the $1,000 per client annual cost figureis based on each. Home Training Specialist

Carrying only 15 'clients. Before actually accepting clients, all newly hired Home

Training Specialists, ere required to go through a modified version of the to-be-
,

&Scribed Parent Training Program and complete an internship of approximately four

alentbaw:
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The Client-Referral Program operated i a mannersimilar to other clinics or

Schools. Children were referred from diagnop is centers in hospitals, by local pedir
,

atridians and neurologists, and by special e ucational services in the community.
-

,

Parents also call ia-direCtly after having eard about the program. . The PrOgram was

inStituted by sending out announcements to 11 of these facilities and Physicians
0

and frequently through follow-up with peas 1 "get acquainted meetingd.". Finally,
,t-,f

whenever it was appropriate,, the' wont to ,a particular facility and

talked to staff about the program; theicontinued to maintain a constant.PR relation-
vs.

ship with relevant medical and educationrSon throughout the community. These

activities proVided the program with more than enough clients.

Parent-Client evaluation and selection were carried out in the following man-

ner. On the day that the parents' names were received the program administrator con-

'tacted the pare'As by telephone. -The telephone interview was designed to identify

the-type of service the'parents were actually seeking, acquaint the parents with the

program, and determine the chariCteristics of the child to see if he qualified for

the service, If the parentS expressed interest, and the Child was within the pdpula-

tion served, that family was a, igned to a Home Training Specialist who telephoned the

parents and set up a home visit

The initial home visit was designed to determine whether the parents weld fit

into the program and to ;Pegin a global behay.joral evaluation of the child. The pro-

gram was described to bot\r-i'arents in detail, and their obligations to to the program

were carefully covered. Their obligations were: (a).to go through-the Parent PTT

Training Program, (b) to train the child daily, (04to keep, prescribed data Or records,

(4) to be present; for weekly home visits with the Rome Training Specialist, and (e)

to carry out the,:treatment,procedures as worked out. between the parents and the Home

Training Specialist. '(These obligatiors essentially constituted the parent admission

'criteria.),- If they -agreed to these cOntingrncies,- and' the childwas appropriate for

the program, a' Contingency Contrac/was priiacca,,and they were asked to sign-it (a

copy of the Contingency Contract can be found in Watson. 197ga). The major criteria

for accepting children was that they were,10 years of age or.younger, had multiple- -A

Severe behavior problems and were diagnosed mentally retarded aridlor psychot ic. Final

acceptance of any family into the system was made by a committee consisting of tHe

.projeot administrator and all Home Training Specialists. -Approximately 70% of the

families referred wre accepted into the program.

14



The flecbnd function performed duting the initial hoMe visit was to evaluate -

the child globally, see how he Migh nto existing eommunity edudational nys -.

temsr and to plan a treatment program with the parents (both the parents and the

Home'Training Specialist planned the program together) . A series of checklist type

evalUation instruments, designed' specifically for the system, were used in this

initial global eXaluation. The six major . areas assessed were undesirable behavior/

cooperation", self-help, language, motor coordination, social-recreation and aca-

demic skills (one of thq instruments 'the Self-help Skills'Assessment Checklist

can be found in Watsdn, 1972a). The checklists were designed to be compatible with
. A

the Client Treatment Programs covered in Watson (1972e)q. The items in the scales

wqr written in a "stepwise successive-approximation hierarchical order" and pro-
e

. tduced a piofile which specified where training should begin in each Client T eatment

Prpgram (the Client Treatment Programs will be considered in'the next section

Often, two sessions of approximately two hours each were_required to complete the

global evaluation of the client. Results of this evaluation constituted the basis

fixr planning the total training program for the child.

Parent PTT Training Subsystem. Parents were then taught; either in the office

or the home, PriheiPles, of behavior modification and their applications. Since,train-

ing of parents took place pri ily in the daytime, fathers were not always present,

but they Were asked to read th textbook and see at least one movie (it became ob-

vious early in the progkam that fathers usually played a relatively minor tole in

day-to-day training of the,child). Parent training consisted of an academic phase

and a.practicum phase. The actual content of the academia:and practicum phases

taught was based; In findings of the global evalUation.1

1. 'Academic Twining. Materials used in academic training were a programmed

-text, a series of examinations, and ten-sets of 35 mm. slides. The programed text

consisting of ten chapters, (Watson, l973) was developed and pretested with 765 par-

ents, teachers, RN's and nurses aides. It was ideally suited for parents, (Watson',

Lovaas, Gottwald & Nayan,,1971),' and written in a language very familiar to them (as

oppOsed to psychological, technical jargonese). All examples were draWn from the

everydasy life experiences of parents and teachers. Terms, such. as reinforcement,

were defined simply as "something a child likes and is willing to work to get,"

Topics covered in the text were reinforcement, shaping, stimulus control, their appli-

cations and data collection. True-taise, fill-in and essay examination items were

1 4 8



placed throughout the b6ok following each topic, to allow the reader to assess her

comprehension of the Material (and insure that the reader would identify all impor-
,

tant points made in the book). The exam items were identical to.the ones in the

book. A true-false, it In essay progression was designed to "shape" the reader's

verbal behavior, i.e., first she merely identified the correct answer ('T-1,), then

she produced the key. words tO complete an answer (fill-in),-"nd finally, she had to

.generate the answer completely (essay). The 35 mm. slides were used as visual aids

during ten companion lectures that were given during academic training.

The Academic Program-operated on a contingent basis using a reading assignment

lecture-discussion sequence.' When e program was first instituted and there were a

number of parentb to be trained at once, academic training took place in a classroom.

'Hm4eVer, after the pr gram was est)blished, and new parents/clients' were accepted at

the rate, of one or t o a month, academic ;training' was ,carried out n e parent/cli-

e,

et's home, If the parent was being trainea at home, academic training began by the

Home Training Specialist giving the parents the text and explaining its design (a

programmed text), the necessity of'doing the-test items: as' they were encountered in

the book, and the general progression of the parent training program, i.e., one chap-
.

-4 -ter in the text would be covered each day, and Here would be a lecture and discussion

each day, with progress from the reading assignment to the lecture to the discussion

being contingent upon4satisfactory performance on the tests. Then_the parent was told

to read chapter one for the next day; and the Home Training Specialist left. The next

day, when she arrived'at the home, the Home Training Specialist gave the parent a true-
,

false and fill -in examination to determine whether the first reading assignment was

satisfactorily understood. A 90% correct . raw score was the required grade in order

the parentr-to qualify for the lecture (the' program was designed to produce excel-

lence iwstudent academic performance). If the parent did not meet criterion, the

Home Training Specialist either allowed her to review the relevant sections in the

book or went over the test items with her. The parents then took the missed test items

(failure toimeet criterion was` he exception rather than the.rule). When the test

criterion was met, the Home Training Specialist began the lecture: There was a silt

ok 35 mm, slides for each of the 10 chapters in the text. Each slidd accompaniedflec-

tUrewasdesignedtoillustrate and supplement the Material covered in the text. After

completing the le5ture, the parent took an essay examination to assess her comprehen-

t

Again, a 0% score was required.fer a pasding grade,
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criterion who not met, the same remedial procedure used with the textbook assignment.
. % .

was repeated. Then 'the discussion was carried out. 'During the discussion, ahir aorws_
k

. . - a

"fusi wng concepts were dealt with, and theparent was required to provide examples.of
,44.,._

the variaDsprinciples or their applications using h r a, life,experiendes. At the
4. lb.yr . , . . ,.4114.p, o

conclusion of the diMulpsion, the parent was given tie next reading assignment': -°

.

(chapter two), and the liome;WZY.ng Specialist lef . This;sequence was repeated .

until all ten chaPtOrs in the text were4'evmpleted. ?, total of 20 hours was required .

41,1,t cl

to complete academic training in this fashidn. T'ithe child was .primarily a behavior

management problem, an abbrelhated version of this course toas,taught.

2. Practicum Training. At the conclusion of Academie Training, the parent was

given a new text which contained a series of self-help, language and social recrea-

tional.programs and programs for eliminating undesirable behavior and'developing co-

operation,(Watson, 1972a). These programs were written in a step-by-step fashion.and

in4uded all the information necessary feria parent, Who had been through the in

service training program,-to carry out training in thee three areas. If the child

Was deficient in self-help skills, the parent was instructed to read the chapter

self-help skill training before the next home visit, and theBome Training Specialist

left. (The actual progression of practicum training depended upon-the child's behav-
.

-ioral repertoire).

During the next home visit, a self-help skill movie was shown to the parent

(if calf_ -help skill (development was a major .goal of the pregrarti,the father was re-
.

quested to attend the movie). This'movie; entitled, "Teaching Self-help Skills to

Children with Behavioral Disorders," (Watson, 1972b), dOmenstrated hew a parent should

determine a childs reinforcement preferences, developeye, contact, and shape coup-

pliance behavior. It then progressed to the steps involved in carrying-out self-help

skill- training. 'Applications of reinforcement, shaping and stiMulus control prin-

ciples were covered ac well. After the movie, the parent was abk90-te'deMonstrate

her understanding of the movie by modelling what she saw, and attempting to teach a

simple self -help Skill (if she could make sufficient progress with her child). As

she worked with the child, her performance was evaluated by the' Home Training ape-
.

cialist using an instrument called the Training' Proficiency Scale. Th9 Training Pre-
,

ficiency Scale (TPS) is a 40 item 5-point rating Scale-type checklist, designed to

assess a perl's behavior modification skills. The items on the cheCklistcover all'

diMenSiOns'bf behavior Modification (a copy of the checklist and scoring instrutifts

,151;



Can be found in"ViaisOn, 1972a) , The.,criterion for palsing rte self-help practicuM

mons using the TPS, 'Was 95%; Nobody passed. the teat the. first tittle, - After eval-

tufting the'parant "Using the TP&ethe Moine Training Specialist went over low scorede
items with her, and the procedure was repeated.; The TPS prOcedura-continued until

. ,""
thO parent met criterion. Then she was assigned the chapter on langUa'ge in the

book of programa, and the Some Training Specialist left.

At the next holm, visit; the parent was shown a mpvie-entitled,

nguage to children with. Behavioral. Disorders," (Watson, 1972c), The inO3rie

utrated hOW the language program was taught to. children. Again, the parent was
..

asked,to model, the movie with her child, and the TPS procedure was repeated. When

she met criterion on the language examination, the social -re

)

reational skill Chapte;

was assigned in 'the book of programs, and during the next h oisit, a movie entitled,

"Teaching Social-Recreational Skills to Children'sviOlehavioral Disorders," (Watson;

1972c) was shoWn$ then the TPS practicUm procedure was repeated. The entire practi-

cuin procedure' required aPProXiniately 10 hours.

Client Pre-academic Training and School SynchrOnization Training. Client
4

-treatment programs Were initiated as soon as the parent. demonstrated'her ability to

carry them oUt, i.e., met criterion using ihe TPS checklist. They were usually

initiated in:the follnwing order. The parent began by deter3ining the child's re-

infOrcement- preferences, shaping eye contact and developing compliance or cooperation_

behavior 4which includeselimination of undesirable behavior). -Then self-help skill

training was initiated. This 'included such programs as toilet trainjug, eating with

utensils, undressing, dregiiing, bathing and toothbXushing. Once these kinds of pro-

grams were '00tabliphed, langUage training usually' wai°undertaiten folloWed by social...

recreational skill training. The language program contained reCeptiVe vocabula'ry
0

and concept development components plus sound Production and word production compon-

ents, as well as. sentence construction components. The sodial7recreatiOnal skill'Pro-

gram consisted of a series .of games the child was taught to play.
4

It 'also included'

a "social-affect component and incorporated siblipgs' and peers', into the training

Sessions.

the final program to initiate was academic Prerequisite training, which con-

sisted of shaping the skills needed qualify a'child for-ac.ceptance into a speCial-

edUCatiOnal'claSs in the community., such developing coOperation rfurther and sitting

at a table for an extended Period of time and carrying Out a task to completion without
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disrupting the work of other children in the class.. By the time Mother had a

programs going, she would be spending two to three hours a day in intensive4training.,

In addition, she maintained newly acquired behavioral skills, 24 hours a.day. A

sample of a typical daily training schedule for a mother can be'.found in .Table 1.

After the training program was established (six to eight weeks) , :thee Home Training

Specialist usually made only Ore visit to the home each week.

TABLE 1

TRAINING .PROGRAM CARRIEDOUT BY A PARENT WITH HER
PSYCHOTIC/RETARDED CHILD%

- ELIMINATION OF UNDESIRABLE
BEHAVIOR

1.Temper tantrums
-2.Smearing
3.Ruminating

.n-4.Spitting
5.Inappropriate itemsin mouth
6.Running away from home
7. Inappropriate noises
8.Playing in water
9.Self-abusive behavior (e.g.,

biting hand, pulling hair,
.and head banging)

. II -SELF-HELP

1.Toilet training
2.Dressing skills-including zip,

buckle, and snap
3.Bathing
4.Brubhing
6.Combiny hair
6.Clothes preference

III-LANGUAGE & SPEECH

1.AttendingLe.g., eye.contact -
2.Physical imitation (gross and

fine body-gross and fine
facial)

3J.Auditory memory span
4.Auditorj discrimination
5.0bject-discgimingtion-concept

disciimination
6.Sound imitation
7.Echoic vocabulary bUilding
8.Non-echoic vocabulary building
/-9.Verbal contingencies
10.SpoUtanqous generalization

IV -EDUCATIONAL

1.Puzzle5
2.Parquetry.designs
3,.Lotto
'4.Frostig (Books 1,'2,. and 3)
5.Color discrimination and

recognition
6.Numbers-.recognition (1-20).

concepts (1-15), and print-
' iug (1-20)

7.A-B-C'srecognition and print-
ing

8.Reading readiness (work book
and memos)

9.Reccignition.of printed labels
(initially used as a teaching
technique to develop receptive.
vocabulary)

10.Coloring, cutting and pasting
11.Token economy system,(use of

pennies)
12.Full day school program

V -SOCIAL-RECREATIONAL

1.SiMple games (with classmates and
and sibs) e.g., London Bridge,
relay races, ball, Ring-A-Round

. the Rorie, musical chairs,etc.
2.Concept'of "share'
3.Simple household chores-e.g.,

take out-trash, pick up clothes
and toys, set tablt, make bed

5'
rR

Community School Placement. The final stage of the PTT4'system was to place the

child in an appropriate community academic setting. This required careful synchroniza-,'

152



tion between the PTT System agency and ,local` community special educa.tio systems.'

(hie means of coordination was for the'Home Training-Specialist-to con iiit.with the

teacher who' was scheduled to receive' the child prior to hid placomenOgree upon

the6prereqUisite,skills needed-for him to be acceptod into the claSeroom, and then

continue to consult-with the teacher -about behavior management and/academic pro-
/

gramming'after the child was admitted to the class: In additionyweekly home visits

with the parent continued after the child was admitted to a co Unity school program,

One of the functions performed by-the Home Trainina Specialistafter the child was in

a schodol was to coordinate parent training -activities- with clIssroom student program-

ming.

EVALUATION
0

Two types of evalUatiOnS on the PTT System were carried out. Since all Parents

kept-daily data, quantitative daily records of clients ate available over the. three.

years this program operated (the types of data kept by parents are described in chap.;

ter 10 of Watson,"-1913). .These kinds of recordS were used in annual Progress

reports (Watson & Bassinger, 1971, 1972). In additio:, several muitiple-base line

evaluations (Raer,-Wolf & Risley, 1968) of the!Parent Training Program and certain

Client Treatkent Programs were made.

'The results of a multiple-base line study of the Parent Training Program are

summarized in Figure 2. This study was designed-to assess the relative effectivenets

of academic and practicum phases of the program: Three parents were used in the study,

and all were high school graduates. 'Three topics in the academic training were.as-

Sessed: reinforcement, shaping and stimulus control. Three phases of practicum train-,

ing also were evaluated: self-help skill training, language training, and cocial-

recreational skill training. It addition, the effects of showing movies were compared

With actual tutored-TPS feedback training. True-false, fill-in test scores were used

to aSsess academic perforMance andTPS scores were used to evaluate practicum perform-
.

ante. Average interobserver agreement for the T-P,.fill-in tests was .9,97 (.9p-

, 1.00) arfok the TPS was. .938 (.824-1.00) . The.main findings were that academic

traininq influenced academic performance but had little influence on practicum perform-
}

anoo. ,Bracticum training-wesCthe-primary factor inflUencing practioum performance,

and seeing a moVie.'of someone else- training WAS not' as effective as tutored-TP$ feed-

back for,, developing criterion level performance. However, it IS not clear to what

extent Seeing the movie first influenced tutored-4PS performance.

1.5'a
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FIGURE 2

RELAIIVE PERFORMANCE OF THREE PARENTS. IN .THE ACADEMIC AND PRACTICUM PHASES OF THE PARENT 'TRAINING PROGRAM THE SOLID LINES
IN. T-F-FILL-IN INDICATE TES13 ON AcAo(yic PHASES. THAT WERE NOT LtUGHT AT THAT TIME. AND THE BROKEN LINES INDICATE TESTS ON
ACADEMIC PHASES THAT WERE TAUGHT DURING THAI SESSION. ALL PARENTS WERE REQUIRED 10 MEET A 90% CORRECT CRITERION BEFORE MOV-
ING FROM ONE PHASE -OF THE ACADEMIC-PROCRAM 10 THE NEXT, ANG.A 95% CRITERION WAS REQUIRED FOR FROM ONE PHASE Of THE

'FItACTICUM PROGRAM :TO THE NEW
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Figures 3, 4,-5 and 6 summarize' mini studies designed to assess parent trai ing.

effectiveness. Figure 3is a summary of an. undressing component of the self- elp

Skill Program while gores 4 to 6 are concerned with receptive-vocabulary, ound pro-

duction,and word prod ctien components of the Language Program, respectively. Two

parents were involved-ic hese experimenti (they also participated in the Parent

Trainfng Program multiple- base line study). The child involved-in the undressing and

receptiv6-vocabulary experiments was a 6-year-old, female, blind, nonambulatory

hydrocephalic with an SO of 14. As Figures 3 and 4 indicate, heimother effectively,

tilOight her to take off her underpants.andundershirt and learn the names of two

to .



FIGURE 3 'FIGURE 4

INFLUENCE OF RECEPTIVE VOCABULARY TRAINING ON A CHILD'S ODIECT
WENTIFICATICN PERFORMANCE. SPUN AND GLASS SERVED AS THE

TWO EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTS WHILE HAT. 'mg, SOCK AND.
BOWL WERE USED AS THE CONTROL OBJECTS

159

ITLFLUENCt OF UNDRESSING PANTS AND SHIRT TRAINING ON UNDRESSING
mos AND SHIRT PERFORMANCE. DRESSING PANTS AND SHIRT

TRAINING SERVED AS. THE CONTROL CONDITION

r VD FORS
8) UP SWAT

3 * PANTS
. *

pants* Test

TOTS

FIGURE 5

INFLUENCE OF SOUND ARTICULATION TRAINING ON SOLING ARTICULATION
PERFORMANCE. THE CHILD VIAS'FIRST TRAINED ON THE THREE

LOWER SOUNDS WHILE ALL THE OTHER SOUNDS WERE USED AS
CONTROLS (SEE TX AFTER MrETING CRITERION, SHE WAS
THEN TRAINED ON THE NEXT tam SOUNDS AND THE

REMAINING SIX SOUNDS WERE USED ,AS CONTROLS.
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FIGURE-6-

INFLUENCE OF WORD PRODUCTION ARTICUL ATION TRAINING ON WORD
PRODUCTION ARTICULATiON. THE CHILD RECEIVED TRAINING ON THE
'LOWER NINE SOUNDS (SEE E FOR EXPERIMENTAL) AND THE UPPER

SOUNDS SERVED As CONTROLS (SEE C)

Test
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common, personal objects. Qualitative Data Sheets were uses to record this data

(see Watson, 1973, Chapter 10), and interobserver agrdements for both experiments

were 100%.

The second child, involved in the two speech production components of the

Language, Prograth (sound production and word Production), was a 3-,year-old, non-

' verbal, retarded girkyith an/SQ of 62. At the outset of the program, she had no

gpriterion evel articulated words in her expressive itocabulary. As Figures 5 and

6.show-, her mother taught her seven sounds and'five words. Average interobserver

agreement for the Qualitative Data Sheets in thesd two language studies was .9'05

"How to Use Be-(.813-1.00), All program'sasS'essed in Figures .3 to 6 were from,

havior MOdific4, On with\Mentally Retarded and Autistic Children:

ministrators, Parents, TeaPhers and Nurses," (Watson, 1972a).

Programs.for Ad-

1'0111)g-up evaluations were made of parents after they completed training.

During the last 3 months of-the'project all professional staff and parents were
.

videotaped. Then threestaff at down and evaluate d the performance of everyone

vikleotaped using, the TPS. Professional staff averaged 95% TPS scores while parents'
0

averaged 90%. Tins parents performed at a high level of trainer profipiency and

compared favorabp.y with professional staff in the project.. In conclusiOn, their

training performance did not
2

deteriorate as a function of time in the program.

CONCLUSION
i

These preliminary findins- -suggest that they arent Training TeOhnology System
- .cr

has promise as a potential service delivery system. The qualifier, potential is

used because additionalkield tests of the entire system are still underway with new

professional staff, new parents and children in a different geographical setting

(fromthe first project). Certainly the system has pertain important advantages. It

is economicals: it cost $1,000 per child per ypar during the last year of operation,

so any community educational or clinical System should be able to afford it In,addi-,

tion, very limited office space is required,for carrying out the program,(a second

economy factor). It has a simple administrative structure. Only apart -time admin-

istrator is required. Home. Training Specialists, assigned at a ratio of one to every

15 clients, also serve other administrative functions. Thus, complicated, interfering

bureaucratic problems are eliminated. Since:parents are used as staff, problems re-

lating to locating and recruiting training staff to Carry out the programs are avoided,

And since all-client training takes place in the home and in the school using parents,



teachers, peers and siblings as trainers, many important stimulus control problems

inherent in other clinical.intervention methods are avoided: Thus, it appears to

po a practical, useful habilitation system with broad applications to the mentally

retarded.

.
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Severely handicapped Students (Sontali BUrke,. & York, 1973) are often

different frotrmany "normal "' and 'mildly handicapped" students on ayariety of

raleVantinsttuctional dimensions (o'.,4.4 generalization, retention' imitation,

articulation,. acqulcition, vision skills). Utle:to.:,;Suchdifferetcesthe premise

offered is that the teacher of these stndents must systematically delineate, COM^

pensate for the absence of, or directly teach skills that teachers of less handi-

oapped.otudents may assume are operative:

gor the past several years the writers and their.colleagueS-have-been

attempting to forMUlate and implement developmentally tenable and empirically veria

fia4eeduCationalservices for severely handicapped students in the Madison,

WiscOnsini Public Schobl System. One of. the vehicles determined. of subOtaht417

educational value from both training and service perspectives is the organization

of circumscribed teacher -pupil interactions into instructional prograMs. The term

instructional program, as it is used here, refers to basic factors, variables, etc.,

that a teacher of severely handicapped students must consider, systematize, and/or

implement in order to teach a particular skill.

Brown and York (1974) delineated a four component model of an in4ructionai

program: What to teaCh.(content); how to teach (Method);,how.doeS'one assess

whether or not Onehas taught (measurement); and the instructional,matgriala re

quired.

Using the four component model of an instructional program dellheated abOva,

severely handicapped students have been tanght..manY developmentally important'

practicailY usefnl, yet Circumscribed skills (Brawn, BelIamy4 Sontag, 19711'3rown-

WSonta4, 1972; Brown, Scheuermany. Cartwright & Yorki,19734 Brown, willisms±&

Crowner, 1974). However, as should be obvious, adherence to the four component

model may be necessary, but is not sufficient td provide the best, possible in-

structional Services in that several crucial factors-related to the acquisition

and performance of specific skills are not taken into account. Thus, the four

component instructional program has been expanded substantially and is presented

Azie.lowt
v

Basic components of an Instructional_ Program
***N

What skill-does .a teacher intend for the student to perfo.rm (What doesit

teacher intend to'teachthe student)?

IX. 11111 does a teacher want the student to perform a specific skill?

XXX. nOW does a teacher intend to teach the student to perform a skill?

161
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flow can a teache that the skill of concern is being

or has been ght?

V. Can the student perform the skill at a situationallyacoeptable rate?

VI. What d es a teacher initend to use as vehicles (instructional materials)

for the kill to be acquired and performed?

VII. Can the st dent perform the-skill across:

a. Perso

b. Places;

c. Instructional materials;

r

,

d. Language cues? 'r

V,III. Call the-student perform a skill without directions to do so from persons

in authority?

Before procdeding.to a more detailed pre entation of each component, several

pointa'shOuld be noted and emphasized. 'First Rpace does not permit.= detailed a

presentation of each component as is possible. Second, there is no doubt that the

list of component delineated above is incomplete and that additional components

will polve, Third, we are recommending that a teacher of severelyhandicapped

students empirically verify the'acceptable status of his/her students on dimensions

of at leacit the components delin;ated above.

In the narrative that follows, an attempt will be made to ClUcidate the basic'

'qualities of each component, justify their inclusion, 'show how they might be'real-
y

ized, and provide teachers with practical suggestidns qs to how the requisite skills

inherent in each might be incorporated into instructional activities.

'1. What skill does a teacher intend for the student to perform?

One of the more crucial differences between teaching normal or mildly landi-
,
.

capped studenta and severely handicapped students is the degree of Precision re-

quired When presenting' instructional content (Brown & York, 1974). Teaehery of

severely handicapped Students must be afforded the experiences'and skills neces-

ary to systematically dissect, sequence, re-dissect, resequence, etc., skills

under instruction. In our judgment, the conceptual' and pbtothem attack skills re-
,

,quired and fostered by a task analysis orientation are ideal* suited for teachers

of severely handicapped students.

A teacher may be interested in teaching a value, an appreciation, an attitude,

.a skill, a concept, an understanding, a subtlety, or a feeling. Certainly, such

initially nebulous objectives can be taught to severely handicapped students. 162
en,
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Hoidever, the position offered he is that such Objectives probably can be real-

ized More efficiently if they can be operationalized in such a'manner as to clearly

indicate to the teacher and to the, student precisely what is requested and when it

should be man ested. It ip a rare severely handicapped student indeed who can

make large leaps through-poorly organized and unspecific curriculum content. On

the other hand it has Wen our-experience that all students can acquire new skills

if those skills are dissected and sequenced precisely.

Task analysis'essentially requires the precise delineation of skills within a
o

particular curriculum area, the division of those skills into component parts, and

411a socAtenaitg4those skills from easy to hard (simple to complex). According to

Resnick, Wang and Kaplan (1974) taskoanalysis involves:

the develop(ment of) hierarChies of learnina objectives such
that mastery of objectives lower in the hierarchy (simpler
tasks) facilitates learning of higher objectives (more complex
taska) ... This involves a process of taskanalysis in whiqh
specific behavioral components are identified and prerequisites
for each of these determined (p. 680).

Perhaps the major purpose of analyzing skills inherent in a curriculum content

;.area is to delineate an org4hized and precisely stated constellation of Verifiable

objectives from which a variety of instructional activities can be generated. A

task analysis: is not a statement of how a skill is to be taught but rather a State-

ment of what is to be taught. A precise delineation of what is to be taught is an

obvious prerpg4iSite to the determination of the equired materials, teaching pro-

cedures, Measurement procedures, etc.

NonalS to what skills'should be included in part cular content area and

how such skills might be analyzed and sequenced can be obtained or abstracted from

at least the Tollowing:

a. general child development literature,

b. general cognitive development literature,

c: generalqspecial education 1 rature,

4. commercially available cur um packages,

e, logical post-school perfo

It has been our experience'that severely handicapped students can

rarely use, without substantial adap ommercially available,instructional

content. Thus, from a training perspective, perhaps it is more appropriate to pro-

vide a teacher with skills and experiences in the area of task analysis so that in

subsequent practical situations that teacher can adapt other or create new analyses

t;
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to fit the.devplOpmental fUnctioning level of his/her students.

There are at least three major reasons why teachers of severely handiCapped

stUdents should be Skilled in the use of basic principles of task analysis. First,

4 task analysis delineates starting points and terminal objectiyes and enhances

the possibility that essential.component skills 'will not be neglected. Second,

utiliOationyof task analysis procedures facilitates instruction that is tailored tdo

indiyidual functioning level . For et.ample, within the task analysicimodel mastery

of various objectives can be assessed before instruction and students may only be

,nctructed on objectives'on which they failed to reach and for Which they have

mastered the prerequisites. .students can be permitted to proceed'
D

through the sequence at their'Own pace, taking longer on trouble spots and skipping

objectives on which they demonstrate mastery. Tnird, the utilization of task
O

1

analysis procedures facilitate the development of more effective and efficient

classroom programming.. That is, a teache can obtain data from students concerning

MI order in which skills are most readily acquired and skills that must be broken

into smaller subskills in order to facilitate acguisitiOn. This'information can
.

be used to continually improve instructional programs.

II. Why dots a teacher want the student to perform a specific skill?'

Generally, longitudinal educational objectives for severely handicapped stu-
i
-

.

dents should be no different than those for other*Students. Public schools Should

prepare severely handicapped students to funCtion as independentlyaa pottible

socially, vocationally.' and personal1 in the least re'sricting post school environ-

ment. In our view, there is nollusti'fication for preparing students to function in

large residential lastitutions or to foster or maintain the development of environ-

ments that. unduly shelter, restrict, or retard. ...
I '

Perhaps due to the limited educational oppdrtunities in the pastand the almott

inevitable pl comentof severely handicappedcitizent in large residential institu-
a

ettions, might have been acceptable to teach them to "walk in line," "make pot

holders," 'rwatch Jack LaLane" without mtich concern for why such skills were taught.

Now, however, severely handicapped students will be enrolled in publio school pro-

graMo for as long as 21 years. .I.ongitudinal public education coupled with the goals
4

of the deinstitutionalization aud grid advocacy movements ,force us to ask and

justify why we ohould teach any specific skill. It is our current view that instkuc-
.

tiOn of a skill should be justified primarily as a cumulative segent of a-developMu m f -
-1(34

mentally sound longitudinal curriculum sequence Which is designed to insure bide

a
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pendent -functioning.
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Well defined skill sequences actbss curricula domains (e.g., math, reading,'

language, play, self -help, independent community fUnctioning) to eAtiliged to

precisely delineate functioning levels within each domain. Placemen of an in

dividual,along dimensions within Skill sequences 'provides the teacher. with vital

information concerning the skills the individual hasymastered, those that remain:

untaught, and in what order they might be presented. In. addition,"utilzation of

developmental skill sequences might minimize the potentially deleterious-effecte

of changes in teachers and administrators on longitudinal programming. Obvidusly,

a precise delineation of-the current fpnctioninglevel of a student on a. variety

of educationally important dimensions is more relevant to the slevelOpmentsof.viable

instructional services than the ueeof'srch descriptions -Is autistic, severely. re--

-larded, trainable, psychotic, emotionally disturbed,.and low-MA.

Finally while the provision of lorigitudinal developmental services is a goal

to which we all must strive, we have an-extremely long way-to go before realization.

Them are 9ersons around the country who have developed relatively good preschool

or postschool prograMsi others have developed reasonable public school age programs,

others have developed notable parent training activities, others have potentially

valuable 'research. projects in operation, etc. To our knowledge,there is no place
. k

in Which:all the needed longitudinal service components are operating to such an

qxterit that the development of large numbers, of citizens over long periods of time

-is maximized. Certainly, we still need to deyelOp isolated bits bfinformation,'.

certainly extraordinary case study achievements will 'continue to be inspirational;

but tbdse and other such delimited endeavors rarely provide substantial changes in

ll
49.

the life tyles-Of many severely handicapped citizens.;.

How does' a teacher intend to teach the student to- perform a_skill?

There-is no doubt that teachers can formulate logiCally defensible longitu

dinal curriculum sequences and ingenious clusters of apparently relevant task

9

ahalyses.However, if a teacher cannot teach students to perform tbe Skills re-
.

quired by the sequences and analyses, then all is for naught. The procedUres,.tech-.

niques,
,
tactics; strategies, eta., teachers use,to reach new skills may be rdferred

to as the hoW of instruction. :Without a tethndlogy Of how; what to teach is rhet-:

.. oric. .. .. '
.

.4
.

) 7

Arriving at an empirically-tenable s ystem of how to teach new skills to se7'

verely handicapped'Students is one of.the most crucial challenges confronting the

1(35
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educatOr. Particul4rly since delineating an appropriate how to teach is almuot

always confounded with varying degrees of visual, auditory, motor, attending, etc.,

impairments.

Precise and replicable statethentsas to how to teach new skills are unfor-

tunately quite r re, What may be an effectiVe.procedure for teaching one student

or one,group of'students Way be inappropriate for another student or group. In

additiOh, even such apparently precise techniques as those generated from the oper:-

ant conditioning laboratories under tie rubric of'behaVior modification and dis-

crimination training are probably arts (Bricker, 1970).

Statements as to how to teach severely handicapped student/have emanated

from and will continue to emanate from many sources: electrical and mechanical

engineering, human development, special education, psychology, teacher and parent

ingenuity, th history of education, what grandmothers once did to name but a few.

In an attempt to be ecledtic and practical and still be relevant to the pr9lems of

,severely handicapped students,. we have organized information from a variety of
. .

sources into what may be referied to as basic principles of acquisition and perorm-

ance. .Many of 'the terms used to describe these principles have been taken from

literature related to'operant and respondent conditioning, discrimination learning,

concept development and imitation learning. However, it should be-emphasized that

'these principles, techniques, tactics, etc., must be adapted or converted for class-

room use; that many schools of thought describe the same event with different40;ords;

and that the principle's available for systematic utilization now are not sufficient

for the educational community to provide the best possible services:2

IV. HOw can a teacher empirically verify that the skill- of concern is being, or

has been, taught?

Some teachers do not even attempt to'systematically assess any aspect of stu-

dent progress; some teachers attempt to record every response every student, makes
J ,

every minute the students are in school; some teachers'use one particular measure-
.

ment system to the exclusion of 'allothers. The position offered here is that

teachers should have the skill's necessary to implement a variety of.measurement

designs and techniques in such a, manner as to foster a smoothly flbwing instruc-

A mare detailed listing of basic'principles of acquisition and performance and
bapprOpriate references are available upon request.

1 G
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`empirical verification. of crucial aspects of student development.

1
tional environment,,-yet in a manner that also allows the systematic recording and

There can be little doubt that direct measurement of the developmental pro-

grets of severely handicapped students is a vital aspect of any instructional

system. Perhaps the following two passages are appropriate here:

In any empirical definition of teaching, instructional measure-
ment is crucial. With normal and mildly handicapped students,
inferences about populations of skills made from sautples and

..inferences about generalization of skills across persons and
places and materials are probably necessary.and tenable. Un
fortunately, inferential measurement, in our judgment, is an
extremely questionable measurement orientation when applied to
most severely handicapped students; The general rule that we
try to follow may be stated as follows: If you determine that
a particular response, skill, concept, eta., is'important to
the development of the student,.then it is incumbent upon the
teacher to directly measure the existence of the response,
skill, concept, etc.,. of concern (Brown and York, 1974, p. 9).

Direct measurement is particularly-crucial in attempts tp teach
cumulative tasks. If the correct performance of the response
in component c of a task are dependent upon the correct perform-

. ance of the responses in componpnts.a and b, then 'the teacher
must guarantee that a and b responses are.in the behavioral
repertoire of the student before she even considers progression
to component c. Since most,developmental skills are in many
ways cumulative (mathematics, reading, language, speech, prac-
tical arts), teachers of trainable-level retarded students must
be prepared to.spend relatively long periods of time and con-
siderable effort developing basic behavioral repertoires
(Brown, 1973, p. 110-111).

It should be noted and emphas'zed that in addition to competencies related to

1hOw,to empirically verify (measure student progress, teachers should also be ex-
o

posedto rationales regarding why and when to measure and to a variety of approaches

measurement.measurement.

The following is a selected listing of measurement issues, terms, designs,

assumptions, tactics, etc., to which our teachers in training are exposed. It

should be noted that most of the designs listed below are what may be referred to

a8 "subjects as their on controls designs." However, in addition to the listings

below, teachers in training, as part of their general. preparation, also receive in-

formation regarding parametric and nonparametric statistical manipulations,.inter-
,-.

group designs, standardized tests, etc.3

A more complete listing and appropriate references are available upon request.
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. Basic Principles of./nstructional Meachrement.

Subjective qbjaCtiVe -.COrrol4Aion
.

2. Dependent Variable 16, Criterion Referenced Tests
3. Ihdependent Variable 17. Rate of, Response
4. Intra -group Measurement Designs Intenc4ty of Rebponse
5, Inter-grOuP Measurement Designs 19. Frequency of a'Responde
6. Correlated Designs MB Design) 20. Latency of a Response
7. ABAB,Designs 21. ,,Duration of a Response
S. Test-Teach-Test Designs 22. Epors to Criterion
9: Multiple Baseline Designs 23. Population .'
10. Trials to Criterion Designs 24. Continuous Measurement
11. Diiect Measurement 25. Parameter
12.
13.

Inferential Statistics
Cumulative Revidi,Designs

26.
.27.1

Sample
Statdistic

%.0
14. Reliability .28. Probe Designs

V. Can the student perform a skill at a sithationally acceptable rate?

Rate is a term which typically refers to the number of times a particular

, response occurs in a given time period. In an academic setting where often times

a skill is a composite of different %responses, the view of rate can be extended to

include the number of times all critical components of a skill are performed in a

given time period. There is no doubt that severely handicapped students have defi-

ciencies in the rates at which they perform particular reSponses or clusters of

responses. There are times when severely handicapped students manifest rates of

responding that are too high.. For example, a normal, student might hit himself in

the head once a week, a severely handicapped student might hit himself in the head

five times per minute for months. A* somewnat similar but different rate deficiency

also manifested is the inordinate amount of time many.students require to progress
,

a
through a series of cumulative responses. If students have'acquired a skill and

performed it correctly' a Specified number of times, it does not-necessarily indi-

cate that the skill is mastered. In order for a skill to be considered mastered,
4tr,

that skill should be performed correctly at,a'relevant rate criterion (proficiency)-

There are at leapt three reasons for including reed of wrrect responding as

a component of skill mastery. First, if students, are to compete with and be tol-

erated by other individuals in the community, they will have to perform skills at

community acceptable rates. For example, assume that a student has been taught to

make change and therithe student is asked to go to a grocery store and purChase the

items on grocery list. In a situation that actually occurred, one of our stu-

dents secured the items on the list, computed the total cost of the 'items, and then

counted out the appropriate amount of money required to pay for the goods.. Un-

6'fortunately, .the counting of the money required aIMoAt five minutes. Thus a situa-

tion can exist where a student could accuraDt3 ely perform a given series of responses,



but the time required for the performance mdy'not be acceptable in a community

setting.

Second, if a skill'requires the utilization of a number of responses in

sequence, .a slow rate of responding may interfere with the performance of all

components in the sequence by increasing the probability that the student may be

unable to recall certain components. For example, assume a teacher gives a stu
.

dent a three component direction to fallow. If the student takes twenty minutes

to perform the first response; there.is a good chance that she/he may not remember

the cues for the last two responses.

Third, if one accepts the premise that a skill should be not only performed

correctly, but performed at an acceptable rate criterio110, then a question remains

regarding when a rate criterion should be imposed upon skills that are cumulative.

Because of a:paucity of research in the application of a rate criterion in educa-

tional settings, a teacher faced with this question stems to have two major options.

Assdming skills A, B and C are cumulative., a teacher may choose to require the

student to: perform A at a proficient rate before moving On to B; next perform

both A and B (i.e., in.combination) at a proficient rate before moving on to C;

and finally, perform A, B and C at a profiakent rate before terminating instruction.
V

A second option would be to require the student to perform A, B and C correctly.

Once acqpired, a rate criterion would be imposed upon the combined skill (A, B and

C) in order to achieve an-acceptable level of proficiency.

VI. What does the teacher intend to use as vehicles for the skill to be acquired

'and performed?

Tasks and task materials are vehidles through which skills are taught. Obvi-

ously, choosing tasks and task materials should not be a hastily made, arbitrary

decision. Teachers should carefully design and/Or choose tasks and materials that

reflect a consideration of the unique problems present d by the students of. concern.

Since one of the primary goals of teaching severely-handicapped students is to verify

that skills acquired in controlled instructional settings will be'perforMed in other

more practical environmental settings, many tasks should be chosen for their func-

tional use across environments.
4

Functional tasks,can serve the dual purposes of providing' concrete examples of

abstract. concepts which may increase meaningfulness (Zeeman, 1973) and of teaching

practical skills that students may be able to utilize daily across many environments.

For example, one-to-one correspondencg iskipls (aligning members of two sets in an
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arrangement 'which manifesta a'ene-t0 one relatienOhiP between the members) may

be tIlUght through the aligning of blocks and bears, putting straws in cups, giving
. 1

each classmate a,c0okie, or giving each place setting a cup, plate, spoon and fork

When preparing for lunph. The latter two examples teach the skill while stressing

function in applied se tings; the former two simply require performance of the

skill., The meaningfu etas and utility that functional tasks can add to the acqui-

sition of a skill argu silrongly for their use when designing instructional-pro-

graMs-

Net all skills c be taught exclusively throngh functiOnal tasks and water-

ialS The types bf tas 0 needed to teach many visual discriminations to severely

hsildicapped students highlight this point. When teaching a visual disc4mination

skill the task chosen should 'make the essential stimulus characteristics (e.g.,

terra, color, size) easy to discern. Although this paint appears simple to apply,

it has ramification6 which, if nbt considered when structuring tasks, unfortunately

may lead to the development of differential responding to noness ntial stimulus

`characteristics. For example;'assume a teacher wants to teaC a student to dis-

criminate the letter "A" from the letter "B." In an attempt o Make the differences

between t)le two letters easy to discern, the teaCher prese 0 a red uppercase "A"

and a blue Uppercase "B." In this situation the teache find that the student

has learned that red is called "A" and b, e is called "B."

A fundamental discrimination learning rule related te selecting tasks with

which to teach concepts is to choose tasks which will insure that responding is con-
.

trolled only by the essential characteristics of the concept. In the letter recog7

nition discrimination task mentioned above, this rule requires that the task should

be,designed so that responding is controlled by the form of the letters not by

colOr, size, texture or spatial position, etc. When using a funct ional task, control

over nonessential or irrelevant characteristics is often difficult to: achieve. For

,egample, if one of the tasks used to teach letter discrimination is labelling the

lettersin the words
1

"men" and "women" as they appear on the doors of 'public rest -

rooms,rooms, a multiplicity of scripts, colors and placements would probably be encountered

which might imPede,acquisition of the skill. In such situations, nonfunctional tasks

.which make the essential stimulus characteristics easy to discern and concommitantly

reduce nonessential stimulus characteristics should probably be employed initially.

Once the skill is acquired, however,,essential and nonessential st imulus dimensions

dead then be varied or introduced. 170
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When relating to this issue Becker, Engelapnn and Thomas (1971) suggest that

to iribureithat essential stimulus characteristics control responding, instructional

tasks should be chosen which allow the teacher to:

1. teach a concept through a set of instances and not_insOances of
the concept (e.g., examples of the letter "A" and examples that
are not of the letter "A"),

2. construct instances of a concept such that they all have essen-
tial' concept characteristics, and construct not instances having
none or only some of the essential characteristics,

3. frequently vary nonessential characteristics-of instances and
not instances to insure that responding is only to essential
characteristics (e.g., When teaching the letter "A", the size,
color, texture and position of insta ces and'not instances of
the letter should be varied).

Implicit in the above three suggestions is the assumption that students are

attending to variations in essential and nonessential characteristics of the stimuli .

presented. Often it is not enough to simply expect that consistent manipulations

of the stimuli will be both necessary and sufficient conditions to produce the differ.,

ential responses of concern. In some instances having students verbally label stimu-.

lus dimensions (nonverbal students might use gestures) and stimulus choices may fa-
.

0,

dilitate differential responding to essential stimulus characteristics, and also in-

crease retention of correct responses throug the development mediators (Butter-.

A
field, Wambold, & Belmont, 1973; Borkowski & nschura, 1974; :ricker, 1972; Jeff-

rey, 1953; Jeffrey, 1958; Chatelanat, Henderson, Robinson, & Bricker, 1971; ,Zeaman,

1973; Zimmerman & Rosenthal, 1974).

J:

Other situations in which a teacher mi ht choose to supplement functional withchoose

nonfunctional tasks might be those that re ire
/7
repeated practice for the acquisi-

tibn of a skill, since many functional tasks typically permit only one or two res-
.

ponse opportunities for only a few studeritg per day. It is probably not efficient

thoughlto simply employ a task because it. permits repeated practice of a particular

skill in that boredom and inattention which can compete with adademic progress are

many times end products-of stereotypic repetition.

Whether a task is functional or not, teachrs should attempt to-utilize tasks

and materials that have reinforcement value. Choosing tasks on the basis of their

reinforcement valueinvolves selecting tasks and.materials with which students will

readily interact, preferably in free play situations. (A free play situation is re-

ferred to here as one where.the task is available, but the student is neither

prompted to engage in it nor externally reinforced' for engagements.) On many occa-
.

° lions teaching skills through.tasks with reinforcement value may involve teaching

.171
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skills through toys, game0,6music and songs (e.g sight wore s may be taught through

potentially dull flashcard drilla or through potentially more interesting sight word

games).

If it is necessary to teach skills for which few function 1 tasks can be

readilly devised, then games, toys, music and songs which requi e the performance

of the skills may enable the teacher to aad an intrinsically re Tiorcing functional

component while at the same time increasing the probability that maintenance through

repeated practice in otter environmental settings will occur after instruction.

That is, games, toys, music and songs which require the performance of skills may

be used to augment academic programming and as recreational activities to provide

.additional practice of skills tin a variety of environmental settings.

Some criteria for selecting pot6tially reinforcing tasks .are: a) tasks should

be novel or ,offer results that are not always-predictable; b) tasks' should be

*matched to functioning levels. Tasks which are either too easy or too sophisticated

are not appropriate. However, tasks just above current frinctioning level should

hold inter6st and pace development; and c) tasks should allow active engagement and

,manifest cause and effect relationships (Pihget, 1952-).
o

There are at least three majOt advantages to teachirig skills through tasks with

reinforcement values it "skills may be reinforced by allowing continued performance

of the task and/or interaction with the task materialsinstead of relying upon

teacher delineated reinforcers; 2) students are more likely to interact with the

task materials and thus perform the skills.taught through them outside controlled

instructional situations; and 3) there should be an increased probability tha

I
stu-

dents will visually and/or aurally attend to intrinsically reinforcing tasks and

task materials, thus possibly eliminating the need to systematically teach attending

a necessary prerequisite to most teaching situations.

There areotwo additional factors which should be Considered when delimiting

the types and characteristics of functional tasks. First, a task that may initially

appear functional may not actually be so for particular students who live in environ-
-.

meats where there are few or no opportunities to perform related skills. Setting a

table is a functional task through which one-to-one correspondence skills can be

taught. However, if students live in an environment where they are not and may

7Pnever be required to set a table, the task 43.11 not have functional value. Thus, 1

teachers should attempt tb insure that_tasks are Chosen that adequately represent the

options that,students have available in the environment in which they live or might
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live in the Tutu 0. Second, tasks should,be chosen on the basis of their facilita-

. tion of later ski 1. development: This involVes teaching tasks that Will become

-components of higher level skills in a -developmen4L sequence. Teaching students

to count fingers as a rational counting task may not have much utility when ration-

al counting is taught, Out 'should have great utility When.addition is-taught.
.

In summary, when a teacher is considering what to use as vehicles for skills
1.9

. to b,acquired and performed by severely ha 4 appe udenta, tasks and task ma-

terials should be chosen on at least the basis : a) functional use to the

individual student; b) ease of discrimination; c) accessibility to repeated prac-

tice; d) reinforcement value;e) facilitation of skill,mainbnance; f)-accessi-

bility or frequency of occurrence across settings the individual inhabits; and

g) facilitation of later skill development. As it is unlikely that many tasks will

fulfill all the criteria delineated, it is often necessary to teach a skill through

many different tasks and materials.

VII. Can the student perform the

CA

across persons, places, instructional

liTterials and language cues?

A stimulus generalization paradigm may be used to conceptualize selected

aspects of severely handicapped students' failure to perform skills acquired in one
*

teaching environment in other environmental configurations.
4

The summarization of

laboratory research studies concerned with stimulus generalization contained in

Mostofsky (1965) suggests that,a given response must be taught with the teaching'

environment in a specified state or configuration. After a response, has been taught,

variations in some well controlled aspect of the initial teaching environment can

be introduced and the presence of the response in the new environmental configure-
,

tion can be measured. Research findings related to stimulus generalization suggest

that if dramatic departures from the initial teaching environment are arranged,

performance in the changed environment will probably be'6Ubstantially different from

performance in the initial teaching environment. However, if the changed environ-

ment is only slightly different from"the initial teaching environment, performance'

in the.changed environment will probably differ slightly if at all frod-performance

in the initial teaching environment.

4 As used here environmental configuratiOns include, language cues, persons, places
and instructional materials.
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, The gradation of responding observed when the perforMance of a reSpOnse is

assessed inenvironmental tonfigurationS:Slightly ordramatically different from
, , ,

the configuration in which the original instruction took place is known an a
,

generalization gradient. Sidman (1960) states-that "The generalieatiOn gradient

provides a mechanibm whereby behavior can adapt to an environment that never exactly

repeats any combinati, of '"stimuli.' If a succesisful form of behavio'i were to come

under_the control of the precise circumstances that were preflent at the time it was
.

acouired, we shoUld have to relearn the Behavior each time the original situation

reoccurred with its ineVitable variations (p. 207)." In the following paragraphs

attempts will Yee made to describe_ how a stimulus generalizatiOn Paradigm may be used

to concePtUalize generalization across instructional materialso'extraneous stimuli

and relevant cues to'reSponcl.

performance Across Instructional Materials

ApSUMe that a severely handicapped student in a public school classroom has

been taught to touch a ball when the teacher presents a small dark blue

small dark blue cup and the verbal language cue, "Touch the ball." If the teacher

then dramatically changes the task by presenting a lerrge hrOWn medicine ball three

feet in, diameter, a small dark blue cup and the language cue,- '!ToUch the ball,"

it is relatively unlikely that the student will manifest better than a chance level

of correct responding. However, if the teacher\only slightly. changes the initial

instructional materials by presentirig a small light blue ball, a small dark blue cup

and the verbal language cue, "Touch the ball," itis likely that'the student will

consistently respond correctly to the DOW instructional material. To summarize, if

dimensions of instructional materials are changed slightly, students tend to maintain

responding or generalize across' materials. On the other hand, if stimulusdimensions

are changed dramatically, students tend to respond differentially or discriminate.

Performance Across Extraneous Stimuli

Extraneous stimuli, as the phrase is used here, are stimuli in the environment

which are, lot intended to control a specified response. That is, touching a ball in

response to .a verbal language cue should n t be a function of the size of the room,

the color of the teacher's hair, the "chaff in which a student sits or the positioh of

the objects on: the table. However, it is ossiblethat some extraneous features of

an initial teaching environment can acquire response controlling properties. If a

teacher does not 411ow for such a possibility she may mistakenly cenject that 174
.
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failure to perform across environmental configurations is solely a function of,

for example, the student not attending to the form cues of the ball and the cup

referred to above. In fact, however, failure to perform may be a function of

dramatic changes in the chair, the table, the room, the color,of the. teacher's

hair, or the position of the objects on the table.

Performance Across Relevant Cues to Respond
11.

A relevant -cue to respond is referred to here as a stimulus or stimulus cluster

which is intended to control the response a student is to perform. In a classroom

for severely handicapped students cues to respond are usually presented by a teacher

or contained in instructional materials. 'However, such stimuli as school bells and

the time on clocks also function as cues to respond.

Cues to respond typically have at least a verb component which indicates the

action the student is to perform (e.g., touch, take, give, pick up) and a noun com-

ponent which indicates the object of the action (e.g., touch the ball, pick up the

paper). Cues to respond which have action and object components do not have to be

verbal in nature: a stare by a teacher may be a cue for the student to "Sit down on
:

a chair;" a deaf educator may use hand signals to cue a student to "Touch a ball."

These cues are nonverbal but nevertheless contain action and object components. In

addition, it should be noted that slight variations in the physical topography of

nonverbal cues to respond may not result in differential performance. However, it

is likely that dramatic variations in nonverbal cues to respond will result in differ-

ential performance- Concomitantly, when the cue to respond is verbal, slight varia-

tions in the way words are articulated will probably effect performance minimally,

while dramatic articulation changes will probably effect performance significantly.

In a stimulus generalization paradigm a student is required to make topograph:-

ically similar responses despite variations in dimensions of the'sinstructional ma-

terials and extraneous stimulus constellations. Performance across different verbal

language cues certainly maybe conceptualized within ,the framework of a stimulus

generalization paradigm. However, performance across differeneverbal language cues

requires additional discrimination training to generate differential erformance to

the different verbal language cues.

More specifically, a teacher can issue a series of different verbal language

cues to respond and the appropriate responses to the different language cues could

be topographically dissimilar. For example, a teacher could present the student With

.e"
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slightly different colored ball and cup on each \trial and rotate 'the cues,"Give

me the ball;" "Touch thd ball;" "Point to the ball;" and-"Takethe'ball." The

student would have to respond in a-topographica/ly diSsimilar way to each different
D

Verbal language cue in order to respond correctly. in this situation the stimulus

generalization paradigm applies in that dimensions of the instructional materials

were Varied such-that the student Was requireto respond to a slightly different

instructional material on peach presentation of the noun component of the verbal'

language cues. ,HoWever, in order for the student to respond correctly it was also.

necessary for the student to discriminate the different verb components of the vari-

ous response cues and differentially respond to those cues.

In addition, however, a teacher can issue a series of different verbal language

cues to respond and the appropriate responses across the different language cues

could be topographically similar. For example, a teacher could say, "Pick up many,"

or "Pick up several,",of "Pipk up a lot," 6r "Pick up a bunch," and the student could

respond similarly and correctly to all'the differentlangUage cues.

Obviously, certain:verbal language cues may present unique problems when

attempting to teach a student to perform a skill across enironmental'cOnfigurations

because the student may,be required to respond differentially to components of the
7

cues. For instance, assume that in an initial teaching environment a teacher taught

'Toe to touch the ball when presentedwith a small' blue ball and a cup; a large red

ball and a pi1.ow; a small brown ball and a potato, etc. and then proUdly announces

to Tom*s mother that he now can indicate what a ball is when given a verbal language

cue. That night, Tom's mother places a small'blue ball and a cup in front of Tom

and says, "Give'me the ball" and Tom fails to give the ball to his mother. If it

can be assumed that Tom did not fail due to changes in the instructional materials

or because he responded to extraneous gtimuli in the home environment, the reason

for f ilure may be due to the change in the verbal language cues used. If thereaJ

sons Tom failed are related to the verbal language cue issued'by his mother, then

at least two hypotheses seem tenable,: First, Tom mali'not have respondekdiffer-
.

entially and independently to the 'specific verb and noun Components of the language

cues in the,school and'home environments.* That is, he may have responded to only

the noun components of the language, cues and therefore did not differentially res-

pond to the different.verb components. Second, Tom may have responded differentially

and°independently to the specific verb and noun components of the verbal lariguage

co US but did not know,what action to perform to theGive" component.
1
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The implication for educational programming is that to teaChta student to

perform a'skill across environmental configurations the student must be taught to

appropriately respond to common variations in verbal language cues, extraneous

stimuli, and task materials that frequently occur across environmental configura-

tions.

If 'the success Of a program is to to assessed in terms of student performance

of skills acres environmental configurations, then the objective for each major'

skill taught in a program should include student performance ofskills across.such
V.

selected environments. For example, the instructional objective,for a oneto-one

correspondence skill might be: Given the language Fues "Give eaCh a
. -

"Give every a ,"or "Put a ( ) in each ( )" by at least three

different control figures .(e.g., teacher, mother, peer) across at least three set-

tings (e.g., classroom, playground, home) and across at least three functional tasks .

(e.g., setting the table, passing out cookies, dealing cards) the student should

perform theLskill.

Potentially, there are many instructional'strategies which could be employed

insure that students master objectives. Perhaps the following strategy may be

reasonably effective. If students are to perform the skills across functional tasks,
),

then teach the skill through a combination of functional tasks and nogunctional

tasks which fulfill the tfask selection requirements previously delineated'. For-

instance,'teach the students one-to-one,correspondence through such tasks as passing.

out juice cups and giving each child a block. If the students are to perform the

Skills across settings, then it may be advantageous to teach the skills in. several

settings. Forinstance, teaching might occur in the gym, on the playground, in,the=

hall, in the bathroom, and in a kitchen area using tasks appropriateto those areas.

If it is necessary that stUdent8 perforM skills under the direction of several

control figures, then several control figures may be used in instruction. If the

students will likely encounter varied language cues to respond, then instruction

should include cues to respond which frequently occur.'

Many educators evaluate instructional program efficacy in terms of, how quickly

students advance through the steps of a task analysis or curriculum.sequence.,However,

efficacy should also be assessed in terms of whether the students cap perform skills.

across persons, places, instructional materials and-language cues. Insuring thatriti .

students can perform skills across environmental configurations in many instances
4

4

'may slow,thestudents advanceMent through the stepsof a,curriculum sequence. 'To
r.
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account for this, educators will have to incorporate measured of both rate of

advancement through a curriculum sequence and performance of skills across environ-

mental configurations into their evaluation of program efficacy.

VIII. Can a stuialit perform a Skill without directions to do so from persons in

authority?

Individuals labeled severely handicapped are often referred to as externally

controlled. That is, persons iliauthority usually tell them what skills to per-
.

form; how and when to perform the skills; iffthey perform the -Skills correctly or, ,

a
incorrectly; if they perform the skills incorrectly how to rectify the prrors, etc.o -

0
While 'responding appropriately to specific cues, prOvided by persons in authority is

'the responsibility of all adults, there are situations'. in,i:which performance is

crucial but in which persons in authority are pot present.' In such situations it

appears that severely handicapped students are particularly 'deficient and therefore

quite vulnerable. One May to compensate for such a-deficit is to teach specific

pkills, and then insure that those skills cab be Performed appropriately across en-

lvironmental configurations without specific verbal cues being provided by persons

in authority; Perhaps the following wilrelucidate.

There are, situations in which it is appropriate for individuals to make 'a
/

specific respOnse to a specific Cilq provided by a person in authority (e.g., follow-
s .

ing a, list Of verbal directions; recording thefood order of a customer in a res-

.- taurant)_. There is little doubt that severely handicapped students can. acquire

Such skills and .that such skills have enormous functional value. However, in these

. situations persona n. authority are continously providing the relevantcUes to res-

pond. Obviously,. such cue - response relationshipd are appropriate in some situations,

but extremely inippropriate in others in that extraordinary dependence upon the cues'

of others in authority is 'fostereC and.persons in authority are in effect determin-

ing all responses.
. -,

There are also situations in which it is appropriate for individuals to malce a
. .

series"of responses to only one cue 'provided by a person in authority (e.g., "qhange

the tire;" "Make the salad;" "Start working;" "Clean the tables"). Again, there is

little doubt that severely handicapped students can acquire such skills and that such

skirls arso have enormous fdnctional value. However, here also persons in authority

are providing, at least the initial cues to-respond and the problems deidneated,above

may be attendent. 176
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-Undoubtedly there are thousands of situations in adulthood'whieh .requirp

responding specifically to verbal or other,cuei provided by personsin authority.

HoWever, there are also situations whichreguire that,adults engage in a response

Or series of responses in the absence of cues to respond provided iqr Persons in
k

authority, (e.g., when aperson sees a burning sofa; when a person is alone and cuts

a finger; when a person is lonely or lost; yhen shopping for food or clothing).

If an individual responds appropriately when persons in authority are not provid-

ing specific cues to respond, that individual may be construed as. manifesting self-
.

initiated perfoimance skills. Obviouslyrself-initiated performance skills are

crucial to the,independent functioning Of severely handicapped students.

Finally, there are situations which require that a person engage in a series

of responses, evaluate the correctness of the responses, and, if necessary, correct

mistakes without being verbally cued,by.an authority figure. For example, if a

person is confronted with a burning sofa, he /she )night smother it with a throw rug,

check to see if it is stillsmoking, and if necessary, pour water on it,

-It has been our experience that :many classroom activities designed for severely,
,

handicappe tudents have not included manipulations that allowed the students to

4 perform skills in the absence of cues provided by 'persons in authority; and .b)

0Valita.te and, necessary, correct er ;ors.

This, we are suggesting here that teachers determine if it is appropriate for

a partilular skill to be Per-formed without specific/cues to do so provided by persons

in authority. If so, teachers Should arrange for-such performance. In addition, if

it is approi5' &let a student perform a series of responses, evaluate the res
.

plinses, and if necessary, correct errors, then teachers should also arrange for such
- °

performance.

In the recent past
0
the writers and their colleagues hake made attempts to teach

iseverely, handicapped students the skills necessary to initiate responses.or a series

of respoilses, to evaluate the correctness of the responses made, and if necessary,

-'to correcterrors with few if any cues provided 'by persons in auth y. Such skill6

i
are refeired to her as self-regtilatiOn skills.' NietUpski and Williams /1974) con-

()

- ' '

,

ceived of rudimentary self-regulation skills as consisting of .at least four basic

steps:
, -

1. Detecting or defipi.ng the task.'

179
0
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)
6

.

2. Arriving at alternative°14ays to complete -the task %

-3, IMplementing an alternative. . It the task is not
ctl

,
.

// correctly dompleted.
4. Assessing the outcome of the-alternative/

- Nif task correctly completed;
. ,

, end of task . .
,t.

In the Nietupski and Willi (1974) paradigm students may fail to self-

regulate responding because: a) they do not self-initiate stepa in- the self-

. relation strategy; b) they fail to detect 'or define the task; .c) they fail to
_ .

.

arrive at an appropiate'way-to cothplete the task; d) they fail to implement an

appropriate alternati e; or'er they fail to evaluate the outcome correctly. .

.

. -

It is suggested here that self-regulation may be incorporated into a curriculum

for severely handicapped students as follows: When a skill lo taught, if practical,

the students should .be required to initiate all components of the self-regulation

- strategy to complete tasics related to that skill without verbal cueing from persons

in'authority. For example, if students are acquiring skills related to Cooking,

.they should be recitire d to initiate the-preparation of their own meals without verbal

cueing from authority figures: Stated another way, whenever a;new.skill is taught

the students,should be required to complete tasks related to the skill, generate

alternative ways of coMpleting thetaSk, implement an alternative, and check the

appropriateness of the alternative implemented. Self-regulation strategies should

not be taught as segmented or isolated curriculumsentities but as integral parts-of

all activit1es in'which students participate.

Hopefuliy; if educat'ors ih conjunction with parenta.and other concerned persons

can teach students to perform situationally appropriate skills without specific di-

reCtion to do so, we will more closely approximate :the longituatnal objectiile of

independent adult functioning:
%

,

Summary

Several basic components of instructional programs for severely handicapped

,students were delirleated and dscribed. 'Obviously, each C'emponent is in need of-
. A

further elaboration and refinement and methods of incorporating them into longi-

.tudinal currkculum. sequences Must be Operationsalized. The possibility exists that

adherence to all components when attempting to .teach 1.1 skills might be impractical

and irrelevant. Hrever, it has been our unfortunate expe ence to observe ptudents'
\ 180

fail b'ecause.we diCnot.systematieally Consider and accommod te to relevant instrueL'

tional variables: Perhaps if teachers absorb at least the components delineated into
6
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their educational services, the general skill repertoiies of. the students in their

charge will be enhanced. substantially.

dIn addition, it should be noted and emphasized that there is no doubt that the

version of an instructional program offered here will evolve into a different form

in the future.. 41 Some components will probably be rejected, some will be expanded,

and others will be added.. Hopefully, what happens to'this version will 8e a function

r of increased awareness of,the students we are attempting to serve.

.
Finally, teaching technologies and other information .related to the provision

Of the best possible educational services 'to severely handicapped students are in

the initial stages of development. On the other hand, educators throughout the na-

.
tion are being asked, orde/ed, or voluntarily striving:to provide educational sere

ices to such students. When such an information/service gap exists, frustrations

and failurelare inevitable. Hopefully, through the collective efforts of many per-

sons from many orientations and disciplines we will be able to demonstrate in the

linear future that comprehensive, longitudinal,, and quality educational services can

be generated and those services .will result in substantial developmental chrnges in

the functioning levels and ultimate life styles of citizens who at least for the

moment, are referred to as severely handicapped,.5

0

, 0-, .

. .

.
.

5 The reader interested ,in securinginformation.noerning the materials, refer-

. ences, curriculum sequences, etc.,.referred.to,in this paper is encouraged %.

Write Or.. Lou Brown, 42/ Education Building, University, of Wisconsin; Madi Q ,

Wisconsin 53706. Some materi-als.wi,11 be sent free of charge. If t exe i

charge, the reader will be referred to the appropriate vendor,

.181, L. -4
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MOW do you train the untrainable or educate the uneducable? The answer i

obvious by the very definition of the Words, you do not. The contradiction is
basic. Y9t this is .precisely What we have been Laying we-were trying to do for the

mentally retarded for many years. We said qn one hand that profoundly retarded

persOns were untrainable - and we said it iikour actions, in our programs,-in our

bUildings,as well as in words. -:and on the other hand; we told our attendants in

residential institutions to train them.,

Our probleMs have stemmed from many sources - not the least of which.is our

failure to examine minutely the logic and consistency of what we said as compared to
- .

what we did. Basically, we have for a great many years accepted a medical modelfor-

a non-medical problem. Physicians, who held the traditiOnal leadership in research

in exceptionality:, attempted to derive discrete etiologies to explain the various
.

exceptional disorders. If one could find the cause of the disorder, then one could
1-,

set about finding a cure, they assumed. Further, they reasoned, with successful.

treatment, all otilei manifestations of the disorder would disappear.

These assurciptions probably are fallacious. Behavior is m\iltiply determined

and organic etiology may be only one of the many.factors bearing on it: We don't

Piave to wait for a "cure" to do something abopt the symptoms.

Yet, on the other side of the spectrum, our reasoning has been equally spe-

cious. The term "mental age" and "intelligence quotient" are convenient ones and

comfortable to entertain. Who would notice the' walls being built up around us to''

limit our resources and our inventiveness in actual training and tea king 3 the

retarded.

So our actions have'not borne out many of the things we actually have known

for a long time. We know that mental age as determined by_standardized intelligence

tests is not a reliable predictor of traM4ing performance. And we know that regard -.,

less of their level of retardation, retarded persons are a highly heterogeneous'

group. :We have persisted in referring to them as unteachable or totally - dependent.

We have placed them in indestructible sterile environments - tile to the ceiling,

-
drains in the flbor, furnituie that is sparde and Spartan, if indeed there is any

0

at all. We told our personnel to train them - yet the very environment we had cre-

ated told them, "We know you can't."

In the last few years, however, we have re- examined our, concepts more minutely

and we have found that we:had-'many more resources than we.may have believed. ,The

- profoundly retarded; as a result, have been tiaineh to-act and behave in a much more



normal fashion. 0

Most of the persons who
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have been successful in training have used the stimuli-

response-reinforcement model. This, of course, is also the foundation of programmed

learning and the teaching machine.

Curiously, the essential aspects of this method have seen,limited use for some

time and may have been accepted earlier had it not been for an unfortunate choice of

words to describe it. John B. Watson published work on the classtcal conditioning,

model shortly after the turn of the century. This was called "condition Jig." Th 0

concept violated traditional thinking on individual freedom - it was an acceptable

Method for laboratory animals but not for humans. This, Of course, despite the fact

that each Of U0 i0 "conditioned" constantly from the moment we are born: Behavioral-

scientists who followed Watson adopted the term "beAavior modification" and so it

beCame more acceptable. The methOd involValtwo-Majoi prinCiples:

. 1. 'First, it is based upon reinfoicement of rewards. People tend to

'repeat behavior which is followed by something pleasant ordesirable.

Behavior that is not reinforced tends to extinguish or disappear. With

the profoundly retarded it is extremely impor nt that reward be given

immediatoly following the desired response. Timing is crucial, espeCially

-in the beginning.'

2. . The second principle, and the one which has major implication for

teaching methodg is,that of leading the individual gradually to,make the

correct or desirable response by rewarding each improVement. This is

called "SucCes ive Approximations."

I must admonish th behavior modification techniques cannot lift a child

above his own parameters They can, however, modify the child's behavior in a more

direction and allow for the acquisitiOn of 'the new adaptive behavior. The

intrinsic condition of-the individual is not changed, but be learns to function morey
effectively as a human being.

We achieve success, with both normal and retarded individuals, by simplifying

complex tasks. Quite often We begin with a response which very roughly approximates
0. .

that ultimately desired. This process usually involves "priming", where We physi-

'cally help the child perform:as 'We want him to, then follow with a rewal. We "fade"

our help as he-manages more of the skill, "refining* the response until. it meetsour
4

elipectations of capabilities. ,Rewards used meaningfully and 6ystemdtically to chain

i.

4
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toget4er a series of complex steps have helped oVercome inattentiveness and lildiffer-

.Qooe: These are among the factors that impede-the learning performance of profounply

retarded persons.

Timing, x must stress, is vitally important. Delay and some inappropriate
,

behavior May'intervene between the time of the reward and the correct response, lead-

.ing the child to think the inappropriate behavior brought the reward. This i

most successful modifiers begin early to build a bridging signal into the, training

model. This signal is used just prior to or simultaneously with the reward. Usually

it is a vocal signal such a 'augood girl" or "good boy." It lets the person know that

we like what he has done and that a reward will follow. Or it bridges the time be-

tween desired 're and the reward:

There are other important principles involved, but I shall turn now to success-
:

ful programming and the elements which are-essential o it.

First, we should establish goals and expectations appropriate to each individual

child: Quite often, the success of any training effort depends upon one's ability to -

perform. The successful behavior modifier established expectations which individual

children should meet within the limits oftheir handicaps. Be then uses this Initial

level ass base line and proceeds to move the child systematically up the ladder to a

higher level of functioning.

Periodic evaluations keep everyone informed as to progress. But Imust.warn

you that we must measure.fIne incremental changes if evaluation is to meet its major

goal; that of improving instruction. ,

A
There are few psychometric instruments suitable for profoundly retarded chil-

dren and adults. In the past couple of years, there has been interest'from several

+A,

t,persbns to provide a better measure. Daily anecdotal records are essential to the

training program. These should, include what behavior the te4cher is attempting to

shape, what' reinforcement is being used; fibw effective it was,'how well the c iild

did, what words and gestures were used, what difficulties were encountered and

lar details. Future problems should be a 'hticipated and changes for the next train-

ing session' suggested or outlined. When the child's ability is accurately assessed

and when tasks are brought within his comprehension, -there are fewer failures. rail-

ures, of course,,are that we must strive to avoid, especially with,the r epIy retarded.

4The second critical area, where many programs fail,"is'in properly applying

reinforcements. It is more unfortunate that torbome this has been over-simplified.
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In some instanced," administrators have just handed-14 & M's to untrained personnel
,

and -said, "give- them olio when yOu see them doing. something you like." 0n .,the other

hand, it has also been made to appear to be a very complak0.complicated model. For

all practical purposes, it might still be in the laboratory or the Skinner box,

Having worked directly with paraprofessionals for the past several years on
4 4

this problem, I am persuaded that they can be trained as capable behavior modifiers

not in a week or a month, for some will take years - and tAat-results will be worth

the effort.

If administrators really wanted to make significant change in the school with-

out buying a single M M, they could dire).kct alkperoonnel'to give social rewards,

such ashugs, smiles, praise only when it is deserved. From my experience, this is
,

probably the most misused reward4in reci ential schools.

In some paces programs do'not

:
s coed because there is not total dedication

from the institution,. A project wi X be dboMed from the outset if the "traditional

1,

machinery" in the institution cann t be evercoMe.9 Shori cuts to obtain needed'equip

ment and supplies must be found aad used. Adequate personnel at all times is essen-
.

tial. The administration must speak and act in a total commitment. way. It is better

not to start a piecemeal program, for failure affects our, own futute efforts just as

it does these of the retarded.

I am persuaded that many programs do not get. off the ground because key person-

/

.nel become over-concerned with extinguishing maladaptive behaMior, There is usually

so much that needs. eliminating that all of 'the staff's time and energy is devoted to

tearing down instead of,building. It is far easier, I fear, to think of what we
n.

_don't like and want eliminated, than it is to try teset up a creative program.

I am afraid many of our teachers want us toPsock it to them," Unfortunately,
1.

an increasing number use a variety f noxious, aversive stimuli. 'There is no doubt

about it - topping on-going behayibr but I for one feel there are many dangera in-

herent in. such an approach.

..1.10w and who decides what is acceptable behavior and who sets the method of

extinguishing it? 'I recall. reading of a girl who madeunpleasant-noises in the ward.

1 am sure'these screams were not.pleasant to thglears of the ward personnel and

'eventually 'shock was'used,to extinguish them. Who knows how much damage was done.

That girl may nevgl6evelop language now because the only bridgeyou had to build

on was 'wiped out,
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It JO my belief that the best way to decrease undesirable behavior is to pro-
,

gram effectively for the child so he doe0 not have an opportunity to engage in un-

desirable behaviOi. .In my opinion. punishment has no place in "the learning 'process,

at least; until. the child has internalized orunderstands What is appropriate.

I do not pee in the. future a tiMemhen we can placd in the hands of lower

echelons the"authority to use aversive stimuli. 'Nor can we leave to them the deci-
4

sions concerning the use of such stimuli as are being currently used rather exten-

sively Y am not convinced that programs using pUnishment will receive the total

commitment from everydne -,giiff parents, administrators and employees - which is

necessary forSUooess.

SimultaneOUalY with shaping -the child's behavior, we must reshape the enViron-
,

vent in which he liVes. So often today this environment is completely void of any

thing stiMUlating. Often the children engige in unacceptable behavior simply because

it brings about -sensory input. Screaming, rocking,, head banging,. and the like may

indicate stimulus hunger. Sensory input is a cue,in one's "environment to which one

makes a response. It may.beimusic, a piece of furniture, or even unpleasant things.

Too often the environmenb is top vogd or too complex for the individual to get an

appropriate response. 'So, we must modify the environment to bring complexities in

line with abilities, so the chilcr.can operate in his environment. As he gains in

independence, the environment can be made increasingly complex.

T000ftdp see such things as showers, water fountains, windows and the like

that are too difficult for adults of normal intelligence to manage. How mu0h more
r

they must affect the retarded.

Many programs, too, rule out the possibility of the child ever using the

skills he learns. Residents are confined to one environment with little chance of

incidental learning. That so many do not generalize but become stimulus-bound is

quite understandable. By enlarging their world and exposing them to a variety of

stimuli, much more can be revealed about t e sensory acuity of the profoundly re-

tarded.

. Further, the more characteristics w reveal about"a given stimulus, the greater

the possibility of transfer. For example; an orange-is yellow, round,grows on a

tree, can be'peeled and eaten or squeezed for juice to drink. The more meaninAl
4

the task you,are attempting to teach, the greater the success. What better time *)
,

teach tandwashing than just before meals, or, a dressing drill before a trip or
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,1

other outing. Whenever possible, teaching drills, should be folloged immedia ly by

some pleasurable consequence.

Rewards must be meaningful and often this is not the case. In a v ry broad

cense, there are,two types of reinforcement: Primary, which satisfies a basic hip-
\

logical need louchas food or water); and seconddry, which uses learn d rewards.

It is desirable that every skill or task have rewarding charac ristics. A

child may have to be given primary rewards to learn to dress himself but once he
,

can succeed this should be reward )enough. This behavior can be main ained for him,

as it can for us, on the basis of intermittent social praise.

It is not easy to find meaningful rewards for profoundsly retar ed Tersons,

because they form strange attachments to odd objects. But Again, it is worth the

effort. .What.is rewarding to us or to one child quite often isn't to another.
-

Behavior shaping demands a great deal of thought, planning, and dedication.

But in my opinion, regard training provides many rewards for those who make a sin-
.

cere, intelligent effort to put'if intoseffect. .

r

9W
4
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It's' good to be in New Orleans again, How well I recall meeting here in a

,very productive national cbnference on earls/ Childhood. We've come a long way

since then, haven't we?

As a Professor who sees. er career in the education of severely and multiply

handicapPed Populatidris,'the huge numbers in attendance here are very encouragitg.

Also, as./ was informing my, colleagues of where they might reach me today, Unix-

Varsity Place struck a'familiar.Chord. °Our,own college, Teachers College, Columbia

University opened its doors at the same address as this hotel - but in New York City

in the mid 1890's. At the midpoint of the 20th Century, NARC opened its first
.

offices on University. Place, also in' New York:City% I would like to aodume that

this meeting,-'in this place, has been and will be equally fruitful.

The invitation to diScups with you some of my ideas on issues (andthey are
.

abundant) relating to preparing teachers 'to severelywork with severely and multiply handi-

capped thildren has turqed'but to be .a greater challenge than I had anticipated. it
,

.

might be However, Bacon said that writing maketh the exact man. My coriquilion:

Wedo-hot know the answers regarding teacher education; we hardly know the questions.

We'are still seeking the best means of identifying the Specific competencies nee4ed

.

by teachers offsever ly and*multiplyhandicapped children. We, at. Teachets College,

'Columhia University suspect that building -upon the-generic special education, broad

-training Specialize ions,of, handicapped, and (2)*verely and multiply

disabled might mak more sense than'some of our present categoriZttiogs.. The popula-

tion in'the latte specialization is mobile, with growth in a variety.pf developmental
,

areas at differen rates and under different conditions.
t,

'Chart I de icts a liiew of this'mobile group, based upon a conceptualization

described by my olleague, Ignacy Goldberg. Before exploring the appropriateness of

the proposed tr ning.categories of severely and multiply handicapped,: we are'spending

considerable t describing the rationale for defining, the population with assurance

-that the CA (c ronologicalage) 'would not be the only dimension on whidh growth or
.

change will b' evident.

If inde d children fall into what'
/

mightbe calledmiialy or severely handicapped,
.4 .4 0

. 0
.

it must be a darii. recognized thattheY,might move -from one clagsifigation to another
.

_ ,

astime goe bn. Ergo, the responsibility for avoiding that self7fulfilling prophecy
.

.
,

based-upon any IQ tests is awesome.
,

Colle#e protessors' roles will hive to.change. We will have to be retrained as

.,x

:°_192
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necessary - that means we.must accept new professional mandates; we.must move to

meet our states commitments.

CHART 1
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The4m6bility of the severely and multiply handicapped demands teacher knowledge

and skill in education assessments, far more complex than the administration of the

ITPA, Peabody or eyrrently employed ackevement tests. It requires a.working rela-

tionship with the other significant professional colleagues who are members of the

evaluation and intervention teams, of the consumer groups, especially the,parents

who are indeed assuming an increasingly dynamic role in decision making regarding
6
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their children's eduational placement and programs. Teacher Education requires

expansion of the teacher/parent instructor role.

It might assist you in processing some of what I says if -II attempt to define

the population to which I am directing attention. At the moment, as we'at Teachers

College are restructuring our teacher education programs for more Cross-categorical

and competency based teachereducation, we recognize that the children do have major

. problems relating primdrily to MR, ED, LD and COHI.groups. Many of them are placed

in classrooms -on the basis of these dia0bilitios. Seldom -can one of these problems

exist in'isolation. -Yet, were, for the time being, almost excluding the profoundly

deaf and blind from our major cross-categorical effort until, with the help of our

colleagues1 Ann Mulholland and Robert Bowers, more formal planning can, be initiated.

-c However, each of them is looking at her/his target populations who have other learn-

ing impediments; communication between these two specialists and the others in our

comprehensive special education p.ogram continues.

The severely impaired are seen as having a wide range of CA's and reflecting

410.
various etiologies. They function up to 50 percent below the norms for their chrono

1 logical ages at the time of "initial' assessment in the following areas: or,

cognitive, le6uage/speech, social/emotional and self-care activities (feeding, toilet-

ing and dressing). The group's functioning is essentially within the usual develop-

mental range for 0-6 years.

The instructional og?ram is designed to help the child to increase his level(s)

of performance of spe ific skills to cope effectively in his life setting with recog-

nition that both the,rate of development and the settings might change.

(Chart 1T'' This program necessiaates the teacher's being prepared to instruct
)

the student in a variety of settings and to assume a variety of roles with a variety

of personnel.

I" have justAreviewed some of the vast numbers of issues identified in the task

force reports from the 1973 Nation-Wide Institute on Leadership Preparation for Educe-
.

tors of Crippled and Other Health Impaire (COHI) - Multiply Handicapped populations.

'or example, Sandford Reichert, of Case Western Reserve, strongly reminded us of the

impact of social change - the resultant status of teacher education and the response

mentality of the teacher educators:.

-
I suspect we can even challenge the n that teacher education in colleges

and universities responds. Who, for example, 'ill do the training of professional
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personnel to work with the so-called, "Right -to- Education" children, those severely

and multiply handicapped 'boys and girls to whom appropriate education has been denied.

I suggest that with few exceptions, leadership thus far has come from those residem-

tial facilities (th gh HIP, e.g.). and community programs where major in- service

thrusts have been ini iated..enOt the universities.

Dr. Reichert als asked us at the 1973 conference to declare ourselves as well

. 4

as our pre-action commitments,,Snd thus, ,avoid'some of the unnecessary vacillation as

'attitudes and funding sources change. For example, to what extent have the 20-30 per-

cent of children with mild learning disabilities drained our energies and distracter}

cplleges and uniTsities from the severely handicapped. I propose that teacher educem.

tion, and maybe education generally can be accused of focusing on the "here and new"

while clouding the directions that the "here and now" are taking. We appear to be

.waiting fok social change to bbmbard us and Wondering.about next year's targets rather

than to initiate programs based upon expressed philosophical positions.

Maybe the more critical issues relate not so much to the:lack of teachers as 0

the lack of qualified teacher educators with training and experience in the education 41)

of these. badly "clobbered" youngsters. From USOE experience, it would seem quite clear

in early training grants under PL85-926 where decisions werebade between immediate

funding for teachers or for so-called leadership personnel. The.quantity and qual,ity

of early leadership in the education of the mentally retarded as opposed to those in

the education of the deaf attests tothe differences in development.

More rapid production of educatiohal leadership emerged in the-field of MR from

grants given to administrators and college personnel than in the deaf where focus was

on teachers. As a result of action doctoral level personnel support was not available

for staffing administratiVe and college,posts., While for several years we were pre-

paring more :teachers, maybe we did not do as well-as we might' have. To meet univer-

sity criteria for, a tenurial position, doctorates were requested. Yet, there were

almost no professors with training and experience in the education of the deaf. Is

this not where we are in regar4 to the multiply handicapped?

Therefore. would it not seem essential to initiate a leadership training program

for those who might Organize and conduct appropriate teacher education if they but III

had the knowledge and skill' necessary. What appears to be current practice in most

educational programs for the multiply handicapped reflects a telescopic and myopic

apprRech to very complicated sets of problems. School administotors who administer
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well are appointed to head programs for the multiply handicapped. But, what do they

know about programming for these populations. Their life time reward systems seem

quite inconsistent with the objectives and-outcomes of the programs for the severely

and multiply handicapped.

-Well intentioned and "scientifically" designed programs can produce aversive

long-term. results. For example, even in a-highly structured and humanely designed

behavior mo4ification program, a teacher, using music as a reenforcer was able to

. demonstrate a teen-ager's ability to learn to pick up a'designated item from a box,

hold it and release it Into anot4er. However, in ordZ?to obtain ,the desired ftward,

the girl was forced to bend over'to reach the m rial on her lap and then move in

such a manner as to reenforce abnormal movemen Another 13 year old, testing at

four to six months levels on most tasks, enjoyed seeing the.iumping jack-in-the-box..

when he said "hi," a desirable objective with strong social value. Reportedly, "he

. giggled and his arms moved joyfully." But, soon it became apparel*. to the staff

that the enjoyed startle was forcing re4rsion to hyper-extension and reactivation Rf

the asymmetrical tonic neck reflex (ATNR) which precluded functional use'of.his hands.

On this slide, Billy is shown in a side-lying position in which he can calmly respond;

his hands are available forsuse. The teachers' position in relation to Billy will

.make a difference. Unfortunately,"for the most part, neither educational supervisors'

nothe college professors are knowledgeable enough to realize the conseqvences of

the sygtematic instruction they chose to implement.

Quite startling can be the effect of requiring self-feeding too early. Note

this youngster's responsiveness and pleasure as he enjoys the food which he finally

gets to his mouth. But, look again. His fingers and hands are abnormally contracted;

his hand, tightly against his face is pullimg down on his eye, a pattern which if con-

tinued will interfere seriously with his vision; the evident hyperextension combined -

with the contractions-will undoubtedly reduce rather than increase independent self-

feeding. 0It would seem more appropriate to provide assistant correct raising of his

arm with:resultant receipt of food after the child's self-initiated final movement of

this feeding task. Such focus on correct-achievement of sub-tasks would be on long-
s

term function, rather than immediate performance employing movement patterns which will .

preclude later physical control (Finnie, 1968, Manning, 1972).

How clearly. I-recall Elsie Helsel's (19/3) emphasizing that the prepara ion of

this teacher requires a cross-disciplinary approach...that it cannot be the j b of.
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professional educators alone. Nor can it be confined to isolated courses," even from

instructors representing a. variety of, disciplines. Numerous issued arise upon the

suggestion that professional staff interchange roles in order to increase the integ-
,,

'rity and wholeness of the child's learning and ieveloping process. Depicted here is

a teacher rotating a child's hip and holding one of his arms stable asJoey, in, a

side-lying position reaches for the yellow atrpline. ,Not, that it-is tfig.teacher,

not the.OT or r3T.,,assnlaing the role of the therapist as she-positions Joey who will

now have one hand free and relaxes - and who will be able to focus dn,the target.
i

The .following slides highlight the tranSlisciplinary approach to the education of I

severely and multiply handicapped.

Even ifme agree on the concept of role release from one discipline with con-

tinned accountability as4nother accepts the role, how can the teacher education inptim

tutio restructure itsekf-to accommodate'the Professibnal "mix?" What is or Will be

most a fective - a comprehensive multi- disciplinary training program or one in which

11a representative of each of the most related specialists such as ocoupa al, speech./

k and physi4al therapists, psychologists, linguists and audiologists, pedia riCians. and 110
_ P . 4

public health nurses are on- campus most of the time 'as they participate in 'the cross-.
d

disciplinary service as well as training capacity? Or,' will skilled inter,,disciplin

ary teams conducting short term training sessions for professions includin9 teacher

populations produce better results?

As we know, present teacher Preparation is intensive and expensivp; adding thip

new dimension increases the institutional strain for expedition and quality. put, if

we believe the children are entitled to life -,thein, they are entitled to th0 most

effectiVe teachers possible. Ergo we will find a way and it will be impUmented.'

We hope to be able to conduct a series of three day work sessions whose parr

ticipants.will be in-service personnel working with atypical infants. The staff will

focus on cognitidn, motor develOpment, perlcnal/social factors and pre-speeth and

feeding. The students will be mixed profesbionally, but the majority will be teachers,

i.e., "education-type" people. Extra funds will be needed for such an enterprise,

,
'but it appears necessary to help nurture the potential leadership and to direct fan-

tastic energies of professionals concerned about providing optimum programming for-

'boys and girls, heretofore not generally. included in schools. The sequence Of experi-
s

ences as' presented in Chart II might be clarifying. 'Again, issues abound: PrI:noipal

among them are: Who shall supervise theAtaining? Where can suitable pragti9um

1 9



centers be'found? To what extent are the staffs of thesefacilities iropared,

even willing, to accept thesstudente with.needs grossly. different from thd0e of

the usual studentd?

Practicum Experiences
1

,

. 1

Special Education On-Campus, etesideptial ComrOunity Community Certification and '
Child Study Experi- betting or School Center raduatioA
Center mental pospital iCooferative
(Early Childhood) Center Program

May-June July-August
O

Academic Year

Progression in Work with Severely and Multiply Disabled Children

First n the sequence for these prospective teachers is observation and educa-

tional diagnostic work-ups in a S cial Education Child Study Center (Child Study

Slidea/O with young exceptional chi dren. Open and informative reporting to parents

has proved helpful. Staffing a summer experience in an on-campus (slides of the

Easter Seals Summer Program) c011ege/community

19b

center in which students and faculty



vwork titeneively, design eti.ixipment d_extend the children's experiences.

i
The predding'brksentation mig t be' summarized as follows

'4

1. The Severely and'multiply handivpped are not a unity. They are more like

./
other children than different, but teachers heed to be able to develop

...- .

...-----

, knowledge and skill about how and at what stages of developmpnt their

pupils function; how they learn best, how to modify the environment to

, .

promote such learning andthow to evaluate not oftly'the effectiveness of
, ..

that learning but.how the specific Successful intervention might be affect-

ing the child adversely in Other areas of development.

203

2. All too frequently teacher educators( progr4m administrators and super-,

visors at state and local levels are not-knowledgeable enough.about the

potentials of the populatioRs or the variety of interventions:available to

them from disciplines other than education or pedagogy.

3. Interdisciplinary team work no longer appears adequate to 'assure continued

high level progrMming for the severeIy.and multiply handicapped. TeaC4ers.

will do well to learn with and from their colleagues, i,e., (1)'actually

perform tasks deemed as the traditional province of other profeSsional

workers, (2) actually, release some 'of-their-traditional roles to'otherd

(including parents) without losing the responsibility for'accountability

of what is done and ho*, (3) each professional worker retains his pro-
f

fessional identity and its obligations to continue study in his or her own

field. r----, N\

F r teacher education,, the-question becomes how -

7 -- with our course structure?

- - with professional training separateness,

- - with present faculty (tenured and.maybe super annuated),
,

-- with prdsent physical plants, and

*ith certification and licepSure practices all in this time of

economic crisis, can we make the necessary changes to implement

new structures and mew professional preparation strategies?

4. Even recognizing our ability to help teachers to teach,.how can we'best

'prepare them to work with thpse youngsters and assure mobility for bOttl,

leachers (in their job'markets)'and children (as their needs and as soci-

ety) with its value systems'change? \

Q5(r
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5. Prospective teachers and'newly admitted

o

special education student(, even

at the graduate level, express willingness and indeed enthusiasm for work

with the severely and multiply handicapped children - how we determine

their suitability for the field - what are teacher educators prepared ko
0 1

offer - more of the same or a restructured cooperative program? But

reports from even to present* cpmpetent identiik an ego gbrisis when

faced with the reality of sped Eying admissibns criteria.

6. As wevepefik to ourselves here, we appear convinced that there is,need for

Da sustained atld systematic teacher education prbgram. While such is not

internally'accepted in community schools, in state education departments

(the situation is changing as legislative and judicial mandates, shall I

Azk, say., encourage involvement).'

We obviouslyneed strongly cooperative, collaborative and mutually

supportive community and lege relations - the serious consideration of

parity.

7. Maybe we can capitalize on the hope and support implied in Arthur Jenson's

statement - and I quote:

The only supportable upward shifts in IQ 'associated with
environmental factors were related to...."young children
whose initial social environment-was deplorable to a greater
extent than can be_found among, any children who interact
with other people or are able to run about out of doors."
For these children, he suggests that.",a shift to good aver-
age environmental circumstances qan boost the IQ 20 or 30
points and in extremely rare cases as much as 60 to 70
-points."

I

All of the target population of this conference will not so shift from group 1

to R, or 4, or even 5#- but let's not prejudge.

With teachers aware of this. challenge, who know how systematically to struc-

ture'programs and who are capable of intellectual and creative application of basic

principles, we are ready to embark on a competency-based teacher education program

Withstrong community participation. ,Then, we as educators will enable what might

be considered 'upward mobility ", as teacher education in this field is based on a
,

philosophical base aemanding commitment and attention to an actively involved child,

AIand later an adult who but a few years ago sat (or wasted away) in the sterile environ-
,

ment of his own home - or of a non-responsive residential center, be it large or small.

Your being-here in such large numbers will undoubtedly mean that new-professional

relations are and will be developing and subsequent communication will lend support-to

200
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our early effortS at teacher education, many of which\ave so far been isolated and

hesitant. Sgme dramatic changes can occur even, with altering present course numbers

or college fee structures; we can make changes within our own colleges and our

communities. I°

Thanks again for inviting me he&e. I have hit but a few of the issues. The

road ahead is still rocky. Errors will be made but with comprehensive, thoughtful

and on-going evaluation to resolve some problems and,issues, a few inroads will be

made in the education of some croups of newly enfranchized citizens.

20 L
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e of the things I heard this morning on my way to the airport is

adver icement for the New .York telephone company. It reminded'Me of an

skit at I hadn't thought about in several years,vone of my favorites.

thoug t maybe I Would rev ew it for you because it hail some relevane

remarks that I am going t make today.

The okit included Si Caesar, Carl Reiner and Mel Brooks. ffhey went into

,a bank and one of them pi ked up his gun and said to the tellers "Stick 'em

up! The first one to mo gets a'bullet right between the eyes." Theh Mel Brooks

picked up the satchel an ran to the teller to colle, the money. The fellow with

the gun raised it and shot Mel Brooks right between the'eyes.
0 A

The other one said, "Cod! He's one of us!"

And the shooter said, "But a rule is a rule!"

Well, we havb a lot of rules in education and 1 suspect that' most of them
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are heeded - irrespective of their, relevance or need at the time. Oh, do I wlsh.

had the time today - you had the time - to talk in at unhurried way on human

policy and on epi emiology. I think epidemiology is importtfN aspeCt of the total
i

problem that you are dealing with here at this conference. And I Wish we had the

time to speak about this monolith that is called "Mental Health and pental

Retardation" - to talk about teachers, pSychiatrisis and other doctors.

I have to admit that it is not easy for me to make short speeches no matter
0

what some of you may be wishing. And,\it iezi't even easy forme to write short

papers. .1 did send a paper t e chairman, but it is 105 or 110 pages long.

9thhave a few'copies back home! If any of you want a copy, I will be glad to se

one toyoUllf you will drop me a post card, at Syracuse..

BUt.Idon't have the time, and you don't have the time, so let's not lay.

I viat to talk this afternoon about this crazy business we are in. It is

craztrt Of all for those whom we call sev 'elyand'profoundly mentally retarded
j

terms, that are not right for people. And t, now that we have invented the terms,
4,

we use them. Weere unable to speak to the clients that we work with - the people

that we deal with - without using terms that we know are mot right.

I remember a'few years ago, I was asked to give an address, at Syracuse as

part of their centennial celebration. In that talk, I raised the rhetorical

question, "Can there be a better world for the mentally retarded?" bl answer.to

the question, I concluded, "no, there can't. There can't be a better world for

20 tic-)
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the mentally retarded or the mentally defective or the.disturbed-orfthe-homo--

sexual or-the insane. There can only be a ketier world for people."

And yet, I didn't have tt say that to those folks, I don't have to Say it
a -

to you. We all knpw that labels, "severe".and "profouhd" are no more a.person
. .

.

,'than a photograph is a person. We say it, we nod our heads and we agree, yet we

continue to use the terms. , .

Well, because' of the time and the terribly oppressiVe length.of what I had

written, 4have decided to read a little and then talk because I think I will be

able to say things, if not better, at least more quickly,, if I speak rather than

read. But I- will begin with the reading part.

The content of what I want to say is
.

derived from my ir ars as an administrator -

administrator in government for at .least one year where served as the State

Director of MgLtialogtatardation programs, and in academia wh're I directed a
4ip .

kUniversity prOgram.

Throughout-thisA

.talk my objective will be to illuMinate

certain issuet of importance/to you here'and to "realify" these issues.
Aft

.EsSentially, the plan is to present a personal analysis of this crazy businesi

we call "mental retardation.". However, it may. strike some readers that this

presentation's organization is more the reflection of idiosyncratic conceptualize-

tiofts,than logical-processes. Now, I must admit that I believe that, in this crazy

business, one fights general craziness with any resources at his command, even

those which are paradoxical or illogical. In this regard, my long suit has always

been independence. Some people may define uch resistance as hostility, a transfer-
-,

encepechanism, or whateverchooseto interpret their definitions as other ex-

amples of this'crazy business. In a world of continuous war on peace, wheie people

incarcerate, and even kill each other, becauSe of labels ascribed to or withdrawn

fr.= human beings, should anyone be surprised to Sear here that I call this business

crazy,- that there may be some who will think me crazy for it, and that I would find

such reactions to be but additional illustrations of the craziness in our field?

Every. idea has an antecedent and, to complicate things beyond any hope for

simplicity, every word has a past that some shared and others did not. Every ,

sound evokes memories or draws "blanks" and, in spite of the confusion, we are

enjoined not to be ,confused- In,a collection of metaphors, ThomaaSzasz's The

Second Sin (1973) offered a bit of sense out of the complexity of human language'

and, in fact, even an allegorical explanation of Babel itself. Most everyone knows
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what the first sin was, knowledge of good and evil. But who remembers the second

sin? Abcording to the New England Bible,with4 smidgen of Szaszian interpretation,

the second sin was,the sin of clear and precise language, the sin in communicating

ideas in a universal tongue having universal meaning. When the Lord saw that the

. people believed thaethey.could build a tower reaching to heaven., He knew that,
/

s
A

.

with a single language, they had the capability to accomplish that and anything

else they had a mind to do; they would no longer "need" Him. Therefore, the

Lord confused their'speech so that they would not understand all of what they-said

to one another. Then,'He dispersed them from the nd of Shinar to all of the

corners of the earth and, from that time on, mortals could no longer compete with

God. The babel of our languages, the confusion.of
k
our tongues, became the very

foundation for human frailty and incompetence.

At times, I have thought that it would be grand to be a Pentecostal and have

th? gift of many tongues, especially when writing about,values and means in mental

retardation.' On the other hand, it is as clear as language permithings to be

clear that it'srnot multiple tongues that are needed, but more effCtive cOmmunica-
,

tion with whatever tongue is employed. No, the Pentecostal's woni*Hheipme in

this assignment and, certainly,. the language of this business is especially dd-
.

bilitating. On the.other hand, one should start at the beginning, and the beginning

for me'always includes the language of theory, laws, beliefs, and prejudice--state-

ments of rinciples-goals and their pragmatic translations. So, first the principles

and goals and secondly, with.a degree of diffidence, how I have interpreted them.

I have so often attempted to articulate goals and hypotheses that make sense

to me that, if I'm not careful, this section may turn out to be a mere caricature

of Wheel once believed, a habitual responde to familiar stiWuli. Therefore; in

my attempt to avoid the instinctive for me, and probably the trite for you, I will

make a special effort to set down these'goals as if I had never before engaged.

in this exercise. So, for one who will play the game as if it's new, ,the first

task is to state What,he means, by "goals." And, for' one who supposedly never had-
4

to define the term and doesn't know how others have, it seems entirely reasonable

to suggest that goals represent important ideas to be aohievpd during some future

period. Stated another way, I envision the term "goal" as including to some

degree/ and embodying but not encapsulating, such other terms as "objectives,"

"Hypotheses," "dreams," and--most of all--"ideas." At least while I write, this

2 0 6
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Presentation I have persuaded myself that there are compelling ideas that seek'

expression, that there are people in this field who agrde and disagree with these

ideas, that one way of gaining a'perspective on the jimental retardation" business-

is to evaluate those ideas. The ideas are everywhere--in the literature, at the
,

conventions, in the academy, in the air. Typically, we express them as.resdarch-

' able hypotheses or as pragmatic goals. Typically, we find them substantively

discussed: (1) as the educability hypotheiis, or the nature-nurture controversy,

or the human potential movement; (2) in agreement that human beings are entitled

to fpnclamental services and opportunities, or that there shouldbe,options avail-
,

able to all people;' (3) in the belief that the state has certain responsibilities

'to the people, and the people have certain rights; (4) or as more specific goals,

such as the recently publiciied White House hope to reduce the incidence of mental

retardation by one-half.by the year 2000; (5) or as 'very general goals, such as

to guarantee each person the right to be born healthy, the right to habilitation,
4

the right to the least restrictive placement, the, right to an appropriate education,
4 244

or the right to equal protection and due process under the law. As I hid said

earlier, there are goals, objectives, dreams, hypotheses. But, at the beginning,

there must be,i eas. Unfortunately, one reason why many ideas' are, timeless and

persistent, a yet feeble, is that...they haVen',VfUlly existedinreakity;), we don't

feel compelled to implement them. And, one. reason why we,aren't so compelled is

that ideas, like people, are themselves mixtures of weakness and strength--which

itself.may be an important idea. Possibly,, such mixtures are inevitable, the

products of dissonance between intent and practice, noble hope and dismal realize-

tion, and shared bitterness. The lesson is plain. Be humble, or one has very

little to rely upon.

The following are some ideas that I feel are now in the air, Aot always

because they are loudor striking but, ratherbecauae they are' fundamental and

each possesSes the sound of truth:

1. The idea that each human being has unduplicatable value. Not only is each

person educable, not only is capabilit a function of one's practice and training,

Motivation, and expectations, not only must all developmental programs be individ-

ualized, but so must ones life objectives. This is by way of saying that, although

we believe that people can change, one's value as a human beingoisn't bound to his
. ,

educability but to his intrinsic and inalienable right to be .respected--because
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I

he iS'a human being, for no other reason.

When I was a young.boy, I read every book I could get my hands on that spoke

about the Salem Witch trials. But it wasn't until recent years that I began.to

understand why they burned the witches. 'The people eoin those New England villages

would coi;) to testify that 'this is a gOod woman, a fihe person, God-fearing; and
-

that she thkes care of hqr Children and is good to her husband. Yet, they burned

herl It's like Mental Retardation. The witches were not - burned because they were

bad. The Witches were burned because' they were witc 3s. The Mentally Retarded

are neither placed nor not placed hecause of theirI.Q. Their due process is not

ignored and their protections, are not guaranteed because their heads are a little

Wager or a little smailer,or-theY don't ambulate as. well as others. They are

dealt with in those ways because they are, Mentally Retarded.

2. The idea that Children represent our great hope to improve society. One

is born and he, dies and, duringthe.interi the individual struggles to realize.

his gifts while the group--the government, t bureaucracy, what we call

seeks to trap him, tame him, certainly to standardize him. But, sometimes for

good andsometimes for bad, there have always 'been peoPlewho would not be molded.

They cause lus problems; yet, they are our major investment for the future. The

dilemma has always been to know who should be molded and controlled and who should

be as free as the wind, who is dangerous and who is our prophet. And, so, we

encourage freedom and individuality, while we weed. out thoie who appear to be

P
havedangerous and maladaptive, while we pray that serious blunders not been per-
-.

'petrated in the ndme of society. And children must' always exemplify humanitT's

universal continuing enthusiasm)-for a better future; therefore, if we fail with

Children we fail with everything.

A week or so ago, I was sitting in a class at our university while the.pro--

fessor was attempting to instruct the university students on creativity for

children. He was telling them things, showing them things, and.anchorinithose

things to some psychoanalytic model. And thena student asked the professor, "If

we listen to you carefully, w 1.-we be able to teach art to children?" It was

then that I was so tempted to.inter upt--to give a diatribe on why, teachers

should be taught about children and fart. I wanted to Say (but didn't, because

it.yould have been impolite) that young children don't need teachers to instruct

them: Young children have more ways and more finesse-and more capabilities for
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expressing themselves than eveh the moat gifted adult artist;..that the reason -

the only teas.= forteachers to learn about children's apt is,so they may

better understand children. Maybe that's the only reason for teachers in their

training to learn about anythin4:' .1

3. .The ilva of.t40,,creative person.. Each human being has a will, to
0,

but'alao a dream_to express himself, to realize his individuality in unique ways

Someone once saidthat livingwell is the best revenge. And I truly belieiie, if

we can agree that:"living well" means living in.one's unique manner, that living'

well is the only way.' It's not enough to live, to exist,, to be; all people seek

to unfold, work tocreate something, and struggle for a .principle or some different

future.

4. The idea of freedom. A jaundiced assessment of our cultUresis that we

revere life but disdain freedom. Irrour zeal to protect the weak, the aged, the

so-ca4led handicapped, the ugly and the different, we segregate and separate
. .

, and stigmatize and make pariahs out of legions of people. We build,industries

to incarceratc-out of sight and out of mind--the blind and the retarded, so not

+%, :.only do we accomplish little to help them "see".and 'Understand us, we prelude.

any.pospibility that we--the sighted, the brilliant, even the humanitarian- -will

."see" and understand them. Where is the liberty that children every school

morning across America .claim their country guarantees for all of its citizens?

Where .can we find total implementation of the principle that a human being is

entitled to freedom under the law? And although we most zealously protect life,

one's freedom is as important to that person as is his very life.

Each of the aforementioned ideas has a history, long and bloodied; as all

powerful ideas, wars are fought and lives are lost because of them. We don't

fight wars, any longer because of geographic land, - island in,the Pacific or' in

Asia. We only fight wars totcontrol language and thus to control ideas. The

idea that all people are entitled to freedom under a just law is one that has

turned red the sail of most lands. So today, these ideas struggle against other
4

powerful ideologies, moving ahead then falling back; in favor during one generation

and out of favor in another. Today, at this very moment,.it is no different,

except for the difference in time and perspective.. However, ideas dealing with

freedom, individuality, h n values and human resources'continue to intrude

into public con"sciousne crying for legitimaby and support.

2UJ
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I have :learnedthat one way, to at least partly understapd....what gur values

are is to read the,newspapersand listen to the public Communicators.' As the

saying,goes, look it up in the-newspaper; everything begini-kWith the birth. -

'
,

.

. .

-announcement and ends with the-obituary. 'Unfortunately, people may:draW wrong
..

. . 7

conclubiOnsepm discret4 facti3" hente-this attempt%tO relate "word" factiwith
..,

.

f "deed" facts. Row I would like to rekriew with you a feta of vie thingth that I
. . .

have been reading in recent weeks inour newspapers,
. .

In New York State, where I was born and*grew up, and where I now live and
. .

earl my livelih00d,4n receht months the following items appeared in our various

newspapers:

1. "A bill passed last month by the state legislature and sent to the
governor,for signature ghanges the names of all department facilities
for the-mentally retarded from 'State School' to 'Developmental
Center'..." (Mental Hygiene News, New York State Department of Medtal
Hygiene, May 24, 1974, p. 1).

No longer will we have to contend with the SyraCuse State School, the Allow:-

brook State School, the Letchworth State School,-the Wassaic State School or the

Newark State school. Rather, t116re is a new model; new progressives and humanitarians'

appear to be in control. We now have the Willowbrook Developmental Center and the
a

LetChworth Developmental Center. We change the names and, as if by magic alone,

things'are expected to get better.

2. "The playgrouhd of the Syracuse Developmental Center is going to be
remodeled stressing safety and more creature comforts. Protruding
bricks removed from all play areas-and smooth epoxy applied to the .
sides of the slide to prevent abrasions are just two of the improve-
ments tti be made according to; Al Clinton, assistant business officq,
of the Center. Improvements are being made to'provide more safety
to the retarded Children that the Center serves." .(Syracuse Herald-

.
American, July 7, 1974, p. 213).

Somt who read this announcement in ourlocal paper 'remember that the Syracuse

Developmental Center (formerly Syracuse State School) was once the oldest un-

remodeled and unchanged state school for the mentally retarded in North America

and, just a year or two ago it was torn down and rebuilt at an expenditure of

approximately $25 million. The aforementioned playground, constructed at a cost

of several hundred thousand dollars, received more than one national award for

its innovativeness. Unfortunately, childreicouldn't play iii this playground

without submitting themselves to unusual physical dangers. Essentially, this

award-winning playground' built by the New York State Department of Mental Hygiene-

was, and probably still is, "unplayable."

2 1
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3. "A' wasteful dispute has long been seething between ivil
libertarians and elemente of the psychjiatric profes ion.
The issue, in effqict, is whether the mehtaIly ill ould
ever be hospitalized against their will or,must at all times
be left to their own resources as a recognition of their'
rights as free citizens...

"What are4heeded are open halfway communities, preferably
located in ruralt areas, where the less afflidted can work
at farming or crafts..." (New,York Times, April 8, 1974, p. 34).

Why did the New York Times print this lead editorial, -titled "Civil

'Liberties for What?"?,'What with the world at War, Watergates, impeachments,

runaway inflations, pollution, crime, Henry Aaron andthe new baeb.N11 season,

with the whole world of problems and happy and sad events to choose from, why

did the NGW York Times feel compelled to report to the world that mental patients
-11

really need communities away from typical society, preferably located ine

country? Apparently, even the New York Times can be misled, possibly by a few

influential colleagues or, just as possibly, by a great many Mr. and Mrs. Citizens

who plunk down their 20 cents on wdekdays and one dollar bills on Sundays for the

privilege-of not only reading the paper of record but giving it advice.

Apparently, the people in New York City have "had it." So too, apparently,

e

has the_ /w York.Stste Department of Mental Hygiene. For, in an April 28,,1974

.front age article, also in the New York Times, it%was reported that the .7...Depart-
,

ment of Mental Hygiene, in a private memorandum and directive, has made a major

change in its policy by telling its hospitals that 'we should not take the

initiative in discharging the patient to the community.'" Why, after the scandals

of Willowbrook .and Letchworth, the reports of joint commissions, with a new

morality and in & supposed era of concern, does the,New York Times ask us to slow

down, if not apply the brakes? Why does it appear that the State Department of

yental Hygiene doing one of its familiar herky-jerky about-face dances, tip-

toeing in a 180° turn, skimming over the issues and principles that honest

people would not ignore? Well, the Department of Mental:Hygiene not only has.

"had it," but they were "had " - -by the "anarchists," the too-liberal psychiatrists,

0 the reformists. When they were persuaded to evacuate some of their more embarasaing

units, they were not told that many people would be unimpressed with the idea that

mental patients should live in ordinary neighborhoods, especially unimpresse if

the designated neighborhoods were theirs. The Department of Mental Hygiene 2 I 1
apparently never-did develop a contingency plan, one that would permit them to deal

with community resistance. Further, the Department of Mental Hygiene doesn't
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quite understand that, when mental patients or state school patients are released,

it would be best to diversify their placements, not consolidate them in one or a
4

few locations. And, when the residents of Long Beach, New York complained to the

State Department of Mental Hygiene that, in fact, the Department was creating new
A

quasi-institutions in the community with the purchase of converted motels or

hotels for subsequent assignments of large numbers'of mental patients to these

0 facilities, the State Department of Mental Hygiene responded with lectures to the

citizens on their moral responsibilities and the need for increased community

acceptance and good will. The irony of it all is that the community lay people

had a much more insightful analysis of the situation, the problems, and possible

solutions, than the State Department professionals. The community group said, .4

"O.K., send your mental patients into our neighborhoods, don't congregate them

together. Permit us to continue to have normal communities--not places where

there are large numbers of peculiar or different people, herded together in

abandoned, dilapidated, or second-rate hotels."

The State` Department of Mental Hygiene did not heed the cOmmunity+e advide,

then pleas, then threats. They merely lectured at the community, to be good

citizens, to accept difference, to have forbearance, to. understand, to possess
, s

all those virtues that the professionals in the State Department seemed to lack

thcmselves. So we had a backlash, and a new and strange coalition of conservative

average citizens--people such as our own mothers and fathers, our friends--and

the New York Times. Wonders--and those who answer the question negatively and

probably correctly--will they ever cease? And so, we have'a new state policy

to slow mental patients' releases. Don't suggest discharge to them lest they

request release. Cool it, boys; the natives back in the boonies are getting

restless. Even the New York City sophisticates have "had it."

This conference is concerned with the so called severely and profoundly

mentally retarded. I am' sure that within the course of your deliberations, you

have discussed such terms as "mainstreaming". and "integratiOn." Not too many

weeks ago, I learned about a sheltered workshop - -an integrated sheltered workshop..

. I couldn't visualize it. What's an integrated sheltered workshop? My students

told me I should see it. They said, "It's a wonderfUlly integrated sheltered

workshop." So I went to visit this integrated sheltered wbrkshop. And it was

nice. There they were, sorting nuts from bolts, knocking out slats from Coca-
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Cola bottle cases, sorting brown wires from.blue wires,that will everitually be

used to lay a cable across the Atlantic or Pacific. You've been there; you've

t seen it. And the manager was bursting with pride, as well he should.

And after the little tour I said, "Tell me, sir, I,understand this is an

. integrated sheltered workshop. How? Where? Show me."'
4

He said, "You saw it!"

I said, Nell, look - assume I'm stupid. Explain .it to me." I think by

then he had assumed that anyway and itjwas no longer an assumption as far as he

was concerned.

"No, look," he said, "you can see. We have 'retards'; we have 'disturbed',

we have a few homosexuals, we have some dope addicts, we have some alcoholics.

We got 'em all, and they are all together."

So you see, the words have so many meanings "mainstreaming."

I was in a large New Jersey city a few months ago: The school principals and

superintendents, the other functionaries' and the college peOple each told me in

no uncertain terms that the principle by which the special education program in

this school system was operating was one of "integration" an&"mainstreaming."

I was very impressed until I heard with my third ear a remark made by one of the

teachers. Following up, it was-verified that, while the schools had enunciated

publically their willingness to integrate and mainstream handicapped children,

the teacher's unionhad just concluded an agreement with the schoolchool board that

regular class teachers need not take handicapped children into their classrooms.

I have also seen this in other cities across the country.

5. On February 15, 1974, at about 9:00 P.M., a,safety officer at the Hutchings.

Psychiatric Center in Syracuse received a Call concerning a ;ilex.: who refused to

leave onT'of the Center's facilities. The officer responded to the call and con- ,

fronted the man, asking him what he was doing there. The person, a recently dis-'

charged patient, said he was waiting to see a dOctor. Becahse the man had been

discharged, the officer told him that he would have to leave the premisei He

refused to leave, even on repeated, requests. Therefore, the Syracuse City Police.

were called to the scene and, one hourlater, this former mental patient who

wanted admission to a state psychiatric facility, was found incarcerated in a

county jail cell, lying naked in a.-fetal position in his own feces. This incideili,

and several other incidents reported during the spring of 1974, led to the appoint
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mont of a commission to investigate mental health and mental retardation in

Onondaga County. .I learned about my appointment to the, commission by reading

0
its announcement in our local evening paper. Although my participation has, for

me, been unusually interesting and "educational," after numerous meetings I re-

mained puzzled by the commission's investigatory process, unclear .about our charge;

dumbfounded when / reviewed newspaper accounts supposedly Jummarizing our de-

liberations, and totally confused when I see commission colleagues on television
0

discussing events,' agreements, and disagreements that -- presumably - -I was witness

to. On the other hand, why should anyone expect anything different in a systdm

that "drags" some people to involuntary hospitalization and denies other people

treatment they desperately seek?

A few weeks ago I was down in New York to visit the Willowbrook Developmental

Center preparatory'to some testimony I had to give at the Willowbrook trial. My

secretary had given me a packet of mail which I had to look at. Here again in.the

Mental Hygine News I read:

"The first Carol Burnett Good Housekeeping Award was recently presented
to the housekeeping staff of Building 11 here (Willowbrook Developmental
Center).... A.

An emblem was neetdede.(for this new monthly award) and the warm, popular
figure .of Carol Burnett in her comic character of. the charwoman seemed
to fit the mood perfectly." (Mental Hygiene Mews, October 11, 1974, p. 4).

0

But you know there are some triumphs. They are so small as to make one

embarassed to even mention them. But we do need Opr reinforcements, just as the
6

children we teach need theirs. I haVe recently written a-book that will be published

this spring. It's a novel about a group-of residents at a state school who take

things into their own hands, so to speak, andmake certain demands for themselves.

The book is called Revolt of the Idiots. It's all'fiction, but last week, at one

of the state scHools, this letter went to one of the officials atthat school:

The reei4ent'4overnment had a meeting with allthe people of Unit 1E.
We told them about our meeting with you and what you said. We all feel

. that we can't pay for the second telephone in any way. We are going to
fight for our human rights...

Signed,
Residents of State Sbhool"

All of you, I am sure, haVe been this ad in the newspapers. It's a Camel.ad.

"Can you spot the Camel Filter smoker?" You4ve all s en it. I am looking at this

one Sunday morning about a year-ago. I see that one fellow With a football jersey

with the number 58 is.described this way: "He doesn't moke Camels, he is Tyrone
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Shulace, 'beach pest.'" We are told in the ad that the "58" on his shirt stands

for his I.Q. Further, Tyrone thinks that ."off &Imre drilling is something

macineo do." He smokes "Huff 'n Puff super filtered cigarettes." %Obviously

that makes him retarded, unappealing, and'deserving of whatever ridicule is

heaped upon him.

We wrote a letter to the Ptesident of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

and we received a wonderful response from C. A. Tuckeld, Vice President and Director \\__

of Marketing for the company, who said it was all a joke and nothing to get so up-

pet about. He also said that we think you folks are doing great things, and we

have joined you in the public spirited work that you are doing. We support all

the local organizations involved with mental health.

didn't like the letter, but thought that it would be the end of it. But

just last week on an airplane, I see the same ad - same picture - but where they

described Tyrone Shulace last year, they now say, "He's Hugh Midity, formerly

Channel 58's whistling weatherman." They changed the ad! The "big-big" victory

of the year!

Time is rushing - and I am still on the first page of the diatribe. Let's

quickly see if I.,,yanipull some.stuff together.. It was my purpose to'illuminate

the'hypothesis that intelligence is educable and that it is a. function of Practice
...

and training. But irree ective of one's capabilities, irrespective of how the

Person scores, or hdW the person looks, fundam tally we have

471

to ask the questions,

"What's a human being?" "What's a human bein entitled to because he is a human

being?" And it sebms that say those words so easily. We come to agreement

with such facility'and with such good will. It's incomprehensible how all of

-these peoples who are in agreement have created a monolith. We have oreated an

industry 'called "Mental Retardation" that rolls along .at billion dollar clips.

And to reverse the tide, to bring those resources into the community requires

more than preachers and more' than humanitarians. It also requires economists.

The New York State Mental Hygiene budget today is a billion dollars. The Willow-

brook State School budget is $50 million, $18,000 a resident. Last week I visited

an institution in the East operated in collaboration with a university. They

have 125 children at an operating cost of $8 million. For those who aren't

quick with the arithntic, that's about $57,000 to $58,000 a resident. What price

will we pay to segregate people? What price,will we pay to keep a child from his
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family? a brbther from his sister, one human being from all the others?

Until we can solve, the problem of dollar and resource flow and the monolithic

industry created to segregate, we are never going to get those community programs
. .

that we seek. The dollars are all running the other way. Last year in New York

State, the Mental Retardation budget in the Department of Mental Hyg*ne was

$235 million. BI my calculations, $233 million were for residential programs in

a state that has publicly announced that it will integrate, that it will not

segregate: And why? We don't believe-that intelligence is educable. We don't

lolieve that people can change. We don't believe that you can make a silk purse

out of a fGOWIS ear. We don't believe that Hellen Keller, before Ann Sullivan,

before the enormous investment in her treatment, was mentally retarded. We don't

believe in educability &r the severely and profoundly handicapped. In fact, most

of us don't believe in our own educability.

It is very hard for us to believe that all humanteingtere equally worth-

while. Itris very hard kOr us to conceptualize a morld that doesn't segregate and

separate and incarcerate. A current zeal-0 in America is to segregate the elderly.

This is such a clear example, such a didactic model of what wehave done to each

other, that I am surprised that "problems" of the aged are not discussed more at

mental retardation meetings than mental retardation. The one thing about the

elderly that everyone knows (at least in the back of our heads) is that someday

- if we.are lucky (or maybe unlucky) we will be there. The one thing about the

profusion of institutions for the elderly (that's so startling and so frightening

and so indicative of the fragileness of the human mind and,the human spirit) is

that we aren't building those places for, other people. We aren't building those

places for. some theoritiCal 1% of the population -,the profoundly, or the severely,

or the autistic or somebody else. We are buildingthem for_ourselves. We are

building those places for us, to move into when we come of age. We sit here and

smile and are pleased and we don't complain. And we don't say "Stop! Stop all

this! What are we doing to each other?" It's recklessness, it's the idea that

peoPe can't grow, can't change.

I could go one but the one thing I promised is, that I would end on time. So

I will skip the next 20-25 pages. Let me end with. something I wrote just the

other day while I was coming back from another meeting at a state school. First,

let me' give you some background. heard a preacher and his Sunday morning
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services. It was very nice and very comforting to me. 1.4had 'spoken to him before
""4..

the,service. I got to know him a little bit. So I said, "If I could read that

guy's mind, I don't think he would be saying what he is saying." So just for

fun, and because I was writing- something else, I rewrote his talk. Not the one

he:gave, but the one I thought he might have given had he let himself. And it

does like this:

"Bucks, this is a raw and dirty business we're in. It is wild and it is crazy.

fl napes you sweat too much and smell 'too much. It dulls your senses and hardens

youirsensibilities. Such work deludes us to believe that we can recognize those'

ith delusions, much less cure them. It misleads us to think that we can measure

thinking, when what we measure is ourapplication of our Value on thinking. And

it discourages us from attempts to improve thinking bedause our metaphors about

improvement preclude improvement.

"It sends us into dark areas for the illumination of problems and into

Gehenna to find angels - in search of examples and places that are unexamples.-

Bucko, this is a pariah's business we are in - a wasted human's business

disposable people business. It is4vil work we're in. Yet there arespints

among us. It's'dirty, yet there are.those here who are the pirest of the pure.

It'sdehumanfzing, yet we seek a. common.bond for humanity. Some hate the work,

yet love the people. Some hate the people, yet love the work. And they do this

public work in' private places. That is, in places away from thihgs and other

people. Soo what I mean, this is a crazy businebs - this crazy business."
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